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ABSTRACT ... 
lll 

On September 22; 1992 representatives of First Nations in British Columbia, the 

Government of Canada and the Goyemment of British Columbia made a commitment to 

clarifjmg land title in British Columbia through the negotiation of treaties. 

A treaty and to some extent, a lands claim settlement, can be divided into two 

economic componentS. Compknsation is usually paid to Fist Nations so that they relinquish 

claims to property rights over specified lands. .On those lands not thereby exchanged by ' 

First Nations, property rights are specdied so as to facilitate, among other processes, a 

more efficient exchange economy. 
a, 

This dissertation utilizes data fiom detailed expenditure and income surveys fiom nine 

Shuswap communities in the Kamloops area, four treaty compensation simulations, 

Keynesian multiplier methods, two case studies from the Shuswap Nation and a model of 

public institutional dynamics to assess some economic impacts fiom settling treaties with 

First Nations in British Columbia. 

B 

Due to the small, import-reliant nature of the economies under investigation, th; 

Keynesian multipliers are very small in magnitude (never greater than 1.04) regardless of 

which trety compensation simulation is applied. Tax multipliers for the Governments of 

British Columbia and Canada, however, are relatively high, yielding up to 256 in tax 

revenues for every dollar of treaty compensation spent off reserve in nearly all sinsulations. 

The property right clarification and subsequent institutional changes induced by treaty 

settlement will havgmixed effects on First Nation economies. On the basis of this First 

Nationxase study, it is suggested that First Nation public institutions may not be stable or 

credible enough to encourage sigtllficant investment and trade in the post treaty 

environment. First Nation public institutions, however, should be flexible and small enough 

tosadapt to the emergence of new technologies, and could perhaps t&hnologically "leap 

frog" existing institutions. 



This research pmject k&n in October, 1990, when as a cocky young man who had 

just failed two comprehensive exadation$ I entered Profasor Terry Heaps office and 
. 

F suggested that perhaps I was not meant to be an economist. He directed me to Professor 

RO& Anderson, who at that time was Director of the Community Economic Development 

Research dentre. Professor Anderson then set up a meeting with Wayne Haimila and Bob 

Manuel who were the strategic forces behind the Shuswap Nation Tribal Council. They 
t hired me to establish a Shuswap statistics pro*. That this group of people, with the 

addition of John Muaro, would form my supervisory committee six years later is a testa- 

ment to their patience and udderstandjhg. It is diflicult to imagine any other student who 

has &d the benefit of such wisdom and experience in the prha t ion  of 'their dissertation as 

I have had. 

The extensive ori@ survey reseacqb in this dissertation was conducted by the 

Shuswap Information System. For all their courage in the face of dangerous animals, roads, . 
administrators and respondents, their patience during hours of tedious data processing, and 

their wisdom of survey senk~tics and crises management, I would like to acknowledge, 

MatiIda Morgan, Gem Matthews, Diane Bin, Louella Jules, Tarnmy Brown, George 

Caisrnir, Lenora Fletcher, Dianne Anthony,-Mike Moyer, and Shawn Reinhart. I would 

especially like to a'cknowledge Vema Billy and Louisa Celesta, the guiding forces behind the 

Shuswap Information System and my ever-patient tutors. I am lucky to call all these people 

Research requires money. The ori@ "seed" for this project was provided by the 

SNTC and iq particular. two leaders, Chief Ron Ignace and Chief Richard LeBourdais. 

Subsequent h d i n g  and technical support was provided by'the Department of Indian and 

Northern e s ,  the National Aborigwd Management Board, the Department of Finance, 

Industry Science and Technology Canada, Smtistics Canada and the Ministry of Aboriginal 

AfEiirs. A special recognition for financial support is due to the Indian Taxation Advisory 

Board who have demonstrated considerable stamina by keeping a "Phd tandidate" under 

contract. The financial support and guidance provided by Chief Manny Jules, the Chairman, 
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*- 
W r  1 

. ' Compuisation @d pdtulions - Ihe Eeonomic Components of e Tleaty 
L 

9, ir 

Since joining the Canadan Confederation in 1 871, land title in British Columbia (B.C.)-has - 
not been, in the legal sense, quiet. Quiet title corresponds % to what is referred to in the - 

- 
economics literature as well-defined p perty rights. Consider the following excerpt from 

f? 

the Shuswap Memorial of 191 0 which is representative of similar documents and statements 

from most First ~a t ions '  in B.C.. s * " *  

1 

With us, when a person ent&.s our h e  he 6ecomes our pst and we m t  treat him 
hspi ta64 as Ibry as he shows no hstik intentions. At tfie same tims we eitgect him to 
return to  us equat treatmnt for what fie mew&. Some 4 our &$s said, 'aiese p h p k  wirh 
to  6e partnzrs with us in OUT wuntnj. W e  &, therefore, be the same as 6rotfiers to  them, 
and live as one f n 4 .  W e  w d s k n  equafij & every thq  - hlf and half - in w, water 
and timber, etc. Wht ir oun w d 6 e  theirs a& what ir tfieirs will 6e ours. W e  will he@ 
eah other to 6 e p t  andgood 

5 

I n  a p k i i m  srgned6y f our tma f  our ch$s andsent toyour Indian Department, ~ 4 ,  m, 
we pointed out tfie disdi(itl?s under w h d  we must t our owbg to the m a d i q y  Lsf most 

a f  our resmatiorrsJ some ha* hard4 any p o d  hnii, o t k s  no nr@atiojz water, etc., our 
'lbnitations re plrrtur~. I ; z d  for st04 w i n g  to fencbg Lsf so &pernmen t  hndr 6y '*, 

*whites; the severe restrictions put & us h t e h  6y tfie government re tiwrtirg and firhbg; the 
+&tion o f  s d m  6y ozrefirfbg o f  the wt&esJ and o t h r  matters afffectiq us. ... W e  are 
6erombrg rgardrd as mrpassers over a hrge portions of t(rir, ou; wntry. ... So by as what 

8 6 4 r ~  ir witEC;ehifrmn us, so w d  divattsfactim and unrest e@t a m r g  
us, and we willstm& to 6etter ourselves. ... W e  desire that ~RIY matter o f  importance to " 

eacfi t d e  6e a @pt o f  a treaty, so we pj h u e  a Ikfinite understanding with tfie 
gouernmeirt on alT matters o f  moment 6etween trs and tfiem" . 
(The S h u s v e m o r i a l ,  August 25 $ 1.910) 

Although h s  term uill be used throughout h s  documdnt its definition is hardly clear. A nation 
is commonly understood to 'be a "people hol lng  in common such attributes as e b c i t y ,  &story, 
culture, religion, language" (Itngsbury and Roberts, 1989, p. 10) and occupying a defmed 
geopphlcal  area. The Indian Act def i t ion  of a "band", (Hawley, 1993, p. 1) is not a nation and 
is the principal source of the confusion. Throughout h s  thesis a band will be referred to as a 
community and a First Nation will be used to indicate a nation of people in the sense of 
Kingsbury and Roberts. 



, - a 

- Eighty-two years after this presentation was made to ~ i l f i k d  Laurier, the ~ h u s w a ~ s  and . 

other First Nations in B.C. received their response. 
- .  

/ 
' o n  ~eptem6er 21,1992, representath o f  thef&rm~juvernntent, the prm&memment, 
and the First Nationr Summit s p e d  aA a p q n e n t  estati~.h.qg the Briticf$olbm6ia lreaty 
~dmmicsion. aie rob o f  th fare member ~ p m & s l b n  is to facilitate the treaty neptkztwns 
process, wordinate the kart of nejotiatwns, monitor the p r o ~ s  qf nep~utiat@s and ahcute 
fvndr to en&& the First Natbm to partiiqate in ~gmiatii&s" Goverpnent of Canada, 
1993a. 

To date, forty-seven First ~ t i o n s  and First Nation communities have sent letters of intent 

1 
to negotiate to the B.C. Treaty Commission. Furthermore, on February 15, 1996 a treaty 

> * 
. . 

\ 

agreement iri principle was reached between the Nisga'a Nation, the -GovernrnentJof B.C.,' 

.and the Government of Canada This fxst "modeJn day" treaty in B.C. will contain several 
6- 

important precedents for other treaty negotiations. 

The purpose of this thesis is to and eshnate some economic impacts from setthng 
-* 

these treaties in B.C.. The economic impacts .to be analyzed are those related to the 

payment of treaty compensation to First Nations and fhose impacts related to changes in 
*- 

First Nation government institutions. 

The pivot around which the economic components, and all other aspects, turns in a treaty 

5 
7s the existence and extent of aboriginal title2. The definition of this aboriginal property 

2 The terms aboriginal "We" and "rights" are virtually mterchangeable among people worlung in 
the I n d m  Indusny' (Smith, 1995, p. vi). Title js used here since it  is from this whxh any right 

j flows. "Take the ward utle to mean a vested right ... s o m e h g ' t o  which the right is already 
acquired" OPell v Gregory, 1985 as cmd in Yogis. 1990, p. 221. 



right would specify (1) the boundaries of the First Nation eimnumy and, (2) the 
0 

jurisdictional scope of First Nation self government - both important ingredients for an 

economic impact assessment. 

Although helpful, the precedent concerning aboriginal title set by the Nisga'a Treaty 

' i  
Agreement in Principle is by no means certain. First, before the May 28, 1996, election in 

B.C. both opposition political parties, the B.C. Liberal Party and B.C. Reform Party, 

respectively e' promisid to. revisit aspects of the agreement or tear it up. Secondly, the + 

d C 
bargaining priorities and subsequent strategies of the Nisga'a Nation need not reflect the 

4 

circumstances or strategies of other First Nations. Fjnally, it is possible that the Nisga'a 

people will not ratify the agreement in principle. Therefore, it is instructive to briefly 

introduce the A b o r i ~ ~  title debate. 

First, -consider the following explanaon of &original title by the former Chief of 
$ 

Neskonlith, Robert Manuel: 

'%jar as most anati iaN are d, crow2 t i ik  fi mt an k. ~t jut InyI around and 
skeps utuikr tfkir property. But tfie minute t h y  dbn't pay tfieir t q e s  it wakes up wiifi the 
f d f o r c e  8 t h  h to m j h n  t h  in a most uykrzsant way rr f  hr e@ence. aboriqinuf tiilk 
is sinu&r 6ut mefor@d6ecrmse it f k  been skepiry Ibyer. %e purpose 4 a treaty is to  
kennine f ippthe two tith can -" (Bob Manuel I n t e ~ e w ,  October, 1993). . 



Does Aboriginal title exist and, if so, then where is it new'? What is its relationship to 
* 

Crown title; superior, mferior, or equivalent? How does the answer to the previous question 

determine the parameters for-First Nation self government? 

The legal case for the weak existence of Aboriginal title is built around 'the ,>1991 

McEachem decision in the Delgamuukw case - brought forward by the ~ t k s k  &d 

Wet'suwet'en in an attempt to validate their long standing claim to their traditional temtory 

in the eyes of the Canadm legal system. 

tJi260Ttqrhdpersonr and umm~eritatms oftrn - mentbn the f& t fk t  the Indkns o f  the p r m h z  
were never cmupred 5 force or arms, nor fkve tfky entered into treaties with the C r m .  
Unfair as it &j s m t o  Indians m otllrs on pfiilb&p~81mndr, t h e  are mt rebunt  
umsdkations. 2Ik events of the lhrt 2.00 years are far more s@ficrznt than any d i t a n j  
mnqvert m treatiec would have been. Z& ?Ldi &ornun oWnerJ+ of the soil of  a f f  the 
hnd of  the province ir not open% p s t b n . "  (Chief Justice Allan McEachem, 
Delgarnuukw case, 1991, as quoted &I Smith, 1995, p. 125) 

-=--.-- 

In other words aboriginal title is inferior to that of the crown4. Even the subsequent 1993 

B.C. Court of Appeal decision specified the extent of;this title exists only over those 

e . practices an3 activities which were an integral part of their (the First Nations) ddncfive 

3 As George Manuel, the first president of the World Council of Indgenous Peoples states: "%ere 
is no %ailof %rs that can be drawn on Cmrodian m p s  ar it must 6e drawn for the Cfiero{ee.h(atimr. TVe 

wm nut 6anirliedfra orrr hnd. It is as tlioyfi the hmd war d f r o m  under u." (Manuel and Poslums, 
1974, p. 32). In a !ess poetic manner, a number of First Nation leaders point out that the 
extingtllshment provisions in earlier treaties prove the existence of aboriginal title as you can not 
extmggush that which is not there. 

e 
4 In response to the current legal standing of t h ~ s  claim as expressed in the Delgamuukw v. British 

Columbia ruling, the position of these First Nation groups are best represented by Badcock, 1976. 
st seem, k, &t the ntm-Indian Aims to !A,$nth amtrico are 6 d  on the p q o s t ~ o u  

propositkm t k t  om$ c i z d 2 . d  Chstiam c o u L f h  any &aim to hnd and that W m ,  a &&an 

fromaneside~&w0~~~/ies/ioul;f"d~I;ndm&&sideIzf~worH&ited6y 
. . .  

utravll;red hmtkns, a d  I-+, WM $ thy e m  did &for the on@mzt intia6drmtc, vere 
thedymmuaid" f 



dture (Smith, 1 995, p. 135)'. Although mis case was scheduled for appeal to me Suprernk 

4 D 
Court of Cjmada, the plaintiffs; the Gtksan and ~et'suwet'en, withdrew their petition on 

Ju+ 13, 1994 in favour of a negotiated treaty settlement. As such this is the existing legal 
t 

precedent on the scope of aboriginal title in B.C.6 

The legal scope of aborigtnai tide, howevqr, is far from settled. Advocates of sovereign 

aboriginal title point to the wording of the October 7, ' 1763 Royal  rocl lama ti on' asJan a 

indication that treaties are between nations. 

Y n d  whereas it Frjust aqd r e a s d k ,  and essentiaf to our Interests, and the searnty o f  tfie 
Cobnier, t h t  the smera/&tim or Ties o f  Indiom with whom w e  are connetted, andzufb 
[we ufuikr our protection, s M  nqt 6e mI;?sted or dirtuded in tfie Possession o f  s d  Tarts 
of Our I)orninions and %nit& as, not hmy 6een & to or purdiased 6y 'Us, are 
reserved to t h  or any of t h  as their 3krrrtby  rounds ... $ at a ny T i  any o f  the said 
Indkrm s M  6e i n d d  to dripose of  t h  said La&, the same s f i d  6e purdiased on4 for 
Us, in our Name, at some pubtic p& or %sen164 o f  the Said Indirurs ..." 

t 

The legal argument that the Royal Proclamation is a recognition of sovereign title can be 

J Other aspects of h s  appeal court decision whch are directly related to the nature of aboriginal 
, title include 1) upholding the original decision concerning ownershp, and 2) agreement with the 

original decision that the court can not grant self government whch is not present in the Canadian 
constitution. The appeal court, however, did overturn the origmal judgement concerning 
extinguishment of some aboriginal rights before 1871. (Government of British Columbia, 1994, 
pp. 8-9). 

'a By no means is itthe fqst decisiop on the nature of aboriginal title. The McEachern interpretation 
followed m many respects the 1887 Supreme Court of Canada decision in the St. Cathannes 
Mrlling Co. case, and the 1984 Supreme Court bf Ontario Bear Island Foundation Potts case 
(Clark, 1987). In pamcular, consider the sarcastic words of Justice Tashereau in 1887 n m ~ ~ y  
deduction from .such a a h %  (the I763 Rgyal Ro+mtion) be that a n  p r o p  of &tion and 

thbpment in 9 is ando(luays /iac been at the n&q ofttie Indian rpren(Clark, 1987, p. 113) 

Both a dnided I973 Supreme Court (Calder v. Attourney General of B.C.) and the B.C. Appeal 
Court in the Delgamuubw case held that the Royal Proclamation does not apply to B.C. (Bums, 
1992, Smith, 1995). 

* 



paraphrased as follows. Between 1600- 1800 the foundations for a fundamental common Iaw 

between.aboriginals and settler communities were laid. When the British gained French 

Canada between 1759-1763, they made known their intentions towards the Indlan nations 
f 

occupying this area in the Royal 'Roclamation. Branches of this common law were 

subsequently applied to the interpretation of treaties signed in the eightegnth and nketeenth 

century (Slattery, 1992, p. 1 1 8)'. 
- 

Moreover, even in the 1993 B.C. Appeals Court decision in the Delgamuukw case there 

was some disagreement from the panel of 5 judges who upheld the B.C. Supreme Court 
4 

desision by a narrow margin of 3-Z9., 

1 

%!labm@d r@ts w o e  not e p p i s h e d  6+e 187;, [ d ~ e n t ~ ] ~ w t ~  5 % ~  Ahtdiiron 
said, as tfk A p p e d ~ o u r t  nrkd t h t  the scope, wnsequences/ and conte@ qf a y native y#ts 
w i l h v e  to 6e determined by a triaf court." - (Toronto Star, June 26, 1993, A1 0). 

To confuse the issue further, the legal analysis of inherent right to self-government and, - --. 

implicitly, of the parameters of aborignal title of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal 

6 The titk 9 o r t e d  @its of q k  use and posswion that, on a quan'SferuiclC modeC, f o n d  a 
6 u r k  a tf& b t e  trfle $the Cruwn. ... Fbwewr, &the C i m t h t h  Ad, 1 8 6 7 , p r ~ ~ ~ k t u r e r  
apparent& ii&d & poum to qtmpmh a b o ~ f  lhnd yb w e  6y +I;Itia or treaty" (Slattery, 
1992, p. 1 18). 

Most legal opinibn on ttus matter suggests that the matter will ultimately be determined by the 
Supreme Court (Doyle-Bedwel, 1993 p. 199). Furthermore, in a related and potentially precedent 
setting Australian 'supreme Court decision in the Mabo case, the Australian parliament recogqed 
that aborigmes can "claim ownersh;'p to land based on traditional or hstorical association." 
(Vancouver Sun, December 23, 1993, A 1 1-). 



' - 
Peoples states'': ", 

practice and fd a tacit premise o f  m y  treuties; (Royal Commission on ~boriginal 
Peoples,' 1993, p. 40). 

+ For the federal government the net iesult of the form and nature of aboriginal title is'': 
P 

'that wh& the urut~s and the Constitution of C a d  60th recognize wing ao@za/  

@its, the #--- s y v e  and mean* 4 those @tits have not 6 e e n j u 4  q ined .  Ch+icotwn +First 
Nation @Iits WiUrouur t h q h  the treaty neytziztion process." (Government of Canada, 
1994b). 

The provincial government concurs that the issue of the coexistpce of c r o L  and 

. aboriginal title is a matter for negotiatilons". 

i C After contrasting the American historical leg4 interpretation of the spirit and intent of the Royal 
Proclamation with that .of Canada Clark, 1987 conc1udes:"G Indion mtem is enforceo6lk It tias to 
6e purdiased or 6 4  qropnk ted  to stop e. G anus is on the Crown to p r m  an qtnpishmwzt.  and 
th C r m  cannut Ikgttumt+ d e  Indian laws apph6f i  to yet uncerkd Indian Territory 6earuse I d i o n  
yrirdiction i r p r ~ t d 6 y  t f ie  inbtnt P b o ~ f  yht o f ~ g o m n m e n t n  (Clark, 1987, p. 114). 

- . . - - 
It would be wholly inappropriatesin even such a brief h&orical analysis of the legal issue of 
aboriginal title to ignore the 1973 Supreme Court decision in the Calder case. In essence the 4 .  

supreme h r t  had spl$ an tfie idha that tfie non-trtzty part5 4 Canada, wha& inr/uded h6rador, the 
9lortfrmst 'Ibnbnk, the r i m ,  and a h s t  a l l 4  Quebec and %dish Cohdk ,  were d wtdkr the kgaf  
tltlk of the First 9&om who reride k: McFarlane, 1994, p. 173. The result was a change in the 
federal government's position towards aboripal  rights as reflected through a willingness to 
negotiate treaty discussiops in all of these areas. It is also lrectly responsible for the Nisga'a treaty 
negotiations. i 

. - 
The fact that the probmce of B.C. is even willing to pamcipate in these negotiations is a d a p r  
concession p e n  their historical position of non-recoption of aboriginal title in B.C.. That 
psi t i& is Based legally on Article 13 of B.C.'s Terms of Union with Canada whlch specifically 
states that "charge of InQans .. . . shall be assumed by the Dominion Government" (Smith, p. 79, 
1995) and on Section 109 of the British North American Act which gave B.C. jurisdiction over 
land and resources (Fkce, 199 1). Thus and as Smjth, 1995 argues, why should the government of 
B.C. participate in a treaty malung process when they may only lose jurisdiction which they 
already possess in the Constitution? 



m e n  together, t h e  d i n g s  [in the 9 4 a &  a p p d  uue/ d o  deherd tfie strong 
directlbn to tfieprovincia(government to carry out its commhment to resoh irsuer 
tfiroytiprodwtiw dirtllssionr at tfie qotiatd& ta6k and not in tfie k r t s . "  (Government 
of B.C., 1994, p. 9). , 

The very fact that negotiations are taking #ace indicates that the parameters of aboriginal 

title have yet to be established. fn economic language, property rights are unclear. In the % 

absence of some defined boundaries. it is diff~cult to engage in the economic impact 
? 
I 

analysis of treaty compensation payments.  ortu tun at el^, however, there is enough substance 

in the historical relationships, the modem treatiesand 
7 

Principle to establish the general economic components 

possible number of property rights scenarios. 

the Nisga'a Treaty Agreement in 

of.treaties, and to identify a finite 

It is hypothesized h a t  the two salient economic components of treaties are financial 

compensation given for extinguishment of First Nation land claimsI3 and institutional 

(property right) considerations describing the property rights of lands retained by First 

Nations, and their governmental powers. Specifically, there are three possible property 

right boundaries for self government - aboriginal nation, public government, or constikency 

government (Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 1994). The principal sources for 

, making this determination are the 73 treaties previously signed or awaiting legislation in 

Canada'' and the negotiating positions of the principals. 

! 3 In the Council of Yukon lnlans treaty settlement umbrella agreement compensation was given 
to those First Nations for. the removal of their Section 87 of the Indian Act hxation exemption - (Courchene and Powell, 1992). 

1; Some of these were signed before the confederation of Canada but most were signed between 187 1 
and 1923 (63 in total before 1923), and 10 more were negotiated to the point of signing between 
1973 and the present. 



1 . 1  Treaty Compensation 

The basis for compensation in treaties is clear in the 1763 Royal Proclamation and is 

certamly a result of a fundamental tenant of English common 1aw.that due compensation ' 

be given for the appropriation of another's property. It would legally follow that First 

Nations should be duly compensated in the settlement of a treaty for the appropriation of 

their traditional. lands for non-native settlement. * 

This position is clear in the so-called eleven numbered treaties signed between 1873 and 

1923.. Ln Treaty #1 signed in 1871 by the Swampy Cree and the Chippewas and the 

Government of Canada at Lower Fort Garry, the treaty was being used to appropriate 

aboriginal title for the purpose of settlement. In Treaty # 8 signed in 1899 by the Cree, 

Beaver, Chippewyan and other tribes of the Treaty # 8 areas, and extending into north- 

eastern B.C., the specific. terms of compensation are described. The specific clauses were: 

Treaty # 1 - 1871 
- 

j 
' iad  Indians h v a  been rwt$d a d  infoformed 6y ~ r  Mjmyr sad Commicsioner that it is 
tfie h u e  of%r Majty to open up to settkment and imm@atwn a tract o f  county ... and 
to obtam the urnsent thereto of  9hr Indian d j e r t s  &iting sad tract .... " 

Treaty f! 8 - 18y8 

'bad Indians rtb heby cede, r e h e /  s u r d r  and yieH up to +vt of aQminlbn 4 ~ a n a d a ~  
3kr 5%bjest-y th Queen and 31;rr .$ucce~surs for ever rill thu $isI tltks, and priu&ges 
whtsoever to the f a d  - (in q d i a y e  for) lh Queen wets with the sad  ~ndians th t  thy 
shnll have tfieir y h i  to p u r w  thu mud v o c n t h  Irf huntty, trappug and f is@/ ... Her 



Mkjesty h e r 4  a p e s  to d e  d CIiref a present o f  $ 3 2 , d  M m a n  a present 4 $20 . 
a d  to e d i  and NnJi indim a present o f  $a, and fir each year after to  giue $25 to w, $5 to d %khan ,  and $5 to d and evey I&n of what- age andfurttier 
to pr& a suit o f  &+ to eusfi &t$ and Iieadman every 3 years'' 

Similar forms of dnect payment for compensation can be found in the other numbered 

treaties (Price, 1991, p. 54-57)''. The precedent of compen~at io~ has carried over to the 
< .  

* ,  

contemporary treaties signed after 1973 16. 

f * 

fi The November 1 1,  1975 James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement involved $225 

million (1 975 current dollars) in compensation. (Department of Indian Affairs, 1978) , 

The Inuvialut Final Agreement signed on June 5,1984 had a ohe time compensation 
rl) 

of $152 million (1984 current dollars) (Department of Indan Affairs, 1988) 
B '  

es 

* 

The Nunavet Agreement s i a e d  on May 25, 1993 has a compensation combanent 

1: In those treaties where compensation is perpetual there has been no Indexing of payments, so for 
' example as is specified in Treaty 8 each chef still receives $25 per year, and each Indian person 

I who is a descendent receives $5  per year. 

i 6 The reason that no treaties were settled in the period betwee2 1923 and 1973 can best be 
summarized in the words of Duncan Campbell Scott 'to cmtinuo1~sh~protzct a clhrs ofpwpk who are 
adk to~landalbne . .  . h o 6 ~ i r t o ~ u n d t h i s n o t a ~ k I n d i a n  inciznnda t h a t h n o t  
6 m  absorbedinto the 6odypoChic . . ."Duncan Campbell Scott, DIA Deputy Superintendent General, 
191 3, cited in Titley, 1986. Not coincidentally, this was the period of the Indtan residential school 
experiment (1923-1974 in Kamloops), the prohibition of potlatches (changed in 1950s), the 
prohbition of Indtan political organizations (changed in 1950s) and the prevention of unabsorbed, 
to use Scott's words, Indians from votmg. In regards to the Indian' residential school experiment, 
"The abuse included poor diet, a proscription of the Indian language, forced labour and a military- 
style discipline that was enforced by beatings. [As one student observed] '& pn'ertr v o d  fianvm 
i r i n t o o u r h e P d r t h a w e ~ n o t t o  ~ o r a c t o r s p e a < t & a n  ~ n d i m r a n d t h t v e w d g o  @ M a d  

Cum fur ettnrtty 9 we did not (isten to k wuzj crf t a d z y . '  (McFarlane, 1994, p3 1). The mstrust 
generated by t h ~ s  system is an underlying factor in the nfethodologxal development presented in 
Chapter 5 .  





1.2 The h t u t i o n a l  Components of Treaty Settlement 
d 8 

' The tragedy of the commons is well known in the political and economic literature.17aAs it 

pertains to ~ i r s t  Nations, the tragedy arises when two aggregates (the Crown and the First 

Nations) claim title over the same land. This is'the current situation on trdtional First 
0 

Nation territory outside of I n d m  reserves. 

The opportunity costs resulting from this dsputed title has been e*mated by the 

D 
Government of Canada at $1 billion, as measured by foregone or postponed investment in 

the forestry and mining sectors (Government of Canada, 1993b). Investments are apparently 

being postponed because these industrial sectors are uncertain about the territorial and 

financid extent of the property rights that will be assigned to First Nahons in treaty 

ettlements (Gbvernment of B.C., 1996). It is little wonder, therefore, that the principal Q 
justificabon f ~ r  both federal and provincfal governments in the tr& negobation process is' 

to clarify property rights for the purpose of encouraging inve$mentI8. 

'Treaties wiUproVidi: the certainty wfG4 is essentiaL to creatirg a poshwe Jimate for s o c d  and 
economic hefbpment. [Certainty] w d  encmcrge and s t d t e  the inves nt necessary to . 

. B create jo6s and 6% sta6ihy to tkuns and cities throyIiout B.CV4' 
1993% p. 3). 

- - 
I 1 Stevenson, 1991, points out that for this particular issue a' distmction should be made between 

common property and open access. Most of the game theoretic results refer to issues of open 
access and not comvon properp controlled by a group whxh is the more applicable circumstance 
for First Nations. 

I E It has been established in the literature that when investment is irreversible that increased 
uncertainty leads to less investment. It is hkely no coincidence that two reports commissioned by 

. the B.C. government on the ecbnomic impact of treaty settlement, stressed the positive economic 
impact from increased business c e r t a w  resulting from treaty settlement. - 

. . 
' D r ~ ~  6ase tlieir and operatug rkdrias, in pait, oz the Mof catainty about 
futirrr m s c ; 4 p  or h a 5  mrdrecources. 3 ClhrgCYirg tfie.@fb $First Nations ...p romtapn ix t e  
hestmmt 5 redubzg the ni~Lsfc0rrm~cio~dimrption." (Government of B.C., 1996, p. 4) 



13 

settikenis &end tf ie  years crJ u m i n t y  m d q  hnd entitlhmpnt. Once t h e  umcenrr 
are &essdJ inztestors, mamany af wfwm hue been w a w  in tfk wiqp pendiy the outcome 
ofntptLztibnsJ d 6 e  enanrraged. Government of B.C., 1994, p. 4. 

In addition to clarifying the title in First Nation traditional territories, another purpose of 
'? 

treaty settlement is to replace the Indian Act with First Nation self government. To'date, 
t 

property rightsIg on reserve are guided by the Indian Act. Among other specifics, the Indian 

Act sets the jurisdiction& authority and admistrative structure for First Nation governments, 
* 

determines who is and who is not a First Nation community member, and provides the rules 

and restrictions for on reserve business development. Many First Nation leaders see it as the 
I 

main obstacle to economic development on reservesi0. Consider the contrary incentives 

4 

contained in Sections 87 and 89 of the Act. 

In 1985 Section 87 of the Indm Act was revised and now states, in part: 

nzj otfier 2ct of  the Tar(iament o f  C a d  or any act o f  tfie 
6ut subject to section 83, tfie f o b @  property is q e v t  

?om tqatwn,  nu+, 

(a) tfie personaf property o f  an ~ n h n  or a band in reserve hnds ox surrendered 
hnd; and - 

(6) the persodproperty o f  an Indian or a 6and situated on a reserve. 

(2) x o  Indian or 6and is subject to truCatwn in respect o f  tfie oulr~rsf+, ocacpation, 
posmion-or use o f  any property mentioned in p a r q y  f i  l(a) or (6) or otherwise subject 
to taxation in respect- o f  property. e 

(3) 9\Co s m z s i o n  duty, k dance t q  or estate duty ,ir pay&& on the death o f  any 

7 a 
* >  The imprecise nature of property rights in Cam& is well known especially after the attempt to 

entrench specific property rights was rejected in the 1992 Charlenown Accord. "One can only 
speculate on how Canadian courts would define "property" if h s  were left undefined." (Johansen; 
1991, p. 8) 

2 t  Tlus was evident in inteniews with Chef Mamy Jules (July 13, 1995) and former Chef Robert , 

Manuel (October, 1993). 
, 
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Indizn in respeci ~ any property mentioned in parwaplis I(a) or I@)  or for 
succwkm t h e t o  jf tfie popq 6e ta&n into account in ditenrrinriIq th duty 
paya6lk und& tfie Dominion  ion Duty act (citation omitted) on m in respect 
4 o t h e r p m p m y p ~  to an Ind&znn (Hawley, 1993, p. 80). 

Section 89 of the Indlan Act states: 

2?9(1) &6pzt to tfk Act, tfie red and persondprapertpo an Indion or 6and sttuated on a - 
nra* is twt SU6Ject to &ye, p e e ,  monggeJ attachment, LhjJ seizure, d&& or, = , 

q x u t ~  in favour or at. t& instrulce oJ any person 0th t k n  an Indizn or a 6and" 
(Hawley, 1993, p. 102) 

. . 

The net institutional impact of these two sections of the Indlan Act i i  that there is little on 

or off-reserve business development by First Nation persons2'. Businesses are encouraged 

to develop on-reserve to take advantage of the Section 87 tax exemption, but have difficulty 

offering any collateral because of the restrictions concerning property on-reserve contained 

in Section 8922. A self-governing First Nation would define on-reserve property rights more 

clearly. 

1 
t 

Therefore, the broad question addressed in Chapter 5 of h s  thesis is: how can the 
* 

reduction of, uncertainty resulting from more clearly defined land ownership and First . 

Nation governmental powers in .treaties, be measured? More specifically, since it is 

., , 
L -  This result of under inveslmknt for common improvements is prelcted in the game theory 

literature (Stevekon, 1991, p. 27), although there is some disagreement with t h ~ s  game theoretic 

2 2 T h s  is not entirely true as there are examples of First Nation Citizens who hold certificates of 
possession for portions of reserve land who use these certificates ta secure debt, such as Sluhish 
Esso in Neskonlith , 



assumed here that these altered property rights will define the boundaries of, aqd the rules 
8, 

for, F i m  Nation institutions, how will these institutional changes affect .the transactions 

present internally within First Nation institutions and the ue generated - 
I r * .  

from their potential "market""? It is argued in Chapter 5 th 
F - 

-transaction costs are indicative of increased certaintys (Dietrich, 1994, p. 1 10). 
a 

2 

- . . 

It should be evident that t6e extent of property rights cont&ned in the eventual treaties will 

be the pillars_ upon which First Nation institutions are bwlt. The parameters of these 
.% -. 

propert). rights are crucial in defining the boundaries of First Nation egon@ies *.-- and the _ 
jurisbctiod of First Nation governments. Although, for obvious rtksons, the pI,oGew nghts 

-5 

issue is much clearer in the contemporary post-1973 settlements, the older treaties do 
E 

contain specific references to property rights over First Nation land. The following is taken 

from Treaty 4 signed on September 15, 1874 in what is now southern Saskatchewan. + .  

- '9 

'% Majesty agrees that %r said 1ndinn.s s M  h u e  @fit to pursue t h i r  avocation 4 
hunting, trapprig andfzsfkq t h w h t  tfk trad surredred, subject to sudi rplbtions as 
may from time* to time d by the Garentment # the County actuy under the autfhtty of 

+ '  2 3. Transadtions costs will be lscussed more thoroughly in Chapter 5 ,  but at this point ~t is sufficient 
to recegwze that transactions costs &righted with Coase, (1960), are in the Arrow (1969) sense 
the h s t s  of running the eccmomlc system" and in the Williamson (1985) sense can not exist 
without asset specificity>roperty rights). 

? 4 Loosely, "internal" refers to the organizational management of the institution in the Coasian, view 
of a fm, and "external" refers to the market whch the institution serves..These concepts are given 
greater attention in Chapter 5. 

2 i 
Specifically, institutional change encompasses all the aspects of treaty settlement other than 

4 

compensation and includes at least chld welfare, education, fisheries allocatfon, timber licenses, 
fee simple land title, taxation and a host of other treaty induced institutional changes. The issue - 
of certainty will be 'most evident in the interactions of these new institutionf witqSheir markets * 
and in the transaction costs Inherent in thkse institutions. 



!h$r Mizjesty, and s . 9  and qceptig such &acts as 6e requiredfmm timc to time fm 
'settkment, min& m m/lr~pu'puses of th govmrment " (Treaty 4, 1 874). 1 

The modem-dayetreaties, of which the first three of those described below are sometimes 
/ 

called extinguishment treaties, are much more specific in the parameters of property rights 
& ,.. - 

which First Nations will have: 

In the Gwjch'in agreement signed on April 22, 1992 the Gwch'in were given fee 

simple ownership26 over 23,800 square kms of land in the Northwest Territories and 

the ~ u k o c  6,160 square km of subsurface rights, a portlon of royalties", wildlife 

and harvesting rights and participation in decision making bodies dealing with 

renewable resources and land use planning (Smith, 1995, p. 15). 

The Nunavut agreement provides for 350,000 square km of fee simple ownersbp 
, 

to 6 e  Inuit, wildlife and harvestleg rights, a share of royalties from resource 

extraction, and self government. (Tungavik Federation of Nunavut and the 

Government of Canada, 1993).*' 

2 6 For practical purposes fee simple own,ershp is distmct from crown title. 2 fa titk is an mate 

of dmtion mueyed o r p d  dmlirtt+ to a  perm and liir fieirs mdq4nit4. Strict4 
- spea&thhol;tkrrrf&ertateis@&ttietenentmfeeqk ...(tec/inica& a t e n a n t o f t t i e c r m ]  

... a y  mtentr andpurpow k ie th dsollte owner' (Yogis, 1990, p. 89). 

2 7 The specification of access to royalties could be considered fee simple title plus. It is quite clear 
in t h ~ s  treaty that Uus is a case of revenue sharing granted by the federal government and not a 
ceding of taxation jurisdiction to the First Nation. 

2 a That self government is specificalb mentioned in Uus 1993 settlement is nutpamarlhr4 surp- 
pen Guammrtt ~Gmada'spreekcrionposhia a this irsue Tlk &rd,guwnnu?nt d u c t  a the 
premire that tJte mJiaerrt %ht to qdownmnt is an nbor@ul and heaty I-@." (Liberal Party 



3 '~ 
t The Sahtu Dene and Metis Agreement signed on September 6, 1993 includes among 

other thmgs over 41,400 square lh of fee simple ownership rights; over 1,800 
C 

-square km of subsurface rights, a share of resource royalties, exclusive trapping 

Sghts and participation in land use decisions: (Department of Indian and Northern 
1 

3 

Affairs, 1993). 

* 
w "There will be about 1,930 square kilometres of Nisga'a iands in the Lower Nass 

River area ... The Nisga'a will own both surface resources (including forests) and' 

subsurface resources on Nisga'a lands . The Nisgata gdvernment, as owners of 

Nisga'a land, will be able to set condtions on any nkw interests they grant in the 

future ... the Nisga'a will manage Nisga'a forest resources ... the Nisga'a will be able 
4 

to manage their [fish] harvest ... the Nisga'a will be able to make laws governing 

such things as culture and language, employment, public works .. health, child 

'1 
welfare and ' education services." (Department of Indian Affairs, 1996, 

http//www. inac.gc.ca/news/aip.html) 

It is agreed that treaty settlement hill result in property right induced in.mmtional changes 
I 
4 

The uncenainty created by these *tutional changes is discussed in Chapter 5'9. Analysis * 
* * *  

of Canada, 1993, hnp.l/u~~~.liberal.ca/englisWhdex.html). A position which builds upon the 1983 
position presented in the so called Penner report."$ as rmny assert, the %ht to dfgmtner t  qg%- 
as an adso& qht ,  there codf be a Nbstmtial reordkrmg ofpowen, I n d i o n d m m ? r  m y  haze ~ C i u t  

- h p ( a t ~ k e p ~ ~ e r 5  thar are now u n r e c o e .  (Johansen, 1993,'p 43). 

7 Q - - Cassidy and Dale, 1988, detail a number of uncertainties resulting from institutional changes in 
the management of fish, forests, and non-renewable resources which must be considered in the 
treaty process. TIus thesis attempts to analyze one of their principal conclusions "that ... 



there and in Chapters 2-4, however, requires that the boundaries of these institutional 

changes be further delineated. 

9 > .  .. J o  self- in past treaty 
, . 

Therefore, it is necessary not only to view the bounds of 
d 

sewements-briefly discussed above, but also to discuss the * 

strategio positions held by the current principals negotiating First Nation self government. 

1.2 1 The Boundaries of Self Government 

Treaties are a recognition of some form of aboriginal title. Title involves inherent 

jurischction. Dependmg upon which of the many layers of possible jurisdction First Nations 

have, so are defined the pa&neters of the inherent right to aboriginal self govemment 

(Royal Commission, 1'993). 

- Like treaties3', the boundaries of an inherent right to self-government are in the eye of the 
d *  

advocate. The August, 1994 draft of the Royal Commission's Governance Policy Paper - 
w 

outlines three models of Aboriginal government: Aboriginal nation government, Aboriginal 

public government,.and Aboriginal constituency government. Of these, only the nation and 

setllements would not have a uniform effect upon all parts of the province or upon all natural 
resource sectors [which generates considerable uncertaint~]" (Cassidy and Dale, 1988, p. 175). 

.. 
3 2 In the case of treaties the provincial government considers them to be "an agreement amved at 

between British Columbia, Canada and the aboriginal peoples in the province" (Government of 
B.C., 1991, p. 17) the federal government views treaties as "agreements between First Nations and 
governments' (Government of Canada, 1994b) and the First Nations view treaties as international. 
covenants between muons. 



- public'government models are considered here3'. 

The nation government is based on a well defined lan@ase and government is established 

' on the basis of the inherent right to self-government. A nation, unless specified in a treaty 

or other agreement, has jurisdiction over all its citizens regardless of their place of 

residency. For First Nations governments this implies jurisdiction over all on-and off- ' 

, 

reserve citizens32. A map of this jurisdiction would resemble an octopus with the tentacles 

reaching out to each First Nation citizen33. 

% 

Aborignally controlled public governments are conceived iis territorial based governments, 

at the local or regional level with an existing territorial juris&ctid.n or agreement, not unlike 

the current Canadian provincial or even municipal model of government. The distinction 

2 - 2 * The constituency model occurs when association is voluntaq and not based on residency. The 
constituency model is appropriate for what Perry Lewis and Fontan, 1992 call communities of 
interest, akm to a qlub, or an e-mail discussion group. Such a model is unllkely to be called self 
government in the manner interpreted by most First Nation and non First Nation persons. 

, However, it may be applicable to the situation facing aboriginal people living off Indian reserves, 
s ,  a topic largely ignored in thls study. 

3 i Sections 5 -15 of the Indian Act speci!j- the rules of who and who is not a First Nation citizen 
according to the Government of Canada. 

3 3 To appreciate the s ipf icance of h s  model, consider that it is possible for two nest door 
neighbours, one a First Nation citizen, the other not, being. subject to totally different rules 
concerning taxation, education, environmental regulation, zoning or a host of other jurisdictional 
layers. It would be premature, however, to l smiss  such a model because of its adrmnistrative 
difficulties. There are many instances throughout the world where neighbours have been subject 
to lfferent rights of property and to different jurisdictional rules based upon citizenship, or 
domicile status. The best h o w v ~  is the extension of diplomatic privileges to foreign embassies. 
Gottlieb, 1994, proposes a form of &us type of jurislction under the title "soft nationalismn for 
national communities, in the Kingsbury and R~berts, 1989, sense, excluded from states 

'tlie a h p t p n . o f k s e  of intermediate status 6e twm autonotm/ and t s r i t o r i o ~ ~ t y ;  
the elh6orntion of nau (m& of n p h d  scrmdvzgfor notionaf c o r n h i e s  tht  haw no state cf 

.w -. tku owr Mof t h  is Vittim the readi of w n q o r a r y  statwaf'" (Gottlieb, 1994, p. 1 12). 



20 

between the public-and nation government, as is pointed out by Courchene and Powell 

(1992), is that in h e  nation model jurisdiction is defined by citizenship and in the public 

model jurisdiction is defined by residency. Ln the public model the boundary is much more 

4l clearly defined by the temtory of a reserve, or the temtory of a reserve plus the land 

received from treaty settiement. 

Of these two possible models of self government the Nisga'a precedent favours the public 

d 
government over the nation government. A useful metnc for demonstrating this assertion 

is to view the scope of taxlng authority accorded to the First Nation in the' agreements 

reached in contemporary treaties. In Canada, municipal governments collect real property 

tax, provincial governments can collect direct taxes (sales, income, real property and 

corporate) and the federal government can collect all the provincial tax (except r'eal 

property) plus indlrect taxes (like the former manufacturing sales tax), duties and tariffs34. 

b The Sechelt Indian Band Self Government Act of 1986 grants the legislative power 

to the Sechelt government of "taxation, for local purposes,and of occupants and 

tenants of Sechelt land in respect of their interests in those lands, including 

assessment, collection, enforcement procedures and appeals relating thereto" 

(Hawley, 1993, p. 184). The Sechelt government has the taxing authority of a 
- 

' ,  --s , 
7 

Alternatively, an analysis of the expenditure aspects of self government jurisdiction could have 
been undertaken. In as much as the items whch governmeat's tax are far fewer than the Items 
upon whch they spend, analysis of taxation juridction is more succinct. 



= municipal I - 

'4t ii my view tliat it ii this munuqal @d 4 se~gmernment [ulbryj the S& model-/ on 
P 

e@tq re5erve.s tht$houli6e wended to native peoples. VproperLj dnr, it urn 6e d L J  
~ practical; &dk, and u.oraU&." (Smith, 1 995, p. 277). . 

* The Nunavut Settlement Area Agreement in Principle sets out the boundaries of the 

new territory of Nunavut and specifies that the Inuit will receive access to some 

royalty revenue and have jurisdiction over real property tax36 in some areas. This 

is a self government model between that of a municipal and provincial government 

or more simply a public government. 

b "Nisga'a government will have the power to tax Nisga'a citizens on Nisga'a land .. 

Nisga'a government [can] impose proper& taxes on non-Nisga'a occupiers of Nisga'a 

lands ... Nisga'a government, Canada and B.C. propose to negotiate the coordination 
..+- 

v of their respective tax systems" (Department of In l an  Affairs, 1996, 
P 

Although the Nisga'a Agreement in Principle and the Nunavet settlement suggest that a 

public model of self government between that of a current Canadian municipality and a 

% Interestingly, however, the Sechelt government is also given legislative authority over health 
services, education and social and welfare services on Sechelt lands - expenditure powers which 
are associated with a provincial government (Hawley, 1993, p. 187). 

36 Bill C-115 as an amendment to the h l a n  Act passed in 1988 allowed Flrst Nation governments 
to collect propep taxes from designated reserve lands. Since that time ovdr 45 First Nation 

< 

- comm&es have begun collecting property tax, principally from non-native interests (businesses, 
utilities, residents) located on reserves (Indian Taxation Advisory Board, 1993). 



province is the most likely result of treaty negotiations3', to impose the parameters of a 
P 

settlement in the rhidst of negotiations is foolish. It is worth while, therefore, to consider 

the other possibility for First Nation government - sovereign nationhood. This is a position 

clearly held by the Assembly of First Nations who said: 

'We tfie First NationsI h u e  never ceded or surrendered ourjurkdiction over the pdirtri6utwn 
4 wdt f i  and resources ... Gie puwer to raise revenues thou& tqatwn whhm tfie 
%addiono( First Nation %mitory is w h h  q&&e jurirdiction of tfie First Nation 
+wemments. ... ~wju&ct im vver and rimmLntty from tqation is p a d - 4  th sareregntyI 
treaty and intierent r@ts crfyirst Nations." (Assembly of First Nation position paper 
presenied to the federal Mmisters of Finance, Revenue, and dim ~ f f a i r s g n  May 
29, 1995). *e 

This position is also supported in the Harvard study of Economic Development on U S. 

Indmn Reservations. 

'The utfpliurt ion for First Nations) is h r .  Gie strategic politics[ and economic &ices tribes 
nm@eI and the adepq and appropriateness 4 tfiose clioices, will determine to a s@jCicant 
@ee their surrw or failure in acfiieviy thu development pals.  ~orfederaCpo[ky makers 
thefindhnental issue is sinplr. 23 tfk eeent that federaCpoL9 reinforces the Ikgal; po[itica[ 
and inrthutiona(founhrtion.s c$tdaCsvvere@ty, h increases the chances th t  tnbes can fuui 
their aunr pathways ..." (Cornell and Platt, 1989 p 42). 

. > 

Moreover, in its draft policy on Indlan Government Taxation the Department of Finance , 

expresses a willingness to dlscuss sharing federal tax revenues collected on reserves with 

First Nations. 

'T-tliefederdpenrment sfim;lifqlbre with ~ndiangovemments metfioh of i r t tyra tq  Indian 
gmemmnt  tqatimr wdfi tfie ferkrd t q  system ... h a m i z e d  Indian government ta<ation 
... Unrkr t h e  cuarmstances the ferkrnlpvemment s h o d  6e prepared to share e e m g  



ferikral t q  icc*nucr &rived fmm &mic nctivirks on indim lnndr with Idrim 
guvemments. " Department of Finance, 1993, p. 29. 

A rather' liberal interpretation of this policy suggestion is that the federal government is 

willing to vacate some of the current national tax jurisdiction over InLan k i d .  An , 
s 

alternative reading of this policy is that the federal government is willing to  share their 
? 

revenue with another government much in the same manner the B.C. provincial government e 

-, 

shares revenue through grants with the B.C. municipalities, or the federal government 

shares revenue with the provinces through transfers. 

Although the national or, as it is referred to in the United States, "domestic sovereignty" 

model is perhaps unlikely, it is clearly on the negotiating table. As such, it behooves this 
* 

thesis to consider the economic impact of both the puBlic and nation models of government. 

This consideration will impact the analysis in two ways. 

First, in regard to ihbgstigating the economic impact of treaty compensation, the parameters 

of self-government. define the boundaries of the First Nation economy - the first 

requirement for any impact assessment. It will be assumed that the public model of 

government refers to the current reserve boundaries of First Nations i i  B.C.. The nation 

model of government will extend these reserve boundaries to the residents of the off-reserve 

First Nation citizens. Returning to the octopus metaphor, the reserve would be the head and 

the off-reserve residents would be the tentacles. The implications of these boundaries will 

be lscussed in Chapters 2-4. 



Secondly, the scope of self government will determine the magnitude of the transaction 

costs First Nation institutions must endure internally, and the markets from which they can 

draw revenue externally. Extending jurisdiction off reserve increases the number of external 

tranyctions with non-First Nation parties, compared to the public model of -reserve 

The possible boundaries of the First Nation economy figure prominently in the rest of this 

thesis - a thesis principally devoted to two questions: 

% 

1. What will be the economic impact of tre'aty compensation on First Nation r - .  
\ 

households and to a lesser extent on the public finances of non-native governments? 

Chapter 2 develops a methodology rooted in Keynesian techniques for e&mating the 

economic impact from treaty settlement based on a three year research project conducted 
* 

in the communities of the Shuswap Nation in the interior of B.C.. Chapter 3 explores the 

methodology for collecting the data used for this thesis and foreshadows an anecdote I 

presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 4 presents the results of the economic impact assessment 
f 

and lscusses some of their implications. 

2. What will be the economic impact of new First Nation institutions brought about 

by treaty settlement? 



Endogenous growth and institutional economics literature is empioyed in Chapter 5 to 

deveIop a model of the relationship between institutions and economic growth. l h s  model 
a* 

forms the basis of a preliminary konomic impact assessment resulting from treaty inspired 

First Nation institutional changes. 



Chapter 2 - A Methodology for Estimating 
the Impact of Treaty Compensation in B.C. 

The precedent for compensation fiom treaty settlemen &is already been-established. To date, 

compensation has been given to F i  Nations for both specific and comprehensive land claims, 

the lattei- being tanmot.int to treaty settlemen$. 

- 
they me toM h willcost $1 6&" - (Vancouver Sun, May 3 1, 1994, A6). 

* 

'Tie %~I;mdI?ldiq B a d  voMdt0 ampt $42 &fiom tfie~hat4msnnaent far Glnd 
ta&nff-am & 6and in Rkibg Mmtnin Natina(%rk 60yems y o .  " - (Winnipeg Free Press, 
Feb. 25, 1994, Bl). I 

As the B.C. Treaty Commission continues negotiations, it is almost ,certain that the form and 

magnitude of compensation will gather considerable attention And when First  ati ions are 

compensated for the use and (probable) official mender of their traditional lands through treaty 
4 

dement ,  what will happen next? Wd Friedmanian helicopters be launched to drop millions of 

dollars over Indian &serves? Or will, as some Fist Nation leaders fear, treaty compensation 

-pear into the same sink hole that has swallowed up so many previous federal economic and 
% 

social development programs for First Nations? - I 

1 
It is not necessary in this paper to delve into the nuances and qerences between specific and . 
comprehensive land clauns. It ~s mi5cient that a specific land clam anses from the alleged loss of 
land awarded to a First Nation as a reserve or in the settlement of a treaty, and a comprehensive 
claim involves the Ueged appropriation of a First Nation's tradihonal lands. ' 



The litemwe of regional economics is rich in methods for estimating the impact f?om treaty * 
w 

compensation monies. Figure 1 contains one possible treaty compensation scenario: 

I 
F i  1 A Treaty Compensation Economic Impact Scenario 

-\ 

Let Economy A be the First Nation economy. Households in economy A each receive a bag of 

cash ffom treaty sdement. Part of this money is spent in economy A and the rest (for 

simpricity) leaks into economy B. Part of the expenditures in A becomes income for some 

\ households in 4 typically called an induced effect (Armstrong and Taylor, 1986). 



Likewise in Economy B some of the leakages itom Economy A become income for economy B 

households. somi of this inconie is spent in B, some of it leaks ipto economies C-Z and some of 
B 

it might feed back into economy A, typically called an interregional feedback If one is interested 

in estimating the impact of the initial cash injection on economy A, then it is simply a matter of 

tracing the cash through the loops in Figure 1 until they peter out. Although other treaty b 
compensation scenarios could contain more details, the process, as illustrated in Figure I ,  would . 

+ * 
be d. 

Applying such a model to treaty compensation, however, is not such a simple task. In the first 

place, where does one regional economy stop and the other stax?? On the topic of economic 
\ 

boundaries the literature is, to say the least, vague3. 

To begtn, where is the local First Nation economy3 Who are its economic agents? Does It matter 

which agent ih ttds economy receives the treaty c o m p d b n  money? How might the different . . 

- 8 

agents spend the money? Sedok  2.1-2.3 of this chapter are devoted to these questions. 
B . 6 

? 

3 At the lw level, defining the bounds of a community and by extension those of its economy, has 
been widdy dcbatcd in the commuuizy d c  dedopment literatme @omell, 1990). On a 
national scale there has also been some recent debate a b m  the boundaries, eqe&Uy pertaMg to 
capital flows, smnrmding national economies (Nomwd, 1993). 



What about the money spent outside the F i  N 'on economy? Who gets it? Hoy-is it spent? 
. T 

Does any of it re-enter the Fist ~atiotreconorn~? Section 2.4 of this chapter begm to address 

these issues. b 

Once the possible patterns of trw c o m e o n  expenditures are identified, attention can be 
* 

refocussed on the origrnal question. What will be the economic impact of treaty compensation on 

the First Nation economy? Section 2.5 of this chapter employs the information fiom sections 
, 

2.1-2.4 and attempts to develop the most appropriate methodologies for treaty compensation 

impact assessment. 

i 

0 

2.1 The Fii Nation Economy 

W W  the boundaries of a jurisdiction resides one of its most slippery occupants, its economy. 
i 

The boundaries of an economy, in practicals terms, conventionally owe their existence to the 

adrmnistrative, political, or otherwisedetermined boundaries of thejurisdiction. To locate the 

. . - First Nation economy, therefore, it is necessary to defhe the adrmrustrative, jurisdictional or 

political boundaries of the First Nation. 



2. l l The Boundaries 

Although it is, certainly the focal point, the reserve boundaries do not necessarily encompass the 

I 
Z 

F i  Nation The issue is clouded by the possible nature of treaty jurisdiction. 

* 

was discussed in Chapter 1, there are three possible models of self governme%, one of which, 

the constituency model, was dismissed as being outside the realm of possibility in Chapter 1. This 

left only the public and national models of governments for consideration. 

As a public government4, a'First Nation economy would probably k P a s  the residents of a 

reserve: The economic activities on a reserveanducted by the households on the reserve, the 

First ~ a r i o n ' c o m m ~  government, and the businesses on the reserve would form the basis for 

$ 
economic impact assessment. 

P 

As a:&onal government, the First Nation economy would contain all its citizens. Presently, 

according to 1991 Census datq 19% of all people reporting anjhborigmal ancestry reside on- 

reserves. Are the re-g people reporting some aborigml ancestry actually citizens5 of F i t  

4 
For the purposes of impact assessment the municipal model is a subset of the provincial model 
where a municipal population is all the residents &hm i,ts boundaries. It is only in more 
complicated jurisdictional matters such as taxation, and resource management, that a distinction 
between mumtppal and prmincial is necessary. 

. . 
5 This issue cadxcbme even more murky wMe the d ~ ~ t i o o a l  void is king filled. The Indi& Act 

defines an Indian as being recogntzed as one before 1985, or as a Bdl C-31 reinstatement Incfian 



&&IS? The situation is @er confused by the-existence of Bill C-3 1 reinstatements, ?me of 

whom live on-reserves, otheis who h e  off-reserve, and still others who are in a state of identity 

h b o  between status Frrst Nation comnmnity members and non-status Canadian citizens. In the - 

case of Fist Nation national jurisdiction, would income earned off-reserve L y these persons de 

considered export in the national economic accounts for the Frrst Nation? 

With the Treaty negotiations just beginning this largely juridctionai issue is far from being 

set-ed. Until it is, two types of boundaries, one sqroirnding the reserve (provincial and 

municipal), and the other encompassing all the citizens of a First Nation (national) should be 

considered in the treaty compensation impact assessment. 

2.2 On-reserve Economy 

The story behind the current reserve boundaries for B.C. First NatioPls is complicami. Consider 

the history of the reserves for the Shuswap in the southern interior of B.C. 
/ 

and 1860, James Douglas, Govanor d what was then a colony of Britain, went about 

process of sdf sekab (Statistics Canada, 95-384). Into this void some Mohawk c o d t i =  in 
Quebec have decickd define who is a cihm using a form of paantage Mohawk analysis.. 



The Shuswap reserves were established in the period 1858-1910 (Fisher, 1978). Between 1858 

and 1860, James Douglas, Governor of what was then a colony of Britain, went about 

determining G4r allocations of land for the First Nation people of B.C.. For example, in the 

' Karnloops area he determined that a reserve approximately 4 miles wide and 40 miles long 

b 
stretching along the South Thompson river between present day Karnloops'ahd Chase wouid - 

4 I 

represent the main reserves for the Shuswap people of Karnloops, Neskonlith and A&ms Lake. 
- 

In 1864 a new commissioner of lands and works was appointed, Joseph William Trutch. He felt 

a 

Douglas had been fir too generous in setting the boundaries of the reserves In October, 1866 he 

a .  

redefined the borders of the Kamloops, Neskonlith and &dams Lake resewes. Each community 

I * 
c% . 
, , would only receive 3 or 4 square miles of r&e. 

t . - 

The reallocation of reserves in this area which, occurred on January 1, 1867, was met with 

cunsiderable resistance by the Shuwaps in the area. Subsequently a series of Indian 

Commissions were e s t a b W  to kt& the land question. When B.C. became a province in 1871 

any commissions which agreed w d ~  the boundaries established by Douglas were ignored or 



dirmissed, and any commissions which endorsed the lpmdaries of ~ n r t c h ~  were endorsed. The 

t . haration of the Shuswap and other F i  Nations grew-at what they legitimately viewed as 

urrfair treatment. In regard to the unrest at the We7 

Eventually, through minor adlustme& to resewe boundaries, and by playing one F i  Nation 

;Z 
community off against the other, the boundaries of the Shuswap reserve were settled for the 

most part by 191 5. It is no small irony that without the unyielding amtude of the original 

provincial governments of B.C., the negotiation of a modernday, treaty would probably not be 

an issue one hundred years later (Fisher, 1978, p 189) 

& 

* I @ 
The province of B.C., though does not shoulder the whole blame.* The settlement of First 

Nation persons on-reserves was the responsibilrty of the soveieign of Canada, and was 

- 4 - + administered by her agents in Canada, the elecied federal government of the country. The 

6 To further appreciate Tmch's amtude to~ards the In&ans consider that on the prairies each family 
of Indians %';is gwen 160 acres, whereas Trutch felt a fair allocarion was 10 acres. Fisher, 1978. p. 
184. 



. . 
admrntstrative tool of the f e d d  government of Canada, once First Nation persons were situated 

on-resbves, was and still is as discuned in Chapter I ,  the Indian Act. 

The existence and b e  rules of the Indian Act are the principal force in the expenditure flows in a 

F i  Nation economy. From a methodological standpoint, .since each First Nation economy is 

bound by the parameters of the Indian Act, it is possible to employ the case study andv ! 

generalization approach-to the analysis of the dmpensational impacts of treaty settlemen4 % 

provided, where possible, such generalizations are substantiated empirically or qualitatively. 

/'= 

2.3 The O n - m e  Economy of Nrne Shuswap Communities 

The case studies chosen for this thesis are the nine communities which comprised the Shuswap 

Nation Tribal Council as of March, 1994. These are the communities of Adarns Lake, 

Bonaparte, Canoe Cr& Kamloops, Neskonlith, North Thompson, Skeetchestn, Spallmcheen, 

and Wlwpmg Pines. The nmp in Appendix A, shows the traditional territory of the Shuswap 

. .  
Nation The S$lswap Nation, proper, has 17 c o d e s ,  but for geographical, adrmDlstrative 

and historical reasons only nine, at least in 1994, belong to the Shuswap Nation Tribal Council 4 

Im&d in Kamloops. 



By the Kingsbury and Roberts, 1989, definition of a nation, the area on the Appendix A map 

delineates the Shuswap Nation& the event that a unified position could be formed by the 17 

communities of Shuswap people, the pmdaion over this territory would certainly be discussed 

in some form or another in treaty negotiations7. To avoid codksion concerning the definition of 

a First Nation, h e  term "nation" will refer to the boundaries of the Shuswap Nation, "Shuww 
I 

4 .  

community" will be used to denote what the Indian Act refers to as indig Bands, and "Shuwap 

Nation Tribal Councir' (SNTC) will be used to denote- the nine Shuswap coinmunities 

c o r n p d  this organization in 1994. 

For even greater clarity,, Table I contains some geographical reference points and Shuswap 

community details which wiu be ufilized throughout this thesis. 

Table f Geographical Summary for SNTC Case Study Communities 

Ad&m Lake GLen Edea Adams Lake Chase & Salmon Arm 

a- Bonap. 1,2,3 CacheCreek BOW- 

Canoe Creek Camre Cr. 12 Dog Cr. 1.2 1 100 Mile House & Williams Lake 

i i -oops 

NdThoIIIpson 
ske?&sh 

w 
WhispaingPines 

Note: SKam - Kamloops Shmaps which is d i f F '  from its neighbonr Kamloops city (Kam City) 

- 

S K a m 1 , E ' s u l ~  - 122 
cr. 

S k f d l 1  

W.Pines,Qinton 

~amioops Crm 
Chase&salmonArm 

Barriae 
SaM,na - 

Kamloop~ City 

I 

SKam 

Negson. 
N. Thomp. 

See€& 

span 
W. Pims 



The Shuswap Nation Tn'bal Council was formed in 1981. The principal goals of the Shuswap 

Nation Tn'bal Council (SNTC) have always been the reestablishment of Shuswap national unity 

and the settlement of a modern-day treaty. The political represetltatives of these nine 

communities meet once a month at the head office of the SNTC in Kamloops. 
B 

Among the many politically acts of this body was a refUsal by SNTC communities to 

participate in the 1981 and 1986 Statistics Canada population censuses. After eight years of 

negotiation an agreement between the SNTC and Statistics Canada was signed in 1990. The 

pact principally &tailed an exchange of SNTC census panicipation for Statistics Canada 

technical expertise in the development of SNTC information management capacity. A primary 

component of this inforination management capacity was the collection of data detailing the 

expenditure, employment and income of the three economic decision makers, the households, . 
' 

governments, and businesses, in as many SNTC communities as was possible. This extensive 

, data base will be employed to estimate the economic impact of the compensational components 

of treaty settlement8. A thorough review of the collection methodology and potential survey 

biases is given in the next chapter. 

8 Fix comparative pmposes, and when it is available, othei information sources such as Statistics 
~ o r ~ D e p s r r t m c m o f L a d i a n ~ a n p ~ t o g e t h e r w i t h t h e S N T C d a t a  



2.3 1 The On-reserve Shuswap Households 
I 

A strategy favoured by some First Nation communities is to distribute compensation settlements 

among its householdsg. What happens to the money next depends upon the expenditure 

behaviour of each individual. Although one day the combination of debit card type transactions 

with secure data bases might permit the personal economic impacts of any policy, 'neither the 

technology noi the permission for such a dmggegakd analysis exists for the SNTC data 

employed in this thesis. Thus, only the general features of the on-reserve economy pertinent to 

the treaty compensation economic impact estimate will be presented. 

2.3 1 1 S huswap Demographics 
1 

If money is to be distributed to on-reserve households the obvious questions are: Who are the 

people who live on-reserves? How many are there? What are some of the demograhpic f&tures 

of this population? The answers to these questions in short, are 1) aside fiom a few notable 

9 For example, in 1984. aAer &ling land to Canadian National Railways, the Kamloops Shuswaps 
distribated half of the money to its hPusehoIds and kept the other half far community ecx,nomic 
dadqmmt projeds. .c;imilar dkasskm an being held m the c o d e s  impaded by the 
NmravctseEtl- 



exceptions, there are relatively few pimple on-resewe, 2) the m@or&y i: 

and 3) they are very young compared to the general population. 

Table I1 presents the on-reseive p o p u l h n  estimates for the nine SNTC case study 

communities. Despfie the difkences in the population ehn@es of the SNTC and statistics 

Canada, it is clear that these are small places. The total on-reserve population of these nine 

SNTCcornrnunitiesi~onl~2,371~~. . 

Table II Population Estimates for the SNTC &e Study Communities 

I I I I I I I I a 

* - The SNTC SKam survey was conducted on persons over 15 years of age so no population figures are ' 

available 
** - Statistics Canada population counts were not available in these communities in SC 95-384. 

10 These excqt~ons include reserve communities such as Westbank near Kelowna, Kamloops, and 
Squamish in North Vancouver, which have sizable $on-native populations leasing iand fiom the 
reseme. 

11 This figure is also comparable with Indian and Northern A&airs 1993 membership data presented 
later, which suggests that there are 2,151 on-reserve residents in these communities. The principal 
differences between the combined SNTC-Statistics Canada estimate and the Indian and Northern 
ABEiirs estimate, occars in Kamloops where Statistics Canada reports 799 on-reserve people and 
Indian Affairs reports 467. 

* The differences between the Statistics Canada and the SNTC popnlahon estimates an discussed in 
_ the next chapter. 



In addition to their small population size, the popdations of these Shuswap emrnmpnkies are 
4 

unique by their relative youth in comparison to the general Canadian population. As is indicated 

by Table III a greater proportion of the Shuswap populations is under 25 years old than is the 

population of B.C. or of Canada in general. 

Table III Age Cohort Data for the Case Studies Communities (%) 
. 

. Adams Lake 
L 

Bonaparte 
Canoe Creek 

- 04 
10 

Neskonlith 

North Thompson 

I B.C** 1 6 I 7 I 6 1 7.1 1 7.4 1 1 3 '  1 40 1 14 
* - This is the 1991 Statistics Canada Census data for al l  persons reporting aboriginal ancestry in B.C. 

11 

17 

** - This is the 199 1 Statistics Canada Census data for the general population of B.C. and Canada 
\ 

- 

- 5-9 
8 

8 

13 

Skeetchestn 

S N -  
Whqxring Pines 

B.C. A h . *  

- Canada** 

This information may be important in the context of Modiglianni and Miller's life cycle saving 
$- 

hypothesis. One possible d e l  of lifetime savings behaviour is iuustrated below in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 The We Cycle Savings Hypothesis 
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Simply stated, 'when consumption is viewed as an intertemporal lifetime decision, effort is taken 

by riskaverse individuals to ensure a relatively stable pattern of consumption throughout their 

lifetime. Borrowing occurs when people are young as income streams are usually low, saving 

occurs during the& mid life as income earnings rise, and when they are old they draw on this 

saving for By this hypothesis, distributing treaty compensation money to older 

Fkst Nations people, therefore, may entail greater consumption and a larger impact (Kotliko4 i 

1994). The level of the treaty compensation recipient's income is a& important and is thus given 

+me consideration in Chapter 4. 
v 

Seventy-seven percent of the B.C. population reporting aboriginal ancestry are under 35 

compared to 46%' for the general B.C. population and 48% for the general Canadian 

population14. The proportion of the Shuswap communities under 35 years of age range fiom 

50% in Skeetchestn to 75% in Canoe Creek with the median occuring ABams Lake, 66%. If the 

life cycle savings hypothesis is appropriate for First Nation communities, then a great deal of 

treaty compensation may be saved, given the relative youth of the Flrst Nation population. 

U " Figure 2 further emphasizes the importance of which generation (young or old) is the benefador or 
0 

the debtor afa particular government policy, in this case treaty settlement i 

# 
14 The B.C. and C a d a n  figares include the aboriginal population (apprordmately 4% of the ,. 

Canadian populatian) and thus the comparisons would be even more dramatic were these o. " 
~ ~ l l ~ s o m e h o w r e m o v e d  



2.3 1 2 Household Expenditure 

The question of economic impact depends critically upon how on-reserve households spend their 

treaty compensation money. It was no coincidence that the SNTC research sought to determine 
I 

what on-resewe households purchased, where their money was spent, and how much they spent. 

r \ 

To illustrate the scope of this research one SNTC community monthly expenditure profile for the 

northern-most SNTC community h o e  Creek is presented below in Table IV. 

Table JY Monthly Expenditure Profile for the Canoe Creek shuswap15 

Housing $6.047.95 $638.00 $0.00 $1.377.50 $8.063.45 
Veh Oper. and Main. $2,501.25 $587.25 $253.75 $471.25 $3,813.50 

Tmqmrtation $536.50 $130.50 $030 $58.00 $725.00 
Payments (loans) $290.00 $2.035.80 $0.00 $0.00 $2.325.80 

Clothing $97.15 $1,682.00 $311.75 $635.10 $2,726.00 
Health and personal care $0.00 $524.90 $72.50 $217.50 $814.90 

Insurance $377.00 $2,309.85 $232.00 $137.75 $3.056.60 
Davcarp $1.508.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.508.00 
Leisure $184.15 $291.45 $0.00 $159.50 $635.10 
Culture $0.00 $290.00 $0.00 $87.00 $377.00 

Recreation $29.00 $188.50 $0.00 $957.00 $1,174.50 
Hm?/Fish $271.15 $536.50 $174.00 $58.00 S 1,039.65 
Education $72.50 $667.00 $145.00 $362.50 $1,247.00 
Savings 1 $0.00 $667.00 $145.00 $435.00 $1,247.00 

Giffs&Donations 1 $111.65 1 $159.50 1 $101.50 1 $232.00 1 $604.65 
Total I $17,910.40 1 $26,852.55 1 $4,007.80 [ $8,328.80 1 $57.099.55 

Source: The 1991 Canoe Creek Economic Development Study. See data field definitions in Appendix C. 

1s The sample data has been multiplied by a factor of 1.54 to represent expenditure behaviour for the 
entire on-reserve population in ~ & l e  N (see next chapter for discussion). 



, .  * 8P . 
1 Canoe Creek is the most isolated and the poorest of the SNTC communities which appear in this 

thesis16. It is made up of two settlements, Dog Creek and Canoe Creek which are separated by 
9 

about 40 Ian of extremely unsafe roadsI7. Dog Creek is the larger of the two and houses the f 

government offices, a co-op store and a gas station. 
P 

Among the statistical highlights fiom this Canoe Creek expenditure profileare: 
1 .  

b In the month of this survey, 69% of ail expenditures are made off-reserve d y  into the 

100 Mile House, and W a  Lake economies. 

b Despite having an on-reserve grocery store, 75% of all groceries are bought off the 

reserve 

b Awning this month is not atypical, and that most expenditures have been captured in 

this survey, it can be estimated that the 54 households 01 Canoe Creek spend about 

$670,000/year, or about $12,400 per household, of which about $460,000 is directly , . 

spent in the off-reserve economy. 

16 The relalive poverty of the Canoe Qeek Shuswaps, though, can not be atlriited entirely to 
isolation History does play a role. "Their reserves haye been qxakdiy cut off smaller for the 
bendt of the whites, and the best and most useful part of them taken away till some t n i  are 
c o d e d  on a smaU.piece of land, as at Canoe Creek, or elsewhere" - Father Grandidier, 1874, as 
&ted in F i ,  1978, p. 185. 1864 some ofthe Shuswaps of Canoe Creek had decided to kill a . 
settler who had cut their aaxss to water and taken some of their land (Fisher, 1978, p. 107). 

" 
Originalty these two c0mmnnitie-s were sepate but the 1862 smal4ox epidemic caused heavy 
losses in tht popatatiorrs of the two villages. In the 1900's the two commnnities were amalgamated 
as one Ibaed' by the Dqmbxml of rnrlinn A f f j h  The union, in the opinion of former Chief 
Agnes J* has caused more hardships than Wt 



d 

A similar monthly arpenrllture profile could be presented for each SNTC community. The - 

for each, though, is the same. There is d@cant f& round expenditure leakage f?om 

each community in most expenditure except those categories which include tobacco and 

gasoline18. To illustrate this, Tables V and VI present a summary of the proportionate 

expenditures by commodity grouping, and the proportionate leakages into the off-reserve 
L .. 

economy by comrnodrty grouping, respectively. These tables are important for understandmg the 

general expendhre behaviour of on-resave ho~seholds'~, .and for developiig a methodology for 
J 

9 
* .  

estimating the impacts fiom tr& settlement on the Fist Nation economy and the econoIpies of 

18 Gasoline is indlviPn in the otegoly whide mai&mmx and operalion in Table IV, and tobacco is 
i n c h d e d i n ~  

19 
\ 

The assertion that thse SNTC armmnnities are representative of other First Nations is tested on 



r 

Table V Proportionate Expenditures bjr Type and ~ornrnunity*~ 

9 

Note: All estimates are based on the household survey sample results fiom each community's Community 
economic development study conducted between 199 1-1993. The ShuswapKamioops and North 
Thompson communities have been omitted for reasons explained in Chapter 3. 

As Davis (1990) and Chase (1983) point out, it is impor& to lmdw how the p i t y  

compensation money will be spent. Some types of expenditure have more backward w e s  in 

the local economy than others and therefore have a larger local economic impact. For example, 

buying fixnitwe fiom a local manufacturer is not the same as buying furniture fiom a warehouse 

which imports fUrniture in bulk. To 'capture the difference, the above expenditure by type data 

would have to be augmented with data indicating how much local income is generated .from a 

m The SNTC communities of Karnloops and North Thompson are left out of. the results fiom this 
point forward for reasons to be discussed in the next chapter. 



parti& type of 1 4  pu'cfiase (Tiehut, 1962). Differentiating b e e n  types of expenditures 
d 

improves the precision of any impact assessment. 

It is interesting, therefore, to notice that the SNTC household expenditures on groceries range 

fiom 19% to 36% of thci total monthly expenditure compared to only 16.8% for all B.C. 

households21. Or that the ShTC households*spent between 1.2% and 1.8% of their monthly 
. . 

expenditure on health and personal &re compared to a B.C. figure of 5.7%. Although these 

g 

proportionate expdtues  are Iikely to change in the post- treaty settlement environment, it is 

possible that treaty compensation would impact the sellers of groceries more than it would the 

suppliers Af hdth  aml personal care products. Of course, the actual impact depends upon 

whether the money is spent locally or not, a subject which Table VI, below, addresses for each 

community. 



Tabte VI teakages by Expenditure Type k d  Community 

Expenditure 7 h e  I Adams I Bow. I Canoe / Neskon. I Skeetch I Soall. I W. Pines l 
Grocery 

b 
Tobacco 

Restaurants 
Household Repairs 

Utilities 

Lake - 
100.000/0 

Housing 

Gasoline 

1 Clothing 1 99.49% 1 98.76% 1 96.44% / 100.00% 1 100.00% f %.68%-r1K00% ( 

Transportation 

Payments (loans) 

I I I I 

Health and personal care 1 100.00% 1 96.97% 1 100.00% I 88.02% 1 75.71% 1 98.14% 1 100.00% I 

100.W% 
I I 

6.40% 

68.22% 

88.67% 

36.90% 

99.85% 

69.43% 

44.95% 

97.79% 

99.17% 

67.45% 

36.46% 

100.00% 

I Leisure 1 59.25% 1 100.00% ( 74.00% ( 74.07% ( 92.79% 1 80.09% ( 100.000/0 ( 

74.65% 

21.55% 

98.23% 

95.40% 

1 Culture 1 68.30% 1 100.00% ( 100.00% 1 35.29% 1 95.82% 1 28.02%- 1 100.00% 1 

62.30% 

94.42% 

96.09% 

65.82% 

16.67% 

98.70% 

I 

1 Recreation 1 94.90% 1 79.61% 1 97.53% 1 85.37% / 86.92% ( 95.80% 1 97.59% 1 

98.86% 

22.92% 

95.75% 

95.84% 

100.00% 

95.76% 

100.00% 

88.49% 

I 

25.00% 

34.41% 

100.00% 

100.00% 

46.67% 

Special Health 

Insurance 
Daycare 

24.48% 

92.63% 

2.97% 

69.74% 

26.00% 

87.53% 

100.000/0 

100.000/0 

78.48% 

0 

From Tables V and VI a few obsenations can be dram F i  the highest leakages in Table VI 

?7.28% 

9.36% 

98.14% 

84.69% 

70.10% 

26.65% 

18.09% 

91.72% 

87.67% 

0.00% 

are &om the big ticket items in Table V. Leakages for groceries range fiom 76% to 100%. For 

insurance, leakages range fiom 82% to 1WA. Clearly there will be little on-reserve impact in 

these ind&es fiom treaty compemations, unless the increased household incomes fiom treaty 

settlement make on-resave businesses in these industries more feasible. 

77.11% 

94.36% 

I I 

98.01% 

65.02% 

99.86% 

87.04% 

100.000? 

100.000/0 

51.07% 

83.94% 

100.004/0 

Education 

Savinw 

100.000/0 

60.12% 

100.00% 

100.00% 

100.000/0 

14.90% 

1.41% 

75.98% 

54.76% 

81.16% 

50.39% 

94.19% 

100.000/0 

-- 

56.31% 

51.49% 

100.00% 
I 

90.39% 

88.36% 

28.57% 

97.30% 

46.73% 

85.60% 

97.19% 

0.00% 

100.00% 

100.00% 

100.00% 

95.26% 

100.00% 

100.00% 

I 

85.96% 

100.00% 

100.00% 

89.58% 



To befabour this po% consider the impact of $1 miUion paid into Neskonlith as compensation 

for treaty settlement. Assuming nothing has changed since this survey in 1992, we could predict 

that 30%=, of that $1 million might be speht on groceries ($300,000) and of that grocery 

expenditure, 98% would be made off-reserve. A reasonable prediction is that the people of 
f 

Neskonlith would c o n m i e  $294,000 to the off-reserve grocery stores". 

* . . 
On the other hand, there are relatively & leal&ges for 'tobacco in all the Shuwap 

communities (9% to 45%) and gasoline (1.5% to 99%)24. This, though, is not surprising in light 

of the Section 87 taxation exemption in the Indian Act. 

For this overview of the Flrst Nation economy what matters is that &tus First Nation persons * . 

do not pay any tax for items purchased on a reserve. The purchase becomes the personal 



48 
q 

property of an Indian situated on a reserve. For products whose purchase price contains a 

sigrdicant "sin" tax componemx, cigarettes and gasoline, the savings are such that one would 

wonder why a rational First Nation person would ever buy cigarettes or gasoline ~ff-reserve~~. 

An extrapolated expenditure sqmmy by location for 7 SNTC communities appears in 

Appe'ndbc D to conclude this detailed analysis of on-reserve household expenditure behaviour. It 
.. - 

should be clear that Shuswap communities make a sigmficant economic ccrntribution to their 

neigfibouring communities. On average, 78% of Shuswap expenditures are made outside of the 

reserve economy, despite the seemingly substantial competitive advantage offered by the Section 

87 tax exemption The combhion of Tables IV through VI suggest conclusively that the 

Shuswap communities ate highly dependent upon the off-reserve economy for their household 

goods and savices. 

2.3 13 Household Income 

To appreciate the First Nation household economy, household expenditures are only half of the 
t 

story. Where do they get their money to spend? For tractab'llrty, it will be b e d  that the above 

expenditure profiles are reiatively, complete in scope, so that average household income 

2 5  
This is a vexiog qmstion The houybd survey used may not have captmed expcUms on other 
reserves, or perhaps rational First Nation persons were just victims of geography when their gas 
tanks read E or tbq craved a smoke. 



magnibrde hiis already been delineated by the average magnitude of household expenditurmn. 
?I 

Dividing the extrapolated aggregate community expenditures (see Appendix D) by the number 

of households in each community (see Chapter 3) produces the household income i n f o d o n  

presented in Table VIf. In addition-Table VII contains the percentage of UIC claimants per 

household, and persons per household for comparative purpdses and &i a prelude to Table VIII 

which presents income sources for the households in each community. 

TabPe VII Income and UIC Statistics 

Source S huswap household surveys. 
* This was calculated by dividing the UIC claimants by the sum of all employed and UIC claimants 

in the samplez. This is roughly equrvalent to the Statistics Canada definition of unemployment. 
** Mean household income for Shuswap Eommunities is the qual ized average household monthly i 

expenditure. This expenditure proxy of income is discussed in the next chapter. 

Persons Per Household 

% UIC Claimants* 

Mean HH Income** 

It is an understatemerlt, and a topic well covered in many policy papers by the Royid 

Commission on Aboriginal Affairs, 1993, to observe that Shuswap households, like all F H  

Nation households, are poorer and less employed than their neighbouxing communities. Table 
D 

i - 

As will be discussed in the next chapter, these expenditures may on one hand underestimate 
household income by not accounting for expenditures on household furnishings (1.4% of all 
expenditures acoonling to Statistics Canada 62-555), and on the other hand these expenditures may 

Neskon 

3.7 

34 

$15,640 

Canoe 
Creek 

4.2 

49 

$i14,000 

Adams 
Lake 

4.2 

30.3 

$22,500 

overestimate househofd inconte by including some annual expenditures like insurance andlor 
saving in a monthly profile. a 

Bonap -4 

3.5 

28 

$23,400 

28 
By not including able bodied Shnswaps who receive social assistance these unemployment figures 

those commonly reported in the media un- 

Skeet 

3.4 

29.5 

$21,000 

Spall. 

3 

44 

$17,185 

W. Pines 

3 

36 

$22,787 

Kam City 

2.75 

8.7 
(1 990) 

$43,714 
(1990) 



MI presents the sources of income for the SNTC communities. It is clear that the Shuswap' 

communities are heavily depend& upon government @me. 

Table MII Income Sources for 6 SNTC Communities (% of re~pondants)~ 

I 

# 

,-- 
Other than Spallumcheen, it would appear that the lower is a community's mean household 

Recreation** 
Government 

income, the more dependent upon government income it is. The rank correlation coefficient 

SelfEmployment / 2 
Leisure* I 6 

2.32 On-reserve Shuswap Government 

* 

Source , Shus'wap Household surveys 
* Leisure primarily refers to income from bingo or other gambling activities. 
** Recrdtion refers to income generated from athletic activities such as rodeos a& ball tournaments. 

0 
44 

The First Nation government is the centre of the reserve economy. It is the chief employer. It 

distributes a substantial portion of finding (social assistance, post secondary. education 

7 
3 

29 The figures in Table Vm were calculated by aggregating community -me by source. Since 
govenunent income, which represents transfer payments to homeholds in the form of social 
asktame, or UIC, is considerably lower in magnitude than employment income, it rr(ay well be 
the case that the Propomon of the popnlation dependent upon govenunent income is 
uoderestimated in Table 

6 
37 

1 
3 

52 

2 
7 

12 1 18 
1 I 5 

2 
44 35 

1 
38 



assiftance, and &sing) to its citizens. It sets the rules which those operating in the on-reserve 

economy must obey and in some cases, it even operates the on-reserve businesses. 

I 
c 

An appre&on of the economic functions of a First Nation government is crucial for estimating 

what happens after treaty compensation monies are disbursed. One reason is that in many cases 
0 

the First Nation government may take control of the treaty compensation money. How it spends 
i - 

the money will ultimately determine the impact on the local economy.  second reason is that 

' 
the induced economic impacts fiom treaty compensation will depend upon the economic rules 

and institutional changes introduced by the First Nation government as a result of treaty 
a 

dement.  - 

2.32 1 Shuswap Govement Employment 

Table IX is a brief employment profile of four SNTC government organizations which includes 

the SNTC, Skeetchestn, the Kamloops Shuswap, and the Secwepmc Cultural Education 

Society. 



Although this is a summary employment profile the following observations can be gleaned fiom 

Table IX Brief Employment Pmfde for the Selected SNTC Governments 

-s, this table: 

#Salaried 
Employees 

158 

b SNTC government organizatioqs are the largest employers within the Shuswap  ati ion^'. 

b 7 1% of all salaried employees within these selected SNTC government organizations are 

members of SNTC communities. 

Source Shuswap government survey 

#From 
SNTC 
Community 

112 

b 19% of all salaried employees within these selected SNTC government organizations are 

non native 

# Non- 
native 

30 

b 48% are employed in administration and 52 % are employed in operations 

91% of the employees work more than 30 hours per week for more than 10 months a 

year (clasdied as fU time) 

Othe? 

16 

30 Other refers to individuals of aboriginal ancestry originating from communities from outside,the 
SNTC. 

#Employed 
in Admin. 

75 

31 This assertion is based on three obsenations: (1) the high rates of unemployment a g  in SNTC 
mmmunities (Table VII), (2) the tiemgraphics within the SNTC (Table II) suggest that .theree is a 
limited labour force between 15-64 years old and (3) Shuswap governments employ a lot of people 
(Table IX). It follaws from these facts that since there is a limited number of afficially employed 
Shuswaps, many of those working for income, must be employed by government organizations. 

#Part 
time 

19 

#Employed 
in 
Operations 

83 

#Full time 
employees 

139 



1 
If' it is assumed that these statistics are then two questions relevant to a F i i  

Nation government receiving treaty compensation can be discussed and a third requires more 

analysis. 

First who will be hired? It appears that mainly local dizm will be hired. Wlll these be fU-time 

or part-time jobs? Primarily they will be fdl time jobs. Most importantly, how many jobs will 

three be? The answer to this question depends upon how much of the First Nation government 

expenditures are devoted to employment. This issue is addressed in Table X below. 
r 

2.322 First Nation hvernment Expenditures ! 

Table X reports the'expenditure behaviour by type, magnitude and location for 11 Shuswap 

Government ~ r m o n s ~ ~ .  Given the nature ofthe Fii Nation government employment and 

expenditure survey, discussed in the n chapter, exh-a care was taken to ensure that the 

estimates were as conservative as possl%le. 

-f 
t 

32 
That these stalkth are rep- is supported only by the author's obsmations of other Fist Nation 
w'==- 



Table X Expenditure Estimates by Location for 11 Shtlswap Governmenl 

These results are based on survey mts fiom Skeetchestq Kamloops, Whispering Pines, Bonaparte, and 
Canoe Creek governments, the Shnswap Nation T n i  Council and the Secwempmc Cultural Education 
Society, and on estimates fi-om the Adam Lake, North Thompson, Spallumcheen, and Neskonlith 
governments. 
* It is quite possl'ble that there is some overlap and possible double counting between stationary and other 
expenditure categories. 
** Consfruuion includes expenditures on roads, community buildings, and housing. 
*** Other consultants include fees paid to engineering, advertismg, economists, public relations, and other 
professionals 



Statistically, Table xM contains the following highlights: 

8 

b 52% of all SNTC govenrment organization expenditures are made off-resewe3* 

b 39% of SNTC governmental organization expenditures are paid directly to staff 

This is an important estimate of the number of jobs which will be created 

by F i  Nation governments receiving treaty compensation. 

b In light of the comparative advantages afforded by Section 87 of the Indian Act, and the 

potential savings fiom buying in bulk it is inter- that expenditures on items such as 
J 

stationary ($280,000), computers ($1 80,000), and pr&ting ($71,000) are all made off- 

Comparing total government expenditures to those by households reveals the extent of the First 

Nation bungee effect. To begq suppose it was assumed that 48% ($8,133,000 s$17,060,000) 
', 

Table X does not correspond exactly to the survey discussed in the next chapter. All of the 
information in these slightly broader expendituie categories has been aggregated from the more 
detailed expuhtures in the survey. 

This is calculated as follows: (Total exp - on-reserve exp.) t total expendrture. It should be pointed 
out that conspicuously absent from Table MV is social assistance expendxtures. The expenditures 
on wages and salary for social a&taace support staff are included but the monies transferred from 
the federal govemt~~nt to the First Nation gwemment and then to First Nation households are not 
This exclusion biases gwernment leakages upward 

This includes chief and councils, +rt and operations staff, and t e a c h e r h i t n  and daycare 
sta& C 

A primipal reason Sor this apparent la& of cooptration is a deficie&q af &conomic trust between 
-%< 

ShuswapCQmmrmitics. *&L. t 

= ' .- 
iX 



of all SNTC government organization expenditures went directly to on-reserve F i i  Nation 
f 

households. This would imply that 52% of all expenditures by Shuswap government 

organizations were imports. Further assume that 76% (derived in the next section) of all 

P' 
Shuswap government o r v o n  revenues were transfers fiorn the Federal government. 

Multiplying -52 by .76 reveals that, under these assumptions, 39.5% of all Shuswap government 

organization expenditures s i i l y  flow through fiorn the .Federal government to some non- 

Shuswap reci$enf and a portion of this expenditure would "bungee" back to the Federal 

This bungee effect is magnified even further under the more plausible assumption that only 4 1% 

of SNTC government organization expenditures is made directly to Shuswap recipients. 

Consider first that 39% of all on-reserve expenditure are made on wages and salaries. The 

on-reserve wage and salary estimate ($3,500,000), however, is assumed to be subject to the 

estimates presented in Table IX that 19% of all First Nation government employees are 

non-native and another 12% of the govemment employees are fiom non-SNTC 

communities. The estimate of actual on-rserve expenditures going to on-reserve 

households is, therefore, $7,048,000 ($8,13 $3,500,000)) or only 41% of all 

Shuswap government expenditures goes to This estimate implies that 



45% (.59 x .76) of all Federal transfers to Shuswap government organizations leaks away 
% 

from Shuswap households3' and eventually bungees back to the Federal government. 

2:323 - F i  Nation Government Revenues 

If the Section 87 tax exemption implies that no status on-reserve residents pay taxes, then where 

does all the F i  Nation government money come eom? A clue is found in a legal interpretation 

of the Sectiqn 87 tax exemption3'. 
T .  

The primary source of h d m g  for F i  Nation governments and a•’Eliate orga&ahons is the , 

federal government. It is by no means, however, d e  only source of h d m g  for F i  Nation 
t 

government. Other sources include: lease revenue fiom non-First Nation users of reserve land, 

property taxes fiom non-Frrst Nation lessee. First Nation community-owned businesses, grants 



s and transfers fiom the provincial government, the ~fxtraction of resources from their reserve 
P. 

b - lands held in copnon, and occasiody f?om the sale of reseme land" 

Among the Shuswap communities only Kamloops has am% to si@cant revenues beyond 
le- 

those provided by the federal government. The government for the Kamloops Shuswaps has two 

principal own revenue sources, lease monies fiom non-native users of community land and 
i s  

property tax revenue fiom the businesses of the industrial park and two residential trader l .  

For the Kamloops Shuswaps the average reliance on federal government transfers fiom 1977- 

1994 was 76% of all revemesd2. Although this seems high, other Shuswap communities which 

are not as geographically advantaged as Kamloops, undoubtedly rely even more heady on 

federal government revenued3. 7 

40 It should also be mentioned that a number of First Nation communities view community owned 
and operated gaming establishments and casinos as a sigdicant source of potential revenue. 

A Fm Nation ammnmity cmly collm lease revenues h m  common praperty. P a d s  of land held by 
individuals whh c e d h k s  of possession y i a  lease revenues for thr>se individuals and not the whole 
m m .  

At least 3 other Shuswap cornmunitis coW some property taxes, Skeetchesbn, Neskonlith, and 
B o w .  None ofthese, however, has the same tax or lease rcvenne base that Kamloops bas. 



Assessing the impacts of treaty compensation for Won-reserve economy would be a dull a f b r  

if thme were no on-reserve businesses. As table VI clearly indicates, without on-reserve 

businesses, leakages by d e w o n  would be lW?. For analytical ease it is best to divide these 

btfsinesses along ownership lines For most of the communities of the Shuswap Nation almost all 

of the on-reserve budnesser are owned and operated by T i  Nation persons Kamloops, 

though, is an exception since the o v m g  majority of the 12W businesses in the Mount 

Paul Industrial Park on the Kamioops reserve are owned and operated by non First Nation 

persons. As is evident below, these distinctions are important. 

2.33 1 Employment and Ownership 

/ 
0 2--- 

Businesses operated by First Nation persons on-reserve can have three basic forms of ownership, 

individual (farmty), co- (bad), or d o n  (tfiial). Table XI reports the proportion of 

ownerStnp and some employmerrt statistics for a sarnple of 18 First Nation-owned busiiesses 



TaMe XI Emptoyment and Ownership for On-reserve First Nation Businesses 
. . 

In this sample over 50% of the on-reserve F i  Nation businesses are individually owned. It 

Twe of ownershiv 

Comnunity owned 
Lnd iv iMy 

o d  
Nation owned 

would appear that the community-owned businesses generate more total employment (45%), 

and the Nation-owned businesses create the most 1I1 time employment (55%). Furthermore, the 
6" 

hrce: Shuswap on-reserve business survey 

# in -Ie 

6 

10 

2 

majority of the employment is part time (66%) and rnoh of the employees are fiom the local 
s 

reserve (90%). Therefore, it is i s e  to asseat that at least a portion of the money spent at these 

# of v.t. emulovees 

23 
19 

0 

businesses is converted into household income on the resewe. vr 

The same though, can not be said for n ~ n - ~ r s t  Nationbusinesses on-reserve. Table XII reports 

the emplo$&t stafir$cs for businesses h m  the Mount Paul hdumik Park on the Kamloops 

reseme4'. 

# of f.t. time emvlovees 

6 ' 

4 

12 

" This data q x c s s s  a sample af 25 bmimsses !ium the 124 businesses in the Monnt Paul 
Indnstrial Park Wrth only a 20•‹/0 nspon~e the 7 of this sample may be 
~~taswilibecfiscas#dinthtnextchapter.  

# of comunitv 
emulovees 

I 25 
22 

1 1  . 

t 



Table XII Employment Statiftics for the Mount Paul Industrial Park 

The proportion of fidl to part time employees for these non F i  Nation businesses is almost 

exactly the opposite of the F i  Nation business sample. More striking however, is that only 

- 

First Nation employees Full time 

B 
3.1% of the employees in this sample are of First Nation origin, let alone fiom the local Shuswap 

Part time 

community. Statd bluntly, money spent ih the Mount Paul Industrial Park does not become 

Percentage of Work 
Force 

income for on-reserve households. 

This distinction is cruaal. Returning to Figure 1 and assuming Economy A is thq Kamloops 

Note: This information was taken from a sample of 25 businesses on the Mount Paul Industrial Park 
during the summer of 1992. 

66 

resexve, there is little reason to suggest that money spent here becomes direct on-reserve 

household income. This leads to the question; how much of on-reserve expenditure does become 

income? This question is addressed in more detail in Chapter 4. 

t 

2.332 On-resave~usiness~xpendi;ures 

34 

Table XIII reports the expenditure behaviour of a sample of 18 o n - r m e  businesses. In 

3.1 

recognition of the local on-reseerve employment distinc60n W e e n  Kamloops and all other 



Shuswap reserves, the expenditure poxtion ofthe onlreserve business d;fferentiates between the 

Kamloops reserve and the other reserves. 

Table XJII First Nation On-reserve Business Expenditures. 

I I 1 I I I 

Supplies I 396,000 1 . 175,000 1 S267250 1 $1,068,887 ( $1,507,137 1 
I Tansportation I s1,oOo 

Office Supplies SO 

S 16,000 
31,280 . 

k 

Receiving 
Utilities 

Property T8xes 

Assuming this sample of Shuswap businesses is representive of all on-reserve First Nation 
a '  

$0 

57,500 
$3,300 
S480 

Advertising I $1,m a 

Shpping SO 

Other exp. 
Totals 

the fonowing statistics are important for estimating the impact of a treaty 

SO ( Sl0,SOO 1 $4,500 

3780 I 5500 1 $0 

$0 

$0 

SO 

compensation settlement in the on-reserve economy: 

$0 

$0 

Sales Taxes I SO 1 SO 

Note: These are the expenditures of the 18 on-reserve businesses mentioned earlier. 

46 The most common larger-sized businesses on a are gas stations and convenience stores. 
This sample has a gas station andlor a convenience store from 3 Shuswap Communities suggesting 
that it may be ;elativefy repraentatnte. This hypthesis, bhowever, can not be tested for reasons 
discussedintttenextchapter. 

p* 

$4,300 

$7,980 

SO 

S2,900 
W464 

I 

SO 

SO 
13439,945 

$184 

6103,184 

SO 

316,900 

SO 

$136,735 

$542,992 

513,912 

SO 

51,138,977 

513.912 

$0 

52,728 

SO 

$0 

922,528 

3136,919 

$2225,098 

1 



b 13% of all business expenditures are on salaries This is a ttsetl proxy for the amount of 

on-resewe expenditures which will be converted to on-resewe household income. 

b 70% of all on-reserve First Nation business expenditures are made off-reserve which 
* *. 

becomes 76% when expenditures on the Kamloops reserve are noi &luded. 

The signrficant amount of sales tax ($13,912) paid off the resexve is interesting. This 

indicates shopping by non-F'i Nation persons at these on-reserve businesses. 

These results can be compared to the extrapolated expenditures fiom the Mount Paul Industrial 

Park Busjnesses in Table XN 



Table XTV Annual Expenditure for the Businesses of the Mount Paul Industrial Park 

I Expenditure T v ~ e  1 On Kamloous 1 - Kamloo~s I Vancouver ( Other 1 - Total I 

4 - 
Once again assuming extrapolation fiom this sample is appropriate4', the key highlights •’tom this 

Salaried Employees 

Professional Fees 
Consultants 

Equipment Purchases 
Equipment Repain 

EQuipment Maintenance 
R & D  

Utiiit~es 
Advertking 

Shipping 

CHice Supplies 
Freight on Raw Materials 

Production Materials 
Property Taxes 

Provincial taxes 

Federal Taxes 

Totals 

table are: 

47 
To pmvide some vali&ty for the srtrapohtion of this sample, consider that p r o m  property tax 
revenue ($322,000) from the exmpoW 9 l e  was nearly identical to actual property tax 
revenue cofleaed from the businesses of the Mt Paul Indusbial Park ($330,000), as provided by 
the tax collection dqmmca of the Kamioojx Shuswap government Clearly the margin of error is 
quite small. Also af a>mparative interest, 14.5% of the expendtures of these businesses are spent 
on salaries compared to 13.1% for the on-reserve business sample. Moreover, 3.9% of aIJ wages 

Source: Mount Paul Industrial Park S m q ,  1992. 
Notes: (1) This table represents the popdabon extrapolations for al l  the businesses on the Mount Paul 

Industrial Park basedon the sample of 21 bus~nesseS, i.e the expenditure results from that sample 
were multiplied by 125f21 to estimate the expenditure behawour for all the businesses of the Mount 
Paul Industrial Park 
(2) Lease payments h m  these busin& to the KamIoops S h m p  government were not included 
m the survey. , 

resewe 

$672,000 

$0 

$0 

$405,000 
$525,000 

5900,000 

$0 

$15,000 

$0 

$0 

$0 
$263,000 

$4,630,000 

$322,000 

$ 0 

$0 
$7,732,000 

$8,737,000 
$750,000 

$0 
$24,405,000 

$1,830,000 

$550,000 

$57,000 

$1,000,000 

$685,000 

$8,250 

$633,000 

$1,130,000 

$2,100,0 

$0 

$0 

$0 
$960,000 

$195,000 

$0 
$300,000 

$0 

$15,000 

$0 

$6W,000 

24,500,000 

$7,452,000 

$180,000 

$75,000 

$5,334,000 
$1,455,000 

$300,000 

$0 
$180,000 

$3 15,000 

$54,000 

$0 - 
$0 

$12,000,000 

$0 

$16,86 1,000 

$930,000 

$75,000 

$3 l,lO4,OOO ' 

$4,005,000 

5 1,750,000 

$357,000 

$ 1,l 95,000, 

$1,015,000 

$62,250 

$633,000 

$2,083,000 

$43,230,000 

32,145,000 - 
10,289,000 

$27,023,000 

$0 

$0 
$4 1,885,250 

$322,000 

$2,145,800 

S 10,209,000 

$1 15,976,250 

$0 

$0 

$26,660,000 



b Approximately 6.6% of M o m  Paul business expenditures are made on the Kamloops 

resene. As was mentioned previously, it is doubtrl that much of this 6.6% becomes 

household income for Shuswaps. 

Roughly 36% of these expenditures are made in the city of Kamloops. An estimated 

23% of the business expenditures are made in Vancouver and the remaining 34.4% of 

the expedtures are made in other locations. Therefore, when business improves in the 

Mount Paul Industrial Park, as it certainly might aft& the settlement of a treaty, it is 

likely that most of the benefits will be felt -id many regions outside the on-reserve 

economy. 

b Taxes (federal, provincial, and property) make up approximately 11% of expenditures 

for Mount Paul businesses4*. 

and salaries are paid to on-reserve kipients and 3.1% of all employees are considered to First 
Nation (see Table Xm). 

It is imcnrting b note that nearly 514 million of taxes are paid by these bosinns, but only about 
S320,oOO (22%) goes to the Shuswap Kamloops in property taxes. It should be mentioned, 
however, thar tk Kamloops Shnswaps also receive lease meme fiom these i m s k s s  each year. 



These @dings and the other results presented in S d o n  2.3 along with the 

66 

upcoming discussion 

of the national (off-reserve) economy in Section 2.4 are summarized in Figure 3 following 

Section 2.4. -5' 

P 

2.4 The First Nation Citizenship Economy (on and off-reserve) 

Assume now that economy A fiom Figure I represents the citizenship model of First Nation 
- 

jurisdiction Such an economy would include at the First Nation community level the on-and off- 

reserve members (citizens) of that community, and at the tribal (national) level it would include - 

all the citizens of a particular Fii Nation, regardless of their residence. 

Section 2.3 captures, in detail, the on-reserve portion of the citizenship economy. This section is 

devoted to the off-reserve citizens. Mirroring Section 2.3 the critical questions are: Who are 

th* Where do they get their money gem? How do-they spend it? What &e h e  off-reserve 

businesses? 

A wefd starting point is some insight into why these citizens are off the reserve in the first place. 

In a 1993 study on the Kamloops Urban Aborigd population conducted for the Royal 

Commission on ~ b o r i & d  Peoples and the Interior Indian Friendship by myself and 

49 The Friendship Cenm is tbe prkpal  social and adminisWtive organimhn for off-resave 
persons. The Interior rnrlian Friendship Centre in Kamloops affm a s o d  housing programc a 



two other researchers, our sample of 52 households reported that their principal reasons for 

leaving the reserve were employment (28%), e d u q o n  (26%), second generation off-reserve 
I 

(I 3%), and housing (1 I%)'O. 

, 2.41 The Demographics 

Table XV presents the Department of Indian and Northern A•’birs on-and off-reserve population 

counts for the seven SNTC case study communities. 

Table XV On and Off-reserve Populations 

store front school, a variety of counselling, social and health services, and operates an arts and 
craft shop. Its raises funds from federal, provincial and its own sources. 

Total 

557 

Shuswap Community 

Adams Lake 

BO-e 
Canoe Creek 

Neskonlith 

Skeetchestn 

Spallwncheen 

Whispering Pines 
Totals 

50 
The survey was distributed to the households of the Kamlwps Native Housing Society, the 
Friendship Society, the Wth Centre and the Arts and Crafts store. AU of these were idenfi6ed as 
possible meeting places for the off-reserve popularion (a vexing quest1011 in itself). This H c u l a r  
survey question asked respondents to rank their top three reasons for leaving the reserve. As st@ a 
#3 was given 1 point a #2 was given 2 points and a #I was given three points. Dividing the total 
points of each choice by the aggregate gives the percentage response reported The methodology for 
this survey will be d i s a s d  further in the next chapter. 

On-reserve 

359 

Note: This source of this information is the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs WAC) 1993 
band membership tables by residency. In addition to on and off-reserve population figures, JNAC 
estimates include First Nation community members living on-reserve (other band), on crown land 
(own band), on crown land (other band), or on crown land (no band). Thus, on + off-resexve 
populations do not necessarity equal the total citizenship of a particular First Nation community. 

202 

197 

222 

128 

302 

58 

1468 

Ofksexve 

188 

398 

306 

23 1 

223 - 
246 

46 

1638 

619 

528 

48 1 

366 

565 

104 

3220 



These numbers represent those individuals who are mnsidered status Indians under the Indian 
f 

Act (Chapter 1 sections 5 and 6, Hawley, 1993) and are dBiated with a F i  Nation community. 
\ 

From the Department of Indian A&h peaspective, these would be the citizens of a particular 

First Nation community. It must be stressed however, that this data does not include all those 

individuals who considered themselves of abo~gmal descent, but only those who have received 

Department of Indian A&irs status cards. Therefore, these off-reserve numbers are markedly 
-. 

different fiom the Statistics Canada figures which allow self selection for ancestry. As a result of 

treaties a number of First Nations will make up their own code of citizenship to provide some 

clarity to this issue.:& a first approximation, however, it is worth noting that for these SNTC 
7 ,  

communities approximat* 5 1% (1 63813220) of their population lives off-rese~e 

Despite its ambiguity, the completeness of the Department of Indian A%rs data for the province 

of B.C. provides an important opportunity to test the representativeness of the case study 

communities. This is accomplished by statistically comparing the on-reserve, off-reserve, and 

total p o w o m  f?om the case study commuuities, with the' actual averages of these populations 

fiom all the First Nation communities in B.C.. Table XVI presents the test results for the null 

hypothesis that the case study (on, ofs or total) mean populations are not si@cantly different 

fiom the population means for all B.C. First Nation communities, using a difference of means 
. . 

test (Maddala, 1988, p 29). 



Table XW Normality of Case Study Populations Test Results 
., 

* 

Critical values are at the 5% level of confidence at 6 degrees of freedom. 
Sample .standard deviations are in brackets 

The null hypothesis is not rejected for any of the three population figures for the Shuswap 
1 

communities. This means that the economic imp"act assessments based on the research in these 

SNTC communities may be representative of all B.C. F i  Nations, if it can assumed that the 

economic intiastructu~e and geographic circumstances for the SNTC communities are 

representative of other B.C. First Nation communities - assumptions which muid only be 

verified fiom further research 

What happens, however, to treaty compensation distributed to off-reserve households? This is a 

ditlicult question5'. Unlike the on-resene economy, little expenditure and employment research 

. I_ 

has been conducted for off-resene Shuswaps or other First Nation populations52. To provide . I .  

" 
On-=me, the federal government IS explicitly responsiile for First Nations p p l e ,  off-reserve 
the jursidictional boundary is less clear. In some matters, notably education off-reseme First Nation 
persons are eligible for prcnmml, federal and First Nation government support In other areas like 
social assistance no government seems willing to shoulder the burden Most csduskg of all are 
the politid boundaries around off-reserve First Nation persons. Sometimes they on vote on- 
reserve (for example in the Charlottetown Accord WefeadllIIl) and other times they can not 

' (provincial and muni@ elections). 

52 
The .I991 Aboriginal Peoples Survey (Statistics Canada 89-534) does contain figures on whether , 
an. off-reserve person ~dentifylng herhim self as North American Mian, purchases a particular 
type of good or SerYice from hisher community or neighbowhood Unfortunately, no e x p n d i k  



some insight into this economy the only available data is a Statistics Canada customized sample 

drawn &om persons reporting aboriginal ancestry'in the 1986 ceris~s'~, and the previously 

me&ioned 1993 Kamioops Urban Aborigd study. 

In the city of Kadoops there are approximately 3550" off-reserve Fint Nations people within 

the urban area Within a 120 mile radius of Kamioops there are three major tribal groups: 
7 

Shuswap, Thompson, and Okanagan. Table XVII reports the population by tribal association 

amrding to a 1991 Kamloops Community ~ u t u r e s ~ ~  Survey and the 1993 Royal Commission 

study. 

totals, and no definition of community or neighbourhood is provided, so this data is of little use in 
the context of this investigation. 

To allow for some comparison between the hdiari Affairs off-reserve data, and the Statistics 
Canada customized tables, only those reporting solely a b o r i m  ancestry were taken from the 
Statistics Canada survey. It was assumed that those who had received status In& cards would 
likely report only aboriginal descent while nonstatus persons would report other ancestries besides 
aboriginal 

More recent data is milable h m  the 1991 Statistics Caaada Aboriginal Pec$les S w e y ,  bbut no 
data from the &-reserve aboriginal population in Kamlmps was colleded Given the geographical 
scope of the case study it was felt that old data from the right area was better than new data from a 
different area (other urban a b o r i m  populations in Edmonton or Vancower). 

This figure is arrived at by taking the 1985 Statistics Canada figure of 3,230 and increasing it by 
100/% the measnre of growth for Kamloops from 1985 - 1993. This figure may be an underestimate 
as the rate of birth among First Nations Peoples is 2.5 times that of the rest of the poputation, but it 
seemsLikeafairenooghapproximation 

Coammity FWSKS is a federal gavemms sponsored cOmmMity economic development 
program This 1991 awcy awered the aboriginal popalation in the Nicola and Thompson valleys. 
Itisindudedforcomparisonparposesonty. 



Not sqkmgly the largest number of off-resewe aborigmals in Kamloops are Shuswap. 

Furthermore, the First Nation association proportions from the Community Futures and the 

Royal Commission samples are in near agreement. Thus, assuming that about 48% of the 

Kamloops aborigmal population is Shuswap would imply that there are about 1700 Shuswaps 

Other 
5.8% 
8.4% 

CF - 1991 
RC - 1993 

hang off-reserve in Kamloops. In ball park terms this accords with approximately 65% of all 

Indian Affairs official off-reserve Shuswaps &om the h e  SNTC communities, living in 

~ a m l o o ~ s "  (1 70012630). 

CF - Community Futures Survey 
RC - Royal Commission Sample 

Table XVIII represents a cross section of the demographics for the Kamloops o f f - r k e  

population fiom the 1993 Royal Commission research and the 1986  ensu us'^. 

Shuswap 
46.2% 
50.7% 

57 
. This is not an unreasonable estimate based on Shuswap government admh&tntive interviews. 

58 
Thkse numbers represent a random sample of 100 households taken from 1100 housing 
applications at the Lnterior Indian Friendship Centre. These 1100 households with an average 
persons per household of 2.94 represent a signrticant proportion of all persons reporting aboriginal 
decent in Kamloopsoops It mnst be stressed that the s0mce of this sample represents only those 
requesht)g social hoDsrng so the age and iamme data ofthose in it may be biased downward 

Thompson 

12% 
15.4% 

Okanagan 
lW! 

8.4% 

Metis 
1 6 % -  

15.4% 

Chilcotin 
6% 

1.4% 

Canier 

2% 
0 



Table XVIII Kamloops Off-reserve Age-Sex Cohorts 

SC - represents the proportion of the Kamloops aboriginal population reporting only aboriginal ancestry in 
the 1986 Statistics Canada ce$sus. 
RC - represents the sample drawn h m  the housing applications for the Kamloops Friendshp society in the 
1993 Royal Commission study. 

It is evident in Table XVIII that the Royal Commission sample pobulation has 67% of the 

Kamloops crty aborigml population under the age of twenty-five and the 1986 Statistics Canada 

data reports 57% of the same population under 25.'~lthou~h there is cleady some divergence in 
/- 

these results, there can be little doubt that the Karnloops city off-reserve population is 

remarkably younger than the general otf-reserve populatio~ Moreover, the off-resene 

population would seem to be even younger than the on-resene populationsg 

From the 1986 customized Statistics Canada report for off-reserve aborigd males in 

Kamloops, the income per capita for First Nations males living off-reserve is shockingly low. 

ii 59 
This is not e c u i a r f y  smprising. There is a shortage of housing on-reserves. New houses are 
nsoally awarded on the basis af waihng list seniority (among other criteria); i.e. older persons 
receive on-reserve hooses before younger persons. Furthermore, younger people are more mobile 
(more likely to shift residences) than are older people. 



The average personal irtcome for off-reserve males plus one standard error is only 66% of the 

avaage male personal 1986 income in all of Kamloops less one standard errora. That is to say, . 

1 

even at these allowances for margin of m r  the average income of the First Nations male is not 

* even two-thirds of his non-First Nations counterpart. And fiom the admittedly biased 

information gathered fiom the housing applications, the average household income of persons 

applying for off-reserve F~rrst Nation houseing between 1991-1993 plus one standard deviation, 
. . 

is 54% of the average household income less one standard deviation in Kamloops in 1986~'. 

The situation is even more bleak concerning employment for off-reserve citizens. Once more, 

drawing ftom the 1986  aml loops off-reserve citizens custom table from Statistics Canada: 

60 From the I986 Statistics Canada cn~tomized table for the Kamloops off-reserve popuhon, the 
average male im#me ~ o a s  $14,936 with a standard error of $1,073 CQ@ to the average male 
income for all of Kamloops af$23,894 with a standard emr of $25 I .  Dividing 6 l6,OOg by $24,145 
is 66% For f& the ?jmllar calarlation is 7PA 



h The unemployment rate for aboriginal males in Karnloops was 63.6% compared to 

15.1% for all Kadoops males in 1986. The similar cornpaxison between females was 

b The propohons of employed aboriguds of the total employed in Kamloops (1986) are 

2.1% for males (340/15,540~ 2.8% for females (320/11,405) and 2.5% in the aggregate 

(660/26,945)~~. Atthough midi, these are important estimates of how much off-reserve 

expenditure becomes the income of a F i  Nation citizen 

b Perhaps most si@carit is that the Statistics Canada data indicated that there were no 

self employed aboriginals off-resewe in Kamloops, i.e. not a srngle business off-reserve 

owned by First Nation citizas4. By comparison 6% of all the employed persons in 

Kamloops are self employed. The absence of F i  Nation owned off-reserve businesses, ' 

/I 

although apparently stark, is economidy rational. The proprietors of on-reserve 

businesses would hot pay inmme tax. In most cir- any off-reserve 

62 
Given tbal the #I reasan for leaving the resem, according to the RCAP survey was employment, 
there must be even higher rates of unemployment on reserve. 

) 63 
It s h d d  came as no smprise that the roajority of the jobs for off-reserve males workers ;ere 

- cksifkd as SerYice (14% or 481340) and manual (33% or 112/340) and for females residing off- 
nsem tk top taplcpent arcas were. suvice (32.5% or 1041320) and clerical (15% or 481320). 

Hmever, tk sutkir is aware of at W two arts and crafts stons, one owned by the F r i m p  
Sodcty, and the other by a First W n  hdivi&& iocated within Kamloaps city. Neither of these 
mayhavesdstedinlM. 



entrepreneur would sfnsibly do business on-reserve. This is particularly sigmiicant for 

the feedback loop to economy A in Figure 1. 
', 

As stated earlia, there have been no published studies of off-reserve aborigd expenditure 
- .. 

behaviour. llus, however, is not as big a hindrance to estimatirg the impact &om treaty 

compensation as it seems. First only a small portion of arry expenditure in the off-reserve 

economy ends up in the hands of off-reserve citizens, anyway. Second, there &e only a few on- 

reserve businesses to attrad off-resewe customers to. For practical purposes, therefore, all that 

matters is whether the off-reme household chooses to purchase a good or service, on-resewe 

or off-reserve. In this regard, a per f idy  reasonable and standard economic assumption can yield a 

LIXM proxies. Specifically, assume off-reserve households are economically rational6' so that 

they will only make arpendrtures on-reserve if the cost savings outweigh their transportation 

65 "Rational" in eammics generally mcaos that households madmin Fir utility function subject to 
s o m e ~ c o n s t r a i n t F a r t h e ~ o f t h e a f f - r e s e r y e ~ i t ~ t b a t t h e s e c o D S u r n e ~ ~  
w h  given a chok between the same good on and aff-ieserve wil l  choose the lower-priced good 

66 This is a anmnon asmmpth in the spatial economic literatnre (see Paelinck and Nijkajnp, 1975, 
chapter 3 for a review af this literatme). 



The Section 87 tax = w o n  implies that cost savings do adst on-reserves for all products 

where sales tax is applicable. For most products this could be as much-as 14%~'. For two - 
products where there are si@cant sin taxes applied, cigarettes and gasolinee, this amounts ti, 

' * 
about 400! and 25% respectively68. If it is assumed that off-reserve citizms spend roughly the 

same amount on gasoline and tobacco as do on-reserve residdg,  and that for reasons of 
* 

avai lab' i  they only purchase these two products on-reserve, it is poss'ble to estimate how - 

much income stays in the citizenship economy. 

In particular the salient features of the off-reserve Rcenomy become: 

The proportion of off-reserve expenditure made on-reserve (gasoline and tobacco) is 

approximately 6.8% accordmg to figures &om Table VII. 

67 
As is evident from both the on-reserve business samples and the on-reserve household expenditure- 
data, many of the& procillds are not sold on-reserve. . -. 

68 For a status Indian a carton of on-reserve cigamles is about $30 co* to $50 off-reserve, and a 
litre of gasoline is atwnt 45$ on-reserve compared to 58$ off id 1,936. 

69 This asuqtiorr was widely supported in informal interviews &&'a number of off-reserve 
S h m p s  in Kamloops city,. 



2. AU other a@dtme is not pure leakage. A small proportion, approximately 2%, of all 

off-reserve workers are F i i  Nation citizens70. Thus a tiny portion of off-reserve 

expenditures ends up as income for First Nation citizens. 

\ 
\ 

In summary, the off-reserve ecbpomy is much simpler than the on-reserve economy as there is 
\ 

prirharily only one sector, lo the citizenship model, the government is on-reserve, 
\ 

-and there are few 8' any off-reserve"\~usiiesses. Figure 3 on the next page presents the 
. 

\ 
expenditure and income flows of the F -  hation economy discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. 

This diagram emphasizes the three conclusions f h n  Sections 2.3 and 2.4: 

1. Most treaty cumpendon will be spent immediately into the non-First Nation economy. 

2. Due to the lack ofbusinesses there will only be a miniscule indirect effect and 

3. Intenegional feedbacks will be small except in selected industrial sectors ,yxh as gasoline * 

and tobacco. 

? 

These conclusions form the basis of the treaty compensation impact assessment methodology 
I.c/ 

discussed Mow. 

70 
Thef igmeis i racorporated into the~ loopof the~~~mpensat imimpadi t~~e~~ment  
discussed in Chapkx4. 





2.5 A Methodology for Estimating the Economic Empacts of Treaty Compensation 
J 

Treaty settlement can result in one of two models of First Nation government jurisdiction. The . 

first is similar to provincial or municipal jurisdiction In simple terms, jurisdiction is defined by 

the geographic boundaries of the First Nation economy. For simplicity, these boundaries are 

assumed to be the current on-reserve boundaries of F i i  ~ations'l. 

The second model assumes national jurisdiction for First ~ations. Here, the boundary of the 

economy encompasses all the citizens of the FiiSt Nation regardless of their place of residency. 

Once again for tractability it is assumed to include all off and on-reserve members as currently 
s * 

defined by the Department of Indian and&rthern ~ f f a i r s ~ .  

W& these two basic models of treaty jwixhction, there are two ways of distributing treaty 

c o m p d o n ;  give it to the citizens (households) of the particular economy, or let the First 
.,, 9 

Nation government invest it in copunity development projectsn. From these simplifications, 
14  
4 

It could be easily expanded to include lands a@ either throngh treaty settlement or through 
the settiemeat of specific claims. 

Treaty set t laea t  add see these citizenship boundaries dramatically altered fiom those defined by 
rnnian and Northern Affairs. Two areas of change could be a First Nation d e h d  c i t k d i p  code, 
and the estabtishmtnt of Frrst Nation international boundaries (Canada and the United States) as is 
dkusefin the lay Treaty. 

1 



* 80 
TP r: 

this implies that there are four main scenarios &om trw co-on which should be 

estimated. 

A residency-based F i  Nation economy ( reserve) where treaty compensation is .T- 
distniuted to the on-reserve households. 

A residency-based F i  Nation economy where treaty compensation is controlled and 

invested by the on-reserve Fist Nation government. 

A nation based First Nation economy (on and off-reserve citizens) where treaty 

compensation is distributed to all the citizens (households) of the economy. 

A nation based First Nation economy where treaty compensation is controlled and 
'h 

invested by the on-reserve F i  Nation government. 

2.5 1 Selecting the Appropriate Method 



Under the appropriate c i r m c e s ,  the ~ q k s i a n  income multiplier offm a suitabfe method 

for assessing the economic impact of a particular stimulus. Are the circumstances, however, 

appropriate for using income multipliers for First Nation treaty compensation? 

Whether the boundaries of the First Nation economy are defined by citizenship or residency, it is 

clear that intersectorid relationships are simplistic. The case study Shuswap communities 

economies have been demonstrated to be primarily composed of large government (G) and 

consumption (C) sectors. There is a business sector but aside fkom exports OC) in a few areas, it 

mainly serves the local economy. Investmerit is primarily conducted by the government sector. 

Imports CM) measured as first round leakages fiom household, government and business 

eqemhres for either the citizenship or the residency model are substantial. In the Keynesian 

tradition the multiplier Q is derived for the following expenditure accounting identity where 

lower case letters are nmgid propensities to consume ai-id import fiom each sector of the 

economy (Armstrong and Taylor, 1986, p. 16): 

Y=C+G+(x-M) 



2.52 The Criticisms 

Wt! 

)r 

Regional economic simplicity alone, howe r, is an insufZcient justification for the use of 

Keynesian methods. This is especially so when these methods have been largely dismissed by" 

most neoclassical economists. The cnix of this criticism concerns the saving behaviour of 

economic agents. 

P 

@ = 

Friedman suggests thatwhen households receive an economic stimulk, they view it as ejther . 
t 

temporary or permanart. ~f they view it as tempof@, they are more likely to save a great& . x 

8 .  

" portion of the stimulus so ac to maxhke intertemporal consumption. The Keynesian .mwgd 
6 , t  

propensity to consume for a temporary stimh& low and thus so is the multiplier. .On the other . 

hand, permanent impacts are treated as parallel shifts in 4 budget -l&e-and a0 h ~ r e  con&mption . ' . 
. 

(of n o d  goods) increases. The xqr@ propensity , - to consume for a p e r m & ~ ~ t  shift would . ' - 

necessarily be higher than for a temporary shift. - . 

* .  

It follows that if treaty co-on is viewed as a permanent change, then the ~ e y n e s h  ' 

approach is appropriate but if it is viewed by Frrst Nation households as temporary ,then the- , 

ordmry marginal p r o m  to COllSUme .@ id equation 3.woyid % - ov&estk&e the imp:& of 

treaiy compensation The hypothetical quehion thep becomes, %ow will First   at ion" households *. 
* 



L the atreme, Fnst Nations 'could view treaty dompenSation in Ricardian equivalency type 

model. Anticipaling h e  taxes to pay back their compensation, Fii Nation households would .- 
* 

= save all of it7*. Given the presence of the Section 87 tax exemption it is doubtful first, that First ' -. 
I *  

3 

Nation households would even be aware of the inherent logic of Ricardian eq&va.lence7', and 

second since this is cornpensahon for the-actions of non-natives, that F i i   ati ion hous&olds . . 
~ - 
1 

I "  . would exp& to pay it back. In the other extreme, Fist Nations households may behave like the'. 

recipients of a &as (1988) manna fiom heaven economy. Expecting * d a r  cohpensation * 

throughout their lives, First Nation households will rationally consume all of their compensation 

enhanced.endowrnmt. Neither extreme seems likely, so to err on the side of caution it best ,to 
a 

, ' 

. . assume a range of compensation savings behaviour as a form of sensitivity analysis. . , 

,The next h e  of crhdrsl focusses on the absence of supply constraints in the Keynesian mo& 
. , 

- - - C 
* .  

* ,  LogiCaUy, when incieased deohand (read economic stimulus) bumps into a supply constraint L 

mn of the imp& is r&ect.ed in higher prices. In a Memployment-neoclassical~economy the ; 

74 a ,TMRicardian equivalency model is commonly demonstrated in the overlapping generations'% - 
litmilure (McCandless and w&, 1991). The validity of the hypothesis is questionable as 
among Mherjhings it assumes pure lump sum taxes (which don't exist), identical interest rates for 
private and public bammiihg (dubious) and infinitely l i d  individuals which even in itswdynastic ' 
form can be shown to 'be lndicrous @emheim and Bag~eU,~W88). 

j 

Of'* the e6~mm.i~. agents to be impacted by treaty seqlenrent, it is most like$ that the.Rimrdian 
etphlerl~yhypathesis agp&.to the non Frrst Nation persons who are the recipients of the F i i  
~ ~ ~ f t i S ~ ~ , , 8 c v e n i n t h e ~ t h e s e i n d i v i ~ d  
save wafthe imxlmereceivedhmFkst Nationspersons inidc@ion ofhigher taxes to pay for 
treaty@-, -? P 

I 



' only way to increase income is to inkease the amount the economy produces. In the Solow 
? 4 

model, income increases when per cap6 capital increases which is directly dependent upon per 

capita savings. In this regard, t,he &nvergency aspects of a simplistic Solow growth ,model 

suggest that, ex ante, the concerns of First  ati ion people will be addressed fiam treaty 

c o r n ~ o n .  The infusion of & i  rest&& fiom this compensation would "jump st&' the 

First Nations &nomy along the path of relative economic equity to the larger Canadian 

This so called corkergency of growth rates and levels inthe neoclassical theory is supported by 
4d - .  

authors such as Courchene, 1982 and Lee and Coulombe, i 995, who see a natural equilibrium bf 

regional retums to capital and lab& being forged through the &ee mobility of these two 

factorsn. Despite appreciating the intuition of the convergency hypothesis other neoclassical 

echnomists such as Lucas, 1987, Barro, 1991, and ~ r ~ s s -  and Helpman, 1991 have not 

observed it3 predictions in wocd data. They, like Courchene, point to institutional (or human 

I capital)-constraints prev&ting convergence in situations like'of B.C. First Nations. One such 

!a. . . ' , 

76 Consider a simple ~ o l o b  t j ~  model where sF(K,L) = 6K in&* a Ready state (F is urnstad 
returns to scale, s is a savings rate, and 6 is the d e p r ~ i a t i o n ~ t e  of capital). If &If government and 
treaQ-mttlement are, zsmmed to, the sFKL) relationship upward then it follows from 

~ 

mnvefgency fhat Y and K will rise, and dong the path to the higher s t w  state the First Nation 
economy wil l  gnrw.ielatively fasfer than thataf Canada (ceteris panius). 

n 
Irnpktly this hypothcsls alsd assum&either the fiv mobility: of technology &twixn regi* or . 
identical technologies in each region. 



possiile institutional constraint for F i  Nations is that there are no on-reserve savings 

institutions of note, as is evidenced by the near 1 W! leakage of household savings in Table VI. 

4 

Perhaps, however, the most damning criticism of the Keynesian multiplier is its inabiity to 
1 

answer the principal question - what wiil be the economic impact on the First Nation economy 

fiom treaty compensation distribution? 
4 

b the literal &me the phrase economic impact canies qmotations of money crashing to the 
i - 

ground in a cloud of dust. An assessment of this collision with the earth would probably measure 

the aggegate displacement of dust &om the origbl collision and its after-shocks. 1nkary ways 

this is what a Keynesian muhplier estimates It assumes that what happens tonday will happen 

tomorrow. Household, government, and business behaviour will continue to be the same before, 
f 

during and after the impact. Spedically, the mar@ propensity to consume and the 1&e 

proportions are assumed ta stay the same. In short the model lacks a dynamic component. - 

t 

For the case %dy comrnlmities there is only one point in time for each swvey. A multiplier 

estimate for these communities either individually or*collectively, will ultimately only be relevant 

for the point in time that the data was collected Although sensitivity analysii along the lines *+ 



suggested above concerning the' hypotheses of Friedman and Modiglianni and Miller can deflect 

some of this criticism, the lack of a complete dynamic story in the Keyhesian model is a valid 

criticism. 

This w k  one reason why the ecodomic impacts fiom treaty demen t  were broken into two 

components, compensation and institutional, in Chapter 1. The dynamic story of compensation is 

a little easi& to JustIfj. in the Keynesian fi-amework. Whoever gets the money (government or 

households) either spends it or saves it. 

The d&cs of institutional changes resulting fiorn treaty settlement is not quite so simple. 
% 

E m  within discussions of induced investments in the Keynesian model (Davis, 1990, p. 3 5) it is 

- clear that long term dynamic economic impact fiom institutional changes are not comfortably 

addressed with a Keynesian income multiplier. Therefore, the economic dynamic for institutional , 

8 

changes are estimated using a completely different method in Chapter 5. 

Keynesian multipliers are also often a d  of bemg too general (Black, 1982). For example, a 

angle estimate of b in equation (2), ignores'the existence of many @c normal and infaid 

goods. To improve the precision of the multiplier estimate, the Engel curve slope (MPC) for 

each good and Service should be' ideatifid The estimatio11~ of these Engel curves will be 

addressed in a later dqtez  



* 6 6x1 a reiated issue, another aitjdgn of the Keynesian income multiplxq-is that all i o d  
,. - - 

expadime does not become local income-c~ebout, 1962). Only a portion money 'spent 

on a litre of gasoline for 4 l e  becomes local income. W&ut accounting for this, the income 

multiplier would overestimate the knomic impact. Table XUI &strates that most expenditures . 

by on-reserve businesses are made off-reserve. To be more accurate the income multiplier should 

consider the proportion of local expenditures which becomes local income (Davis, l99O)#.n this 
I -  

regard, there are two methods for estimating the local value added f?om local purGhases. Clark, 

1983 uses payroll to sdes ratios for the 2 digit standard indust@ classification hdustries in B.C. 
.T 

i 

Another method is to use the aggregate ratio of wages and sames to eqenditures from Table 

XIL In keeping with the cautious approach to treaty compensation impact assessment, exhibited 

ttrroughout this chapter, both methods will be used and compared. 

Sindair and Sutctiffe, 1978, point out that Keynesian income multipliers can be over estimated if 

the role of unemployment and other -existing govenunent transfi i  are not considered. If treaty 

compensation provides a job for an otherwise unemployed individual, then only the difference 

between the gwefmneot unemployment insurance transfers .(or other programs) p d  the 

e~~@oyment salary is new imx,rne. Cumdy, the Canadian govenxnent unemploymeut insurance 
I 

program pays out at 55% of the previous income level, up to a nwimuq for the recipient. 



~ccordingii it islegifimate d assume that only 45% of the salary from a new job is &dy new 
t 

F&II~, in Figure 1 it is clear that some of the initid economic impact feeds back into the 
I 

o&jnal economy from the other economies. By ignoring this, the Keynesian income multiplier 

would undere$imate the t& impaa from treaty compensation In this regard, the F i  Nation 

off-reserve c&em become important. In the provincial jurisdiction model th'e off-reserve 
* 

citizenry become the persons most likely to spend money back on the reserve. In the national 

# 

-2% 
jurisdiction model the feedbacks work two ways. Some expenditures by on-reserve citizens 

%@ 
, - .  

become off-r&e c i b n  income and vice versa. 

.K ~lthough there are several criticisms of Keynesian mukiplien, the multiplier formulas developed 

A 

below attempt to respQ@' to as tcany as possible. The appropriate magnitudes of the many 

parameters evident in the fomruias below are c h x s d  in the following two clxqters. 



&. . 
=.-- 2.53 The Keynesian h o m e  Multipliers 

B a d  on the obsewathm aod.co-011s dweIoped in Sections 2.2-2.4, the four 

income multiplier fbrmulas below reflect only the direct effect pIus the fmt round interregional 

feedback and induced &eds, and the criti& of the Keynesian multiplier in this section. These. 

. formuias follow &om the simple Economy A - Economy B relationship expressed in-the top half 
F * 

of Figure 1 where are extensions, at leattin the first round, of the method used by Davis (1987) 

1. The direct ded depends upon the s p d c  muRiplicand in each scenario. For households 
4 

it is simply represented by the parameter Y (suitably adjusted in the citizenship model), 

B 

but for First Nation governments it is represented by their expenditures which become 
, 

household income (z). Although miaisarle ip magnitude the parameter x represent a type 
L 

of indired & i  

2. Induced effects take into account lndumy &i&dic local ~ ~ e s  &) and the 

proportion of local e x p a d h m  which b m k  local inwm (b) (Xebout, 1962)- 
1 

3. Feedback edEz& amsider industry spedc apen&ms made outside the Ftrst Nation . v 

ec~wmy (a, tpres paid (t and fd), the proportion of exgmditures becoming income and 

the proportion of W which fkeds back into the First Nation economy (h, and e). 



'3 ' ScerriKio 1 ; 
E s 

'a 

u 

# C 

J 
lhis is a residency based ~m  ati ion economy (bn-reserve) where Laity c o m v n  is 

t 
@ j~i 

distriied to the on-reserve households, who as such are the multiplicands. Essentially, the 

multiplier below contains the direct 0, induced GbikiY), and feedback Ebihi(l-td)eb,(l- 

, t;)d,Y) effects disarssed above? 

where: 
F 

v h l =  the income multiplier for on-reserve households in a residency model , 

Y = the treaty compensation received per household 

bi = income added to tfte local economy iiom the purchp of good i adjusted to rdect 
1 3  

loss of unemployment iasurancem 

k, = the margioal proljeodty to consume local good is' 

d; = the marginal propensity to consume foreign good i 

79 In one scenario, fhe FFirst Nation government might buy more goods hnd sexvices h m  on-rese~ve 
suppliers with its treaty campensation money. This would be a type of indirea effect A type II 
Keynesian income multiplier is (direct + indired + induced- so this is not cpitca type II 
multiplier since it does not capture the indirea instihitional impam h m  ma@ settlement 

80 This adjmtmenf only mxxs for one d u e  of we parameter b. As is disased in the next two 
171 chapters t6e parameter 'b' takes on h pomible values for on-reserve expenditures and only one 

of these are diE&t&& by speafic -, ie. wananting the snbscript "in. There are only 
three possible Ws' for aff-reserye srpendrtures. - 

L 



td = off-rpserve sates tax paidp2 

e = proportion of oSresewe dzens employed in off-reserve economy 

= direct taxes paid by off-resave employees 1 

h; = estimate of proportionate feedback into on-resewe economy for good i 

This is a residency based Flrst Nation economy where t r w  compensation is controlled and 

1 

invested by the on-reserve First Nation government (multiplicand). The reoog$ion of the F i  

Nation government as the primary recipient of the treaty cornpertsation substantially complicates 
% *  

multiplier -on 

When the government is the muItipIicad, a number of possible indirect effects must be 

considered. For example, when the recipients of treaty compensation are only those First Nation 

community members located on-reserve, as is the case in this scenario, a significant incentive 

exists for off-reserve members to rebrn to their home community. This pot* influx of 
0 

4 

persons would ljkely lead to hmtased Id construction investment by the First Nation 



84 

govaerrt83. The po&k nature of this in& eEkt and its measurement is given more 

attention in Chapter 4. 

The household income b d a  Mow has lxeqdivided into two parts. The first half captures the 

induced and feedbackg4 (xbY + xb;h,(.l -h)eb,(l-&)(I-x-z)Y) effects fiom all non-1.d wage and 
t 

+- 4 
salary expenditures'b; ithe Fm Nation government. The second beginning with zY, 

+represents the direct, induced and feedback.&eds corn First Nation government ckpenditures 

on iocal,wages and da rk .  

where: 

v,l= the income multiplier for the First Nation govm-ent in a residency model 

Y = the treaty compensation by the Fd Nation government 

x = proportiorrate expenditure by the First Nation government on local good andlor 

s e ~ &  excluding expedhes on wages and salaries. 

bi = income added to the local economy fiom the purchase of good i adjusted to reflect 

loss of unemployment insurance corn on-reserve job cieation 



& = off-r&e d e  QX paid 

e = proportion of off-reserve dtizens mpived in off-reserve economy 

fd = direct tax& paid by off-reserve empbyees 
* .  

h; = estimate of proportionate feedback into on-reserve economy for good i < 
k; = the marginal propensirv to consume i d  good i 

di = the marginat propensity to consume foreign good i 

z = of F i  Nation government expenditures spent directly on wages and 

salaries on-reserve 

Scenario 3 * I 

This is a dtizenship based Fm Nation economy (on and off-reserve citizens) where treaty 

&mpeosation is distributed to all the citkens (households) of the economy. This multiplier is a 

little more complicated. First, the initial injection must be divided between on and off-~eserve 
B 

citizens. Second, the of the F i i  Nation economy has been expanded to include two 

additional impacts; 1) some off-reserve expenditure by on-resem citizens becomes income for 
C 

off-reserve citizens and 2) some of the CO-on received IIY off-reserve citizens will be ' 

spent back on the reserve. More spec&caJly, in order thi formula captures 1) the direct on- \ 
resewe effect 2) the induced on-reseme effect 3) the feedback effect fkom on-reserve 

compensation 4) fhe direct off-reserve income &kt &om on-r-e compensation 5) the 



direct off-reserve treaty -pensation impact 6) the irtdtfced offksewe income impan 
\ &-J t 

from off-reserve treaty compensation and 7) the on-resave feedback from off-reserve 

compensation. 

where: 

vh2 = multiplia for households as multiplicands in the c ihasbp  economy 

d Yj = the treaty compensation received per on-reserve citizen 

Yk = the treaty compensation received per off-reserve citizen8' 

bi = income added to the local economy hrn the purchase of good i adjusted to refiect 

loss of unemployment insurance (assumed to remain the same in the feedback round) 

di = the mkginal propemity to collsume"foreign good i" 

fd = off-reserve sale tax paid 

e = proportion of off-reserve citizens employed in off-reserve economy 

fd = direct taxes paid by o&reserve employ= 7 

a h; = estimate of proportionate feedback into on-reserve economy fbr good i 

85 Yj and Yk refleu Mian and Northern AEiin of Canada on and off-reserve population estimates 
foreachs--- P 



Scenario 4 
' - 

I ' 

This,-is a nation b d  FA Nation .&nomy where treaty compensation is controlled and 

'invested by the on-reserve First Nation government. The sigmficant change to this multiplier is 

f that some of the,off-reserve expenditures become First Nation citizen income and must be 
t 
-\ 

accounted for. The indirect &kt considerations raised in scenario 2 must also be ad&@ in 

the estimtion of this multiplier. 

'A In order, this formula qaiculates 1) the i n d u d  on-reserve impact firom on-reserve 
I 

government expenditures on goods and services 2) the on-resexve feedback effect 6om off- 

reserve government exp2=nditures on goods and services 3) the induced off-resenre incorn6 

effect of off-reserve government expenditures on goods and services 4) the direct effect of 

government expenditures on the wages and salaries of its citizens 5) the on-reserve induced 
* 

effect of these wage and salary changes 6) the on-reserve f&ack effect of these wage and 
* 

salary eqendi&es and 7) the off-rererve induced effect of these wage and salary 



vg = the multiplier for the Fust ~~ government multiplicand in the citizenship model 

Y = is the treaty compen&on rekved by the F i  N& 

b; = inwm added to the local economy fiom the purchase of good /adjusted to refl-a 

loss of unemployment insurance fiom on-reserve job creation 

k; = is the rnarg.mal propensity to consume local on-reserve good i 

d = the m a r g d  propensity to consume foreign good i 
- -. 

h, = estimate of proportionate feedback into &-resenre economy for good i 

z = proportion of Fist Nation government expenditures spent directly on wages and 

salaries on-reserve 

x = expenditure by the ~ i r s t  Nation governmkt on lo& goods and services excluding 

expenditures on wages and salaries. 

, k = off-reserve sale tax paid 

e = proportion of off-reserve citizens employed in off-rese~e economy 

fd = direct taxes paid by off-reserve employees 

b 

- These four income multipliers form the basis for assesdng the economic impact of treaty 
J 

corqmslion on two possible types of Fm Nation ecomhies. Great care has been taken to 
P 

enstire thaf despite the criticisms of the Keynesiq techniques, these multipliers are as accurate 

as possible. It goes without saying, dowever, that the most hqmtant c o o t n i  factor to the 
4 



precision of these muftipkrs is the quaIity of the data. This subject is thoroughly addressed in the 
I 

next chapter. 

<. 
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. L - ,; Chapter3 
A Revigw i f  Data Collection Methods 

3. 

b 

Tkhcgamrmmt are q (rn on amsing statinks - thy w k  t f k ,  ndd them raise t h  
$. . 

to tfie nth puwer, t&q the n r d c ' h  ad-prqare w ~ d i z g r a m s .  lhrt what you nkrt 
never fmhcgei i. thot ~ n y  one rrf tfiosefigvrrr cmnrr J tfie fmt m ~ t v r f m n ;  the e e  
wotdimrrn, w f i o ~ p u t s  doMl w k  he &mn p b e s . "  (Stamp, 1929, as quoted in White, 
1991) -. - * .. 

Josiah Stamp's words of warning about data quality appear in some form or another in most 

Statistics textbooks (White, 1991, Kennedy, 1992). It would be diffiiult to imagine, 
c. 

however, a population segment yhere t&is wisdom is mbre apt than First Nations. A , 

population more researched than other populations in Canada1 yet, if the economic 

indicators in Chapter 2 are used as a metric for policy success, a population that is clearly 

not well understood. 

When policy development research.and policy results do not coincide at least one difficult 
?. 

question must be asked. Should we trust the data on First Nations people? 

. 
, - 

The first section of this chap& investigates the information collection hethodologies for 

the two principal federal sources of Fikt Nation data, Statistics Canada and the Department 

of Indian and Northern Affairs. The results of this investigation and in particular the rather 

alarming differences in their data for the most basic of statistics, population counts for four 
= 

communities in the Shuswap Nation, are meaningful for three reasons. 

1 ,. From Apnl to September 1991 the Kamloops Shuswap households were asked to complete the 
Statistics Canada Abaripal People's Survey pretest, the June Census, a Department of Finance 
taxation Surve y, a Community Funue's Economic Development survey and the Aboriginal People's 
Survey. Many of the questions in these five separate surveys were similar. 
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1 ' 

First, the dspect quality of the data from these agencies justifies the' significant 'original 

research conducted for this dissertation. Secandly, the submntial' transactions costs incurred 

by these agencies in collecting information of dubious quality is an important anecdote in 
L 

chapter 5. F & U ~ ,  in a secret policy document from the ~ e ~ a m n e n t b f  Indian and Northern ' 
. < - ,  
' ,  e: 

Affairs of Canada to the Assembly of First Nations, the Federal government indicated that 

there would k no discussion under First Nation self government of obtaining jurisdiction 
. * 

over statistical information collection. * 
I 3 

P+ .r. 
PL-. , _ * J  

In no way,-howeverTdoes th&suspicious quality of Statistics Canada and '~e~ar tment  of ' 

4 

Indian and Northern Affairsb data, imply that the information on the expenditures of 

Shuswap Nation households, businesses, and govements collected for this d i s s e d n  

any more reliable. Therefore, the second. section of this Chapter presents the laformation 
r .. 

collection methodologies, possible biases &d adjustment procedures for the original data 

collected for this dissertation. 

3.1 First Nations Data - An Overview I 

$ .  
e 

Table I reports the population counts of four Shuswap Nation communities, selected for 

demonstration purposes, as-compiled by the Departmenoof Indian and Northern AffWs and 

Statistics Canada in 199 1. The figures below represent each agency's estimate of all persons 

living in the particular community. The most basic of al l  demographic data is the 

population count Measurement error in population counts inevitably translates into errors 
d 



in o@er statistics. , 

- -* Table I 1991 Population Counts fgr 4 Shuswap Communities 

On the surface it would appear that these two government agencies do not agree on the 

'1, 

, 

number of people living in these relatively small Shuswap communities. This is rather ' *- - 5 

perplexing since these are the two federal agencies mandated to collect this information. 

Statistics Canada - S Canada data compiled from series 95-384 of the 1991 census. 
INAC - Department and Northern Affairs of Canada 1991 on-resme band membership 
data 

< 

Indian and Northern Affairs of Canada (INAC) are charged with the onerous task of - 

- 
r5 

0 

Stats Can2 

INAC 

ah'inistering the Indian Act. A major component of their job is to ensure that the federal 

Government meets its fiduciary responsibility to First ~ a t i o n s ~ .  INAC needs to know how 
a 

Bonaparte 

1 97 

*I30 

. - 
many status Indians there are and where they, afe located to fulfil its responsibility. 

2 
-- It really is detective's work to match Statistics Canada data with First Nation communities. Most . SNTC communities have two or three populated reserves. Stats Can 95-384 reports the population 

counts for each reserve. It is then incumbqx upon the researcher to put the community back 
1 

- together by addmg together the relevant reserves. ~oreoGer some data from reserves is suppressed 
'for reasons of confidentiality including Bonaparte (Upper Hat Creek), North Thompson (Louis 
Creek), and Canoe Creek (Canoe Creek 2 and Dog Creek 2). 

North 
Thompson 

246 -r 

222 * 

3 This is the fiduciary responsibility that resulted hstorically from the special relationship between 
the Crown and aboriginal people, whch in many respeps is reflected as a trust in the 1763 Royal 
Proclamation. 

Skeetchestn . 

154 
- 

128 

Canoe Creek 

201 
<% ?" 

P 

108 



INAC collects a h n d  membership data from each First Nation community. The community .. 

submits the membership lists to INAC- as of December 3 1 of the previous year. They verify 
3 

the lists and send back an official population figure to the First Nation community in June 

of the following year. The figures in Table I were collected sometime in 199 1 and reported 

in June, 1992. 

P 
4 

of Canada mandates Statistics Canada to enumerate the population of 

Canada every 5 years. Although it is -seldom used. legislation exists that makes non- 

compliance with the Census an offence punishable with a fine. As the Government of 
a 

I 

Canada has a fiduciary responsibility for the First-Nation reserves within Canada, it'is 

important to enumerate all persons on lands reserved for Lndians. Although StatisCicsq 

Canada failed in 1981 and 1986 to enumerate the communities of the SNTC (because they 

did not wish to be enumerated), it achieved this objective in the 1991 census. 

'we are -d to cmtphte - y e  in our cetrrus and ofher survey t a & ~  actwities. 5% 
acumqptkh that end, we absohtelj need First Nations' hdj in t e r n  qf participatmrg in the 
19% and othn sumrf (Report on the Joint Conference on a First Nations 
Data Base and the 1991 Census and Post-Censal Programs, 1990 p. 35). 

Although the counting of First Nation heads is clearly fundamental to the mandates of these 

two Government agencies the accuracy of their population counts is rather suspect. In 

particular the Statistics Canada 1991 mean population from these four Shuswap 

communities is 199.5 compared to a 1991 M a n  and Northern Affairs mean from the same 

four Shuswap communities of 147. With a pooled stand&d deviation of 44.7, the critical 

t-statistic for a difference of means test is 1.67 which fails at the 14% level of significance. 



Althbugh this may not seem serious, it must be remembered that these &e not samples 

taken from the same population, these are actual global head counts of the same population 
* 

(all probably fewer than 250 people) taken during the same year. Mean populaf;on counts 

- differing by over 50 from the same'relati~el~ small populations by the two Government 

, agencies whose mandate is to count these people seems rather high4. 
f 

Perhaps even more alarming b the Statistics Canada 1986-1991 percentage 

Bonaparte population cdunt?. In particular the 1991 population for Bonaparte 

fell by 4.7% and the population counts for the Lower Hat Creek reserve fell 

change in 

reserve #3 

Such decreases would seem impossible given the amount of new construction in these 

. - . - communities to accommodate community members whose Department of Indian and 5 

i 
d 

Northern Affairs, Lndihn status was reinstated as a result of Bill C-3 1. 

A great deal of insight into the nature of First Nation information collection, the quality of 
C 

the subsequent data,'and transaction costs involved in First Nation infonfiation collection. 

can be gleaned from delving into the Shuswap Nation information collection methodologies 

of statistics Canada and the Depamnent of India$ and Northern Affairs of Canada. 
'ta, 

4 To appreciate the aggregated discrepancy which &ts from these community d&repancies 
consider thar Staristics Canada 94-326 reports 189325 on reserve First Nation persons in Canada 
in 1991 and the Depmmu of Indian and Northern Affairs Basic Departmental 1991 data suggests 
that there are 357953 Fitst Nation persons (status Indians) living on reserves throu@ou! Canada. 

5. Although the communities of the SNTC did not officially participate in the 1986 census, census 
representatives did attempt to emmerate all the SNTC communities. A degree of success was 
obviously achieved in Bonaparte in 1986. 



3.1 1 Statistics Canada 

Statistics Canada made a concerte$ effort to increase tile participation of First Nations in 
P 

the 1991 Census S w e y .  m e  Assembly of First Nations and statistics Canada developed 
d 

a new post census6 survey on Aboriginal People. This addressed concerns that the census kh 

4n- 

information was not useful to First Nations. Statistics Canada also developed special a.r 
.h, 

1 

liaison positions in their regional offices (locatedjaf Vancouver for B.C.) to 

dispel concerns that First Nations were not sufficiently involved in the inforklion 

collection process. In addition, some First Nations were allowed to help select and 

recommend appropriate persons for managing Census operations in First Nation 

communities. 

, 
a 

The Shuswap Nation Tribal Council, through negotiations which arose from non- 

participation in the 1981 and 1986 Censuses, was one such pilot First Nation organization 

allowed to "manage" the collection of Census information in SNTC commuhities. Similar 

agreements were signed by Statistics Canada with the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs ,and 

the Federation. of Saskatchewan Indian Nations. 

6 ?he Post Census or Aborigmd Peoples S w e y  took place after the Census in September 1991, and 
used as its population only those people living on or off reserve reporting aboriginal decent on the 
census. 
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The main elementsf the SNTC arrangement wai' a trade of technical expertise from . ' 

Statistics Canada to help develop the SNTC statistics depadment, for participation in the 

1991 Census operation by the commlnities of the sNTc'. Other componenk of the 
* 

agreement included a special census district comprised of SNTC communities, a special 

census enumeration supervisor nominated by the SNTC, and the appointment of SNTC 

selected census representatives to conduct the ~ e &  in SNTC communities8. As a lead 
.- I 

up to the 1991 Census, the SNTC also participated in the development and pre-@st of the 

post census surveyg. 

To conduct the 1991 Census, an SNTC-nominated area supervisor was hired. Her contact 
I 

with Statistics Canada was through their B.C. interior native liaison. Immediately below 

her, two managers were hired to oversee survey collection within the SNTC communities. 

These three individuals were given a one week training course on the fundamentals of 

information collection, data handling, data management, personnel management, and 
Z 

statistics Canada's policies and adminieation. Skitistics Canada personnel provided the 
2 s  

training. 

7 .The major point of disagreement was the ownership of the information. In the agreement the 
SNTC capitulaed to the Statisrics Canada argument concerning privacy of information. (Interview 
with Robert Manuel, April 1991) 

8 All individuals nominated by the SNTC were subsequently subject to Statistics Cabda standards. 

9 If should be stresedihat in the view of Robert Manuel, the shuswap  ati ion Tribal Council 
executive directcn, tim Statistics Canada has lived up to all  aspects of the agreement (Robert 
Manual interview, h e .  1 993). f .  



* - 
These managers then hired persons from the SNTC cornmunitie~'~ to conduct the actual 

Census. These Census representatives also received one wiek of training on the importance 

of data confidentialib, understanding the value of the Census, and knowle#@ of one's 

Census area. Training was also given about methods for survey communication, form 

completion, Census information collection methods, and administration. Statistics Canada, 
4 

and the SNTC nominated supervisor and managers provided the training. 

Beginning June 4, 1991, for the first time in 15 years; each Census representative was sent 

into their particular SNTC community to collect survey information". Careful notes were 

kept about the response of each household.,In the event of a non-response due to absence 

the census representative tried three times to contact the household. After this, the census 
\ 

+*&presentative registered an official non-response and left the survey for the household to 
D 

complete and send back to Statistics Canada Due t~ the agreement M e e n  Statistics 

Canada and SNTC, and the use of community persons in the information collection 
% 

exercises, most SNTC communities were politically and administratively co-operative.. 

The numbers appearing in Table I are the results of the 1991 Census as found in Statistics 
i 

4 

Canada 95-384. Because the results were reported by reserves and not First kation 

community, the population counts in Table I are the aggregation of these reassembled First 

10 Two from the Kamloops Shuswap and one from each of the other SNTC communities. 

11 In September of 1W1, Statistics Canada also conducted the Aboriginal Peoples Swey .  It was 
intended to meet the infomarion needs of both the Assembly of First Nations, and the .Royal 
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples. 
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Nations. Each aggregation was done twice to ensure accuracy of reporting. 

a .  
3.1 2 Indian and ~ o r d e r n  Affairs of Chada 

t 
u 

"c 

Until the mid 19701s, INAC was the administrative, and subsequently, the decision making 
ti 

* 
unit for most First Nations. Ottawa was ,the headquarters with regional offices located in 

Y 

each province, and district offices located at the sub-regional level. Typically, policy would 

be developed at the regional or headquarters level and administered12 through the Indian 

agents at the district office. 
"'6 

The flow of informkon was from the bottom up. The quality of the information was 

therefore dependent upon the diligence of the district Indian agent. 
a 

In the 70's, INAC began &volving district authority to the First ~a t i ons '~ .  To administer 

the programs and policy of INAC, these fledgling First Nation administrative units required 

money. This funding was dependent upon the number of persons within the community. 

It was imperative, therefore, to keep track of each community's population. 

, . - 
Through several bureaucratic growing pains, an identifiable methodology has evolved to 

l2 Generally this would involve the ndministration of social assistance and education fiDnding to 
Fvst Nation persons in need and the nnmini.ctration of housing and capital projects within First 
Nation communities. k . 

13 Not surprisingly, for political and admiqisfrative reasons, this sparked the evolution of uibal 
councils. The tridal council is not generally a First Nation cultural creation. p 



Eeep track of the number of persons in First Nations communities. 

Each First   at ion'^ has a mem-ip clerk. INAC trains the clerk to fill out the 

administrative forms necessary for keeping track of population. These forms1' keep track 
C 

of births, deaths, migration and C-3116 reinstatement Each December these forms are 
# 

tabulated, copied and sent to the regional offices of INAC on a membership list form. 

5 
r 

The regional offices of INAC verify the list by cross referencing the membership list with 

lists of people receiving social assistance, or attending elementary, secondary, and post 

secondary institutions. o f  course, there are a number of legitimate community members 

who might not appear on the verification lists. The existence and legitimacy of these 
7 

"extra" persons would either have to be negotiau or hsubstantiated with more 
f 

documentation. - 

By. June of the following year, INAC sends back a population figure for the 'First Nahon 

community. Persons a& divided into six categories: 

1. Status Indians on the reserve who are members of that First Nation community. 

2. Status Indians on the reserve who are members of another First Nation community. 
r )  

r- 

* e 
l4 INAC still administers membership for some Fim Nahons. 

IS The number of furms used by Fm Nation administrations is uuly phenomenal. All the forms that 
could have to be completed for one individual produce a pile over 8 an thick. 

16 
- Bill C-31 was passed in 1985 to amend the Indian Act to clarify and expand the definition of 

status @ d h  in Canada (see section 6 ( 1 )  paragraphs a-f of the Indian Act). 
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Status Ladians on Crown land who are members of that First Nation community. 
I 

Status Indians on Crown lan8who are members of another unspecified First Nation 

Status .Indians on Crown land who are members of a specific Fir9  nation^ 
T 

community. 

Status Indians Living off reserve who are members of that First Nation community. 
s . 

.. 
The bureaucratic rules, though are only the surface of this story. The real show is in the 

funding game played between every F' t Nation'and INAC. S 
\ 

& 
There are a variety of strategies in this game with Some being more successfu'l (yielding I 

more funding for the community) than others. Despite the obvious benefit to First Nations 

it is beyond the scope of this paper to evaluate the variety of hategies employed to secure 
q 

greater funding from INAC by individual First ~a t i ons '~ .  Suffice it to say that a First 

k= 
Nation community's population is directly iinked to the amount of funding it receives and 

I 

as such these numbers are subject to the game. 

The rules of the game are simple. INAC wan& a First Nation population to be as low 

possible, and the First Natiorrj wants its population to be as high as possible. On the INAC 

side are the checks 'and balances discussed above, and on t h e . ~ & t  Nation side are the 

skills, guile and strategy of their local administration. 

17 After the money is geared by a particular Fm Nation the focus of the game switches to ' 

subqhge. Fi Nations attempt to use the money for their own political or community needs and 
the Deparrment of Indian add Northern Affairs seeks to ensure that the money is used in 
accordance with its bureaucratically d e w  inter$. On efficiency grounds alone any one wpb has - participated in this charade quickly appreciates the First Nation desire for self Government. 
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The game, however, is ongoing and the revelation of a specific community's strategy in a 

published document would be detrimental to its source. 'For the reader's enjoyment,, 

: however, a fek anecdotal strategies follow. 

From a strategic perspective, the real gade is not played with the membership list 
# 

submitted to INAC, it is played with the social assistance, and various education lists used 

to verify the membership list. The membership1' list, due to continual births, deaths, C-3 1 

\ = 

reinstatements, an-ation, + make it relatively easy to maximi& the number of "band 
4 

members". It is just a matter of waiting for the right time to report the largest population 
J 

on the membership list19. The trick is to inflate.the social assistance and education lists with 

as many ineligible individuals as possible. verificatib* and acceptance of the higher 

membership list by INAC is.thus more likely. Interestingly enough, this particular strategy 

was developed by an employee of INAC and relayed 'to a "favourite" First Nation 

administrator. 

P 

Along a similar vein, one of +the more interesting strategies for some First Nation 

communities is the employment of former INAC employks, especially former Indian 

. . 
Agents, as admmstrators., Their ability to manipulate the system is well known by most 

First Nations. Another strategy involves intimidating aVAC by asserting that suspect 

d 
l8 This is especially true for on-reserve populations because anministrative and capital funding for 

the particular First Nation is based on population size. 

l9 An experienced -tor tracks the population count thmughout the year and selects what 
they believe to be the peak. 



population numbers are a 
* 

another strategy depends 

product and proof of an inherent right to self government. Yet 

upon demonstrating fiscal competency and management skill, 

which somehow confers credibility in population numbers even if these are dubious from 

9 an empirical point of view. 

Of course to each of these strategies I N K  has a counter, the most significant of which is 

the final say on any dispute. Consequently, it is interesting to note that the INAC figures 
Cu 

are lower than those of Statistics Canada in all but one of the Shuswap communities ir! 

Table I. This says nothing, however, about whieh figures are more accurate. 

In summary, the principal problem with the reliability of both INAC and Statistics Canada 
* 

data is one of trust. First Nation persons do not trust how the information is being used so 

they do not trust the information collectors. Both agencies' data are s e l y  subject to - 

systematic response error. This is the problem the infoxmation collected for this dissertation 

sought to address. 

'-7 
- -3.2 The Shuswap Information System 

In February 1991, SNTC off ic ia l l~  launched its own Statistics Department. The need for 

the communities of the SNTC to develop methods for controlling information relevant to 

20 lhis was a admimion of ei@ years of political pressure and negotiations with Statistics Canada 
and the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs. In 1991, however, funding was levered from 
INAC to hire an idonnation system coordinator. 
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them was seen as a cornerstone to a central goal of the SNTC, namely; the settlement of 

.. a "treaty on all matters of momentw2' within traditional Shuswap territory. In particular, not 

only would the SNTC Statistics Department provide credible information for the actual 

negotiations surrounding treaty settlement, but this'new SNTC d e p d e n t  would also help 

develop the necessary management capacity for treaty negotiation post treaty settlement 
- rl; 

administration. 

Ln interviews with former SNTC chairman Chief Ron Ignace, and former SNTC executive 

director Robert Manuel, it was clear that they recognized the value of Shuswap information 

both to themselves for treaty purposes22, and to Government agencies for policy and 

managment purposes. It was possible, they reasoned, to have the Governrnent,pay them to 

collect the information they needed anyway. Their chief obstacle was a lack of information, 

management capacity. 

i 

P 

Strategically, the SNTC's refusal to participate in the 1981 and 1986 census operations wks 

as much a dispute over information control and relevance as it was a lever to develop 

Shuswap information management capacity. Add to this the suspect nature of Shuswap 

statistics and it is clear that the SNTC had placed itself in a superior bargaining position. 

21 This was taken from the Shuswap Memorial, presented to Sir W i  Laurier. Remier of the 
Dominion of Cawla from the Chiefs of the Shuswap. Okanagan, and Couteau Tribes of B.C., 
August 25, 1910. This document is the basis for most SNTC poltical strategies. 

22  As stated earlier, the goal of the SNTC is to settle a treaty on all "matters of moment" with the 
Government of Cauada. By observing treaty negotiations between other First Nations and the 
federal Government, the Chiefs of the SNTC had learned that borrowing money from the Canadian 
Government to collect information for the purpose of negotiating so that this borrowed money 
could then be subtracted fnun any final agreement was 1) a poor negotiating strategy and 2) 
possibly unnecessary. 



l'hus, the Shuswap Information System (SIS)~  was conceived in May, 1991 to conduct 

survey research in the Shuswap Nation communities. 

Over the next three years SIS, collected information from 429 Shuswap households, 11 

Shuswap Governments, 21 Mt. Paul Industrial Park businesses, and 25 Shuswap businesseb. 

Their survey response results appear in Table 11 below.* 

The accuracy and reliability of the survey information gathered by SIS was crucial for three 

* 
reasons. First, it might be used in treaty negotiations or possible court proceeQgs between 

the Shuswaps and the"~anadian Government Secondiy, the a&uracy of the information, 

especially in relationship to other information sources (notably Indian and Northern Affairs 

and ,Statistics Canada among others) was important for securing Government funding for 

further SIS research. Finally and perhaps most importantly, the communities of the SNTC b 
needed to rely on this information for local management and planningu. 

23 m e  acronym is derived from the fact that, aside from its director, all original members of SIS 
were Shuswap women. 

24 In particular, this information. and the ability to utilize it. might form a pillar of First Nation seIf 
Government. 



~ a b l e  Il Shuswap &lomation System Sune j  Results (1991-1994) 

Whisp. Pines June 1993 Househbld Expenditure 15 14 93 
Household and Human Resource 

Spallumcheen July 1993 Household Expenditure 92 63 68 
Household and Human Resowe 

Shuswq Feb. 1992 - Band Government 1 1  6 56 
30v: -?&mey August, 1993 Employ. and Expend. (govts) @om) 

d 
3hu%wap - January. 1994 Shuswap Business NIA 25 N/ A 

ev F-d 

The remainder of this Chapter is devoted to discussing the quality 'of  the SIS data. 

Specifically, the information coG%tion methodology and possible statistical biases of every 

25  - A differenf survey insaument was used in Kamloops for fmcia l  and pofitical reasons. First, as - 
will be discussed in Chapter 5, collecting this infofmation was costly and the SNTC had to search 
amang all sources, ikiuding the Department of Finance to find funding. Secondly, as will also 

9 
be discussed in Chapter 5, the Kamloops Shuswaps wish to assert greater taxation powers and a 
Department of Frnance study was seen as a component in that plan. 



non Statistics Canada survey used in t4is dissertation will be presented. In addition, 
I 

Appendix B contains a copy of all the survey instruments and Appendix C clarifiies 
I 

potentially confusing definitions for specific expenditure data fields. 

3.2 1 The Household Survey 
i. 

To estimate the treaty compensation impact parameters identified in the previous Chapter, 

this is the most important source of data. The Shuswap household surveys will provide 

estimates of the marginal propensity to consume6 14 different local goods and services (k,)26, 

and' the marginal propensity to consume 14 different importe8goods and services (4) for 

5 different Shdswap communities. These estimates form the foundation of the Keynesian 
< 

multiplier technique and are used in all four tieaty ,compensation scenarios discussed in 

Chapter 2. It is critical that the detailed expenditureedau with which these estimates are . f 
made be reliable. The methodological review of the househgld surveys is therefore more 

rigorous than for the other survey instruments. 

Perhaps the best approach to summarize the methodology employed by the SIS project 

team with the household surveys is to chronicle the experience with the term "ec8nomic 

leakagen. Although the term is well understood by economists, the twisted faces and groans 

hfch the SIS project team emitted upon hearing the phrase suggested a 

b - 
connotation problem. After much discussion and evidence provided by the SIS project team 

2 6 q h e  ~Bimates of k, also be employed as proxies fir one of the feedback effects (41). 
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the principal researcher f W y  consented to use more appropriate community sensitive 
.% 

terms in the sumy  exercises, such w as "Community Economic Development Study." 

- 

In other words, information collection should be designed from the bottom up. '~he source - 

of expertise in survey information is the respondent. Therefore, the structure of survey 

information collection should focus on those incentives which maximize the expert's 

sincerity. 

'Two factors are g e 7 ~ 4  very inqrortant m tfie d h t ' s  esthate of tfie &ds@firans.e 
czf an eqpert's repreport: (2) tfit? motiyatimr fer tfie q e r t  to be sincere (to tefl tfie tmth as fie 

sees it) and (2) tfie crg~rt's motiuatwn to invest tfie #int necessary to be accurate. aiese 
factors are, to some &pnt at Ikart, su6~sutject to inflirenre zria tfie conttaciud rewardstnrcturen 
(Hirshliefer and Riley, 1992, p. 211). 

In this regard, the SIS interviewers consistently emphasized the importance of the data for 

community economic and business development to appeal to the respondent sense of 

community. Coupled with constant reassurances of community information ownership and 

a conscientious 
- $ 

the SIS project 

effort to deveiop a draft report shortly after the survey (see Appendix B), 
* 

team hoped to optimize not only survey participation but also respondent J 

As an illustration oT the methodology employed, the followiag lengthy excerpt has been 

extracted from the Canoe Creek economic development study from August, 1991. 



SIS ic to ey& an appreciation for i n f m t i o n  ammy community mem6mWto ensure its 
w k k m  and usage at the UltmmLntty kYeL 7 i rdemme for this partkzhr survey when 
community mem6er.s can appreckzte the rehanuj o f  t f i e  iafomtion c o k e d  tfky are /Re4 
to prmdi -rate i n f m t i m r  (assunkg o f  m e ,  tikt *&ant irnrcr-sudi as 
u m ~ i d ~  and i n f m t w n  ownershp are @en jL!I mriikratkm) 

v ? =  

%fist, pfiuse af t& metfioribbm is to searre adminirtratlue and community support. aiir 
was aiCq/ir~ied by: 

., 

*,. M k w g  &ti t f i e  w, hrui[andadtninritration to qhin tfie survey (brodiure 
and slkik presentatibnf 
attendby an G f k s   ath he ring fiosted 6y tfie bad.  aiir war attendkd to 6ecmne 

= 

-. f a d i a r  with tfie ummnrntty fbaztwn as wegas m e e t q  the eliiers if tfie c o m n t i y .  
ia Contaciirg andmeeh5g with communrty du6s andorgankatirm lge Wmfr'sgruups, 

(Jiuutfipuys, c(ud organizers and fanulj representatwes 

Settug up a tenfporanj work station in tf& 6and ummnrntiy M 
Meet* urhh the adminljtrator and seurting a c o m n t t y  mop, phone list, and tfie 
nuder  4 f ioushl; ls I 

3l;zwing continuour slid2 presentafionr tfirmgtiout tfie ftist two days and evenings. 
A~w** and &&ting qurrtimrc, and c o r n  a6mt tfie d y .  
Gmtactuy and anaying a convenient time a n d p h  with each tiour&&f from the 
teToranj work station. 
W h m b y  tfie rekvanuj a d  rirqrortance o f  tt& survey to drespondents at tfie time 
if zkterzriaus. 

- (Le Dressay, and SIS, 1991) 

The methods for communication and information collection would 'be varied slightly by the 

SIS project team as the needs and structure of the particular SNTC community under 
3 

survey warranted. For example, in some communities elders would be asked to introduce 

the researchers into houses whch were uncomfortable with the exercise, or information 

would be collected for each reserve in the community (much like Sthistics Canada) as 
b 

1 
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opposed to the community as a whole2'. -2 

The content of the survey was not significantly different from community to community28. 

The SIS project team, like Statistics Canada, kept detailed response records, and limited its ' 

, >nupbe; of call backs for each household to three2? Most importantly, in each community . i 

2 0 

',' b e  SIS project team stressed that the community had ownership of the information. For this 
. ' 

reason only the communities of Adarns Lake, Neskonlith, Skeetchestn, Bonaparte and 

Whispering Pines are used in the detailed multiplier analysis in the following Chapter since 

these are the only SNTC communities to give permission to use their detailed dissagregated 

household data for these purposes30. 

27 The Neskarhth community wanted separate reports for its Chase and Salmon Arm reserves owlng 
to geogr?phical and political lfferences. For this dissertation though, Neskonlith has been a- 
statistically reconsuucted. ,. 

- 
- - 1-- 

28  Each comm*ty had lfferent concerns whch the SIS project team would accommodate in their 
research. The basic survey, however, was not altered sigmficantly between each community. This 
does not apply to the o r i p a l  survey used in N~r th  Thompson which had at least three expenditure 
categories less than later surveys, and the survey used in Kamioops which was designed and 
sponsored by the D e p m e n t  of Finance ,and was radically different from other surveys. Neither - 
of these communities is included in formal multiplier estimates in the next Chapter. 

2? Training was also eventually standardized. Training for the initial researchers was conducted by 
the First Nations .Resource Research Council in Alberta and by Statistics Canada. Through time, 
however, .and gwen theii familiarity with communities, SIS developed more community orientated 

C 

approaches LO infantiation collection. These approaches appear in a SIS training guide developed 
for-the Communiry hvelopment Studies in the summer of 1992. The formal data definitions 
contahed in Appendix C are taken from h s  guide. Moreover. only those communities surveyed 
after h s  guide was complete (Bonapane, Whispering Pmes, Skeetchestn, Adams' Lake and 

2 Neskonlith) are used in the treaty. compensation impact assessment estimates in the next Chapter. 
-, 
i 

30 Spallumcheen and Canoe Creek are no longer members of the sNT& Although the expendtures 
from Canoe Creek are fearured in aggregate form in the previous Chapter the protocol and data 
re-enny necessary for their dxaggregated utilization was thought to be too laborious. - 



Statistics Canada (95-3k4) cites five types of errors that ma) occur in any swvey exercise; 

processing errors, sampling errors, coverage errors, non- response errors, and response 

errors. Each of these will reviewed separately with respect to the SIS household iunieys3' 
\ 

a 

m e r a g e  errors occur when dwd@ a d o r  idwiduali are mirsed, bmmect@ iddd or 
ribudlk wuntedrl (Statistics Canada 95-384, p. 248). 

C ' 

, By directly involving the community leaders, the administration, and by developing a 

presence in the community the SIS project hoped to significantly reduce this form of bias. 

It is impossible to completely eliminate this form of bias, however, due to the nature of 
I 

First Nation communities. Dwellings in First Nation communities are often hfficult to find 

and access because they are hspersed. It is likely that if such errors did occur, they were 

omissions of dwellings and persons'which would bias the SNTC and Statistics Canada 

population &unt results downvkis. Table III indicates that perhaprstatistics Canada (95- 

384) was rhore vulnerable to this form of error than was the SNTC. 

31 Since these surveys were intended to be global community samples there is no need to review 
samplmg errors. 



Table III Dwelling Counts for Selected SNTC Communities 

Other than Skeetchestn, SIS consistently reports more dwellings than Statistics Canada. 

Such discrepancies in houses is hard to account for given the stationary nature of most 

Statistics 
Canada 

SIS . . 

dwellings. fairness, however, Statistics Canada does not report dwe 1 ling counts for 

suppressed comm~nit ies~~.  If there is downward bias in the global sample estimate then the 

inability to access specific households could result in non-response bias. 

Statistics Canada data was collected in June 1991. There was no data available for the Adam Lake 
community, or the Upper Hat Creek resenie in the Bomparte community in Statistics Canada 95-384 
SIS data was collected in the summer of 1991 and 1992. Adjustments were made through personal 
communicati?ns with community adrmnistrations to reflect 19916estimates. 

Bonaparte 

45 
-c- 

54 

%on-respqme errors r d  when responses cannot be 06tabrcdfrom a mu& nu& if 

Iious&l;Fr and/or individd because cf eenrkd absence or some other reacon" (Statistics 
Canada 95-384, p. 248). 

There are a variety of reasons for persons to be absent from First Nation communities 

Canoe Creek 

40 

4 9 

32 Canoe Creek and North Thompson are included as opposed to Neskonlith and Whspering Pines 
since the administrative research for this table was conducted in 1993 before the conduct of the 
Neskonlith and Whispering Pine research. 

3 3  No Statistics Canada Adam Lake estimates could be found, even under the traditional Shuswap 
language name of Cstklnec (people of Adams Lake). Moreover no reference to Adam Lake could 
be found in Statistics Canada 94-326, Canada's A boriginal Population by Census Subdivision and 
C e m  Metropolitan A r e a  which seemed to contain reserves from all other Shuswap Nation 
communities. The apparent exclusion of Adams Lake is part~cularly surprising sipce this area was 
enumerated accordmg to the Census area manager. 

North 
Thompson3' 

70 

75 

3' This term refers to particular reserves whose population was too small to report for confidkntiality 
reasons. 

Skeetchestn 

40 

3 9 

Adams Lake 

y3 ' 

72 



ranging from employment to education to cultural reasons. Since. most of the fiousehold 

surveys were conducted in the summer, the potential for missing persons due to seasonal 

employment, hunting, and fishing exists. However, a number of studen? not normally on 

reserves may be present during this time so it is difficult to fully ascertain the direction of 

this bias. Therefore, as with all symptoms of statistical uncertainty, the prescription for the 

.. ' SNTC population counts is caution.' 
\ 

It 1s worth mentioning, however, that no significant difference existed between the mean 

SIS population estimate for Bonaparte, ~keetchestn, Canoe Creek and North Thompson 

and the Statistics Canada population estimates for these comm~nities~~. The same, however, 

cannot be said for the SIS and INAC mean populations for these .communities. 

Regardless, SIS was still cognisant of the potential of non-response errors and sought 

innovative cost effective methods for-gauging its impact. The following has been extracted 
a 

from Community Economic Development sum Amy Repon for the Shuswap People of 

1 

Neskonlith (Le Pressay and SIS, 1993): 

'the $15 turn hied t o p s  the socweco~~ni t  situatimr o f  flie nrm-respotukntr by o6sem.y 
and ampariy three types of assets in the non-respotlliktts' and respo&nts' yardj: th type 

35 It is i n t e r e w  to note, however, that Statistics Canada indicates in its results if the non-response 
rate was over 5% or over 3%. No such indicatiops were given for the commuhity statistics 
appearing in Tables 1 and 3 of h s  Chapter. 



response populiztwn us. the r e y o d i n t  popu&ztwn? aie &es were &out the same, the 
vehich were simil;rr, and their pets aLl ti& rektiye4 similbr nrrtritwnat live&." 

A more difficult form of survey bias to evaluate is response bias. 

4 
'!@spume enors o a r  wfkn the respondent, or sometimes the Census Representative. 
miruruferstandj a c e m  questwn and recur& an incorezt responsec1 (Statistics Canada 95- 
384, p. 248) 

A primary 'objective of the SIS project team was to dramatically reduce respondent bias' 

through more community orientated information collection techniques. The SIS team also . 

tried to reduce its own interpretive bias by standardizing the SIS training manual in 1992. 

The surveys conducted in 1991, however, may contain bias as many of the questions in the 
d 

"surveys are subject to varying interviewer interpretations. For h s  reason none of the pre- 

1992 data is used for dsaggregated treaty compensation impact assessment estimates. 

It has also been previously lscussed that many Shuswap (and likely many First Nation) 

communities were and are still suffering from survey fatigue. This might contribute to non- 

. completion or haphazard completion of the important detailed expenlture question in the 

,household survey37. Furthermore, despite all the efforts to build trust, the questions on the 

survey may still have been interpreted as highly personal and were thus subject to response 

36 Given the general economic environment of Shuswap communities presented in the last Chapter 
ttus should come as little surprise. As further indcation- of the general equality consider the 
coefficient of variation (standard deviationfmean) for the total household monthly expenditures of 
167 households was .62 and over 73% of tins sample fell within one standard deviation of the 
mean 1 

3 7 A specific response error which is evident in some SNTC data is the relatively low leakage for 
housing costs. Most on-reserve houses are Canalan Mortgage and Housing Corporation approved 
and sponsored so that whereas housing payments are made on reserve, these are really just paper 
transactions for an ultimate off-reserve recipient 



P. 

Of particular concern in this regard, is the question concerning annual household income. 

This variable is crucial for estimating marginal propensitiks. ~ollowing Statistics Canada 

techniques, (Smith, 1994) for estimating the informk economy, therefore, the reported 

survey response to annual income is ignoied and aggregate average monthly 'expenditure 
/ J? 

is used instead3'. This method is valid if the monthly expenditure categories are all 

+ 
encornpa~sing~~. As is evident "h 

surveys. In particular, three broad 

Appendi? C, this is clearly not the c g e  with these 

categories have been left out of the SIS survey whicha 

appear in the Statistics Canada Family Expenditure Survey - security, taxes, and household 

furnishings. For practical purposes security is inconsequential and Section 87 of the I n d m  

38 Statistics Canada was also particularly vulnerable to response errors. Discussions &th some 
respondents Indicate that some persons w i t h  these 5 SNTC communities felt that the Census 
dormation might be used as a basis for future personal taxation. As such they felt compelled to 
underreport the number of employed persons in their household, or the level of employment. In 
this regard, the survey instrument is important in reducing response errors. In order to aggregate 
individual r eynses ,  Statistics Canada must standardize its census questionnaire. A number of 
First Nations maintain that this standardization does not reflect their unique socio- - economic circdqtances and eultual identity. 

3 9  In practical terms, this issue only arose in one of the three communities investigated to test this 
method Specifically, the difference between these two measures of household income was not 
statistically sig&cant at the 10% level of significance for Bonaparte or Whispering Pines but 
there was a significant difference in Skeetchestn In Skeetchestn the monthly expenditure derived 
average income (removing outliers) was $20,3 11 (n = 28) and the reported average household 
income average (corresponding outliers removed) was $17.706 ( ~ 2 8 ) .  

4 0 . To estimate the size of the informal economy, i.e. income which escapes the bureaucracy (Smith, 
1994, p. 3.29) suggests 'market based production of goods whether legal or illegal that escape 
detection in the official estimates" &e more likely to be captured by tracking qpenditures as 
opposed to incomes. 



Act implies most on reserve households do not pay taxes4', so the only significant exclusion 
&& 

+ -  

' 

from this survey is household fumiamgs. This exclusion, when all household furnishings 

are imports, should bias the marginal propensities to consume 'locally upward, and- the 

marginal propensities to import downward. These possible biases are discussed in the next 
, 

Chapter. 

'Ifocas* errors con o a r  at vatious steps inc(udin~: w d i n ~  when 'wrhe in' responses are 
trafLSformed into mmriur[ c b h ,  hrta ufpture wl$n responses at? transfPrredfrom the ... 
questiolrnaue to computer ... and imputation w h  a 'va(&, 6ut not neressanlj, correct 
respme ir inserted into h record 6y tfie wnfputer to rep& mirs* ... data" Statistics 
Canada, 94-325, p.263. 

,r 

The SIS project team did not employ the same methodological rigour to this portion of data 

collection which Statistics Canada would. The data bases were designed and the data was 

entered usu.ally by one or two SIS project team members. The data was then reviewed by 

the principal researcher t~ check for any flagrant errors. Certainly errors would occur. The 

bias direction is unknown. 

Despite there being no formal tests for processing errors, a substantial degree of confidence 

is placed in the reliabilib of the SIS data. In particular, the community oriented information 

collection techmques employed by SIS are believed to generate lower response and 

4 1 There are exceptions to this assumption that on reserve community members do not pay tax. When 
this assumption is ~iolated~monthly expenQture totals would underestimate monthly income by 
15.68 (Statistics Canada 13-216 dmct tax rate for Thompson-Nicola region). The best guess is 
that h s  applies to 5% of the on reserve workmg population. Since taxes are all imports anyway 
the impact of excluding h s  expendmire for a few households would be to bias the marginal 
propensities to consume local goods upward and marginal propensity to consume imports 
downward. 



cover-e biases than the methods used by Statistics Canada and the Department of Indian 

and Northern Affairs. This assertion, though, is subject to further testing (Le Dressay, 1994, 

% 

3.22 Band Government Employment and Expenditure Survey 

Appendix B contains a copy of the  and^^ Government and SNTC Affiliated Organizations 

Survey. The Shuswap Government employment and expenditure estimates will be used f r i' 
estimating the parameters x and z in treaty impact scenarios 2 and 4. z 

proportion of Shuswap Government wage and salary expenditures made 

residents. x represents the proportion of non-wage and salary Shuswap Government 

expefidtures made on-reserve - a type of indirect effect. 1 - x - z is therefore the proportion 
I 

of non wage and salary expenditures made off-reserve. Since both z and x are proportionate 

parameters, no regression teckiques are required but their accwacy is still dependent upon 
, 

the biases inherent in the data collection procedure. 

The Band Government and SNTC Affiliated Qrganizations Survey contains a number of 

detailed and rather confidential questions. Specifically, this survey consists of a band 
t 

Gpernment employment profile, and a detailed band Government expenditute - t 
characterization. The sensitive nature of h s  survey suggested that it was essential to 

'pl 

t 4 2  To some First Nation leaders the term band is offensive given its W a n  Act origin. Since these 
. . 

forms were to be completed by sf;uswap community Government a d m l . t o r s  who are 
intimately familiar with the Indian A& the term band was used toQprevent any undue semantic 
confusion. 



solicit a degree of trust in' the information collectors, and the eventual information usage 

to ensure complehon of the survey by the appropriate Shuswap Government personnel, i.e. 

to reduce response and non-response bias. 
8 

a 

It was hypothesized that the completion of three on-reserve household expenhture studies 

before distributing the band Government survey would help demonstrate the reliability of 

b 

the SIS team. Moreover, by conducting the Governmental study in conjunction with the 

household study it was hoped that issues of-relevance and confidentiality could be 
4 - 

addressed at the same time. Attention to these issues, however, proved to be a red herring 
C 

e 

as the real coastraint to completing these surveys w& time. 

A trial survey was origirhly sent out in October, 1991 to selected SNTC communities. The 

final survey draft was sent out en masse to all SNTC communities in February, 1992. 

Ideally, the survey was intended for completion by the band administratodmanager. The 

SIS team made sure that these individuals received the survey and understood its value. 

Other concerns such as confidentiality, the meaning of specific questions and theprojecied 
w 

completion date were also addressed during this communications phase. Despite the usage 

of these proven methods, survey participation by Shuswap Governments was not 
1 

particularly enthusiastic. 

By July, 1993 six Shuswap Government organizations (Whispering Pines, Skeetchestn, - 
L 

Kamloops, Bonaparte, Shuswap Nation Tribal Council and Secwempc Cultwal Education 

- - n 



Society) had completed the detailed survey. To obtain a more complete analysis of the 

SNTC community Governments alternative data collection methods were employed. 

Specifically, the salient information from two other. Shuswap Governments (Adams Lake 

and Canoe Creek) was obtained from some limited audit in f~rmat ion~~,  and one 

* organization (Neskonlith) only answered questions concerning global budgets and 
f 

community priorities. 

* 
T 

On the b&is of this information, Table X in Chapter 2 was developed. Specifically, the 
P 

expenditure behaviour of Skeetchestn and Neskonlith were considered similar given their 

near identical (at that time) community priorities, their similarity in local economic 

infrastructure (both have a gas station and a convenience store), and their proximity to 

Karn l~ops~~ .  The Adam Lake and Canoe Creek data was extrapolated from their au&ts on 

the basis of the aggregate expenditure behafiour of the six reporting Shuswap 

~ove rnmen t s~~ .  For all intents and purposes, therefore, the estimation of x and z will be 

bbed on the expenditure proportions extracted from the 'six completed surveys. 
- - 

These parameter estimates are adjusted, however, by the information contained in Table 

Each year First Nation Governments are audted in accordance with Indan and Northern Affairs 
of Canada policy. 

4 4  Along &@way #1  Neskonlith is about 50 km east of Kamloops and Skeetchestn is about 50 km 
west of Kamloops. c - 

'' Since Canoe Creek is morg isolated and self suflicient this procedure rdight underestimate their 
actual on reserve Government expenditures, but the Adams Lake community l& few on reserve 
businesses so this procedure! probably overestimates their on reserve expendtures. 



XVII concerning Shuswap Government d employment. For example, z will be adjusted in 
- 

treaty compensation scenario 2 to reflect the .obvioq  literal response bias o n  the 
% 

expenditure location of wages and salaries. Although the payment of these wages and 

salaries occurs on reserve, a significant proportion of First Nation Government employees 

clearly live off reserve. As is discussed in the next Chapter, z is adjusted by 60% in treaty 

compensation scenario 2 to reflect the employmefit-of local persons, and by 81% in treaty* 

compensation scenario 4 where only the proportional em oyment of non-natives is 
r t '  

t 

% 

subtracted. 

B 
3.23 On-Reserve Business Study 

+p:.--- 

Appendx B contai& a copy of the Shuswap Nation business study ;nstmment conducted 
\ 

d 

between February and April 1994 by Qrect surveys and phone follow ups. Although a few 

businesses in the sample were drawn from Neskonlith and KamSoops, most of the sample - 

was drawn from the Skeetchestn and Bonaparts. communities. These surveys were intended 

to provide the necessary information for estimating b - the proportion of on reserve 

expendture which would become on-reserve income. 

Of all the Shuswap surveys, this turned out to be the most dfficult to conduct. This was 

principally a result of there being no existing Shuswap binmks directory. Without knowing 

either the global popidation or at least the location of the global population it is difficult 

to conduct a proper statistical sample. Therefore, it is statistically impossible to determine 



-9 - whether the sample results from this survey are representative o Shuswap businesses. 

-. 
On reflection, however, this sample may not be unrepresentative. For reasons explained 

previously, the two most prevalent products sold on reserve are tobacco and gasoline. This 

survey captures the behaviour of three relatively important tobacco and gasoline retailers 

in Bonaparte, Skeetchestn and Neskonlith. Moreover, due to the small market size of 
* 

C 

reserves and the Section 87 tax exemption, most reserves contain a number of home based 

'  proprietorship^^^ (baking, crafts, small scale construction, etc). The surveys conducted in 

Skeetchestn focussed on the expenditure behaviour of these smaller on reserve 

S T  

Despite this apparent anecdotal support, the statistical reliability of the Shuswap business 
. . .  

stuches iemains cloudy. Therefore, there are three principal estimates of b in Chapter 4. The 

first relies on wages and salaries as a proportion of total expenditure data collected in the 

Shuswap business S~d ie s .  It is assumed td be the same for all on-reserve expenhtures. The 
'I 

second estimate uses the national data in Staristics Canada 62-214. The retailers employee 
L 

earnings field is divided by the total revenue .field and the particular retail industry is 

matched with the appropriate expenhture category from the household survey. This gives 

, .il 

4 6  Although outside the scope of this study it bears noting that a certain entreprepeurial spirit is 
developing within the Shuswap communities as evidenced by the on reserve popularity of the 
British Columbia Goveq.pept's home based business p r o m  and the W Nation Trust 

. community lending circle project. 
\ 

4 7 This is in no small pad a r&t of the penon conducting the Skeetchestn business m e y ,  Louella 
Jules, a well know and respected Skietchestn resident and Simon Fraser University student 



- - more than one estimate of b, depenhng upon the particular indusky. The &ird estimate 
.I._ . .. 

uses the wages and salaries to expenditure ratio from the Mount Paul tndustrial Park 

survey. 

z e 

3.24 Mount Paul Industrial Park Survey 

% - 
-D c. -- 

Th'k results from this survey are used not only to provide one estimate of b, but also to 

adjust d l  of the b estimates to reflect the low levels of Shuswap employment in the Mount 

Paul Industrial Park. This adjustment is particularly appropriate because a number of on- 

reserve Shuswap Government and household expendtures could have been made at the 

Mount Paul Industrial Park. As was made clear in Chapter 2, there is a clear employment 

lstinction between the Mount Paul businesses and the First Nation owned businesses - the 

former hring nearly 97% non-native staff. This consideration necessitates two eamates of 

each principal b hscussed above, one for expenditures made at a Shuswap business and one 

for expendtures made at a non-native Mount Paul Industrial Park type business. The result 

is five estimates of the parameter b. The various values of b ranging from low to high are 

partially intended to respond to the Friedrnanian, Ricardian, and general neoclassical 

criticisms of the Keynesian methods used here, since lower parameter values for b will 

translate into lower multiplier estimates. 

Appenhx B contains a copy ofs the correspondence and the final survey sent to the 

businesses of the Mount Pad Industrial Park. The original correspondence was sent to these 

businesses on April 2, 1992 from Chief Manny Jules, representing the Shuswap people of 



K a m l ~ o p s ~ ~ .  Survey design, pretesting, and mokca t ion  took place between ~ ~ r i f a n d  July 

1992. The survey was hand delivered49 to 12 1 businesses on the Karnloops Indian Reserve 

between July 16-July 20. 

The original deadline for receipt of completed surveys was August 15, 1992. Poor response 

and concerns about the sensitive nature of the survey's questions resulted in a more 
1 J 

intensive communications effort. Three separate phone follow ups to the 121 businesses 

werq carried out between August 15 and September 30, 1992. As a result of this effort a 

16% response rate was achieved (1 9 out of 121). 

C '  

With such a substantial potential non-response error it is difficult to ascertain the 

represenbtiveness of the 29 surveys. As mentioned in the previous Chapter, this concern 
-. 

. '-7 

is reduced somewhat by the near perfect c d d a t i o n  between the normalized property tax 

emmatd md the actual property tax estimate. 
* - 

-A- 

* "  
, 3.25 Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples Household survey 

Whereas a bounaary and a&hstrative system exists onereserve no such boundary or 

Government exists off-reserve. So similar to the Shuswap business study, no publicly 

'6  The letter, at lead in part, was intended to reduce non-response and response bias. 

'' Handdelivery of surveys generally produces higher response rates than do survey mail-outs, but 
is far less effective than direct face to face survey completion. Although the third option is 1 

obviously the p r e f d  choice, cost an&t&e considerations resulted in the esurveys being hand- 
delivered. 
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available global population data base by location exists for off-reserve Shuswapsso. 

The principal aim, therefore, of the off-reserve survey contained in Appendix B was to 

identlfy the members of the off-ieserve community. After a pretest in June 1993, the survey 

was mailed out to the householders of the Kamloops Native Housing Society housing 

project in late June. The completed surveys were returned to the Friendship Society via the 

housing managers. 
. . 

Surveys were also handed out at functions put on by the Friendship Society and given 

verbal endorsements at these functions to help reduce response and non-response bias. A 

number of surveys were also left at different locations in the Friendship Centre, the Art 

Shop, the Storefront School and thd Health Centre. At each location there was an 
Jt - 

explanatory poster and a survey deposit box. 

Approximately 300 surveys in total were distributed and 52 were returned by the end of 

4 July. It is of course impossible to estimate thedrection or extent of the non-response bias. 

A summary of the complete survey results are contained in Appendix B. These survey 
@ 

results are primarily used to support general assumptions about the feedback components 

Of course, records of off-reserve Shuswap citizens are kept by the Department of Indian and -. 
Northern Affairs but access to this lnfonnation is restricted and, as bussed earlier, its reliability , 

is suspect To appreciate this last comment consider that Statistics Canada 94-326 reports 826,970 
people of Aborigmal origin living off reserve in 199 1 and the Department of In- and Nort.l&m 
Affairs Basic Departmental Data from its Quantitative Analysis and Socio Demographic Research 
Brand reports 207,032 r e w r e d  First Nation persons living off-reserve. Each has a dfferent 
definition of aboripai but for deterrsipation of the global off-reserve population this point is 
moot 



of the treaty compensation scenarios. 

First, the lower incomes in these studies support the assumption that there is probably little 
a 

feedback to the on-reserve economy from off- reserve residents. The feedback parameter 

h, takes on two possible sets of values to reflect this observation. Secondly, the most 

common meeting place of the off reserve First Nation community was at the place of 

- 
employment5'. . - Since the largest employer of First Nations people' is on reserve 

- Governments it will be assumed for treaty compensation impact assessment Scenarios 3 and 
\ 

4 that the parameter z will have to be raised so that only non-native Government employees - 

are subtracted. 
\ 

The remaining parameter for estimating the impact from treaty compensation will be drawn 

from Statistics Canada sources. In particular the parameter e will be the ratio of the total 

off reserve aboriginakemployment eamate  (605) in the 1986 Statistics Canada customized 

report for the Kamloops off reserve community and the total employment for all of 

Kamioops (30,565) in.Statistics Canada 95-1 16. The resultant .02 ratio assumes: 

1) All off-reserve expenditures are made in Karnloops (clearly false from Table X in 

Chapter 2) or, when expenditures are not made in Karnloops, off reserve 

expenditures ,in other locations have similar aborignal to total employment ratios. 

Of the f3y-two respondents to the RCAP off reserve survey 17.2% socialized with member of 
- their own community at work compared to 13% at the Friendshp Centre, among other choices. 

1 
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Only First Nation persons spend money at on-reserve businesses5* 
I _ 

The aboriginal proportion of the Karnloops labour force has not changed in the last 

I0  years and 
7 

The Statistics Canada data is not subject $0 any of the collection biases dmussed 
i 

in this Chapter. . 

With A - all of the various dat? .md parameter estimation caveats introduced in this Chapter 

in mind the next Chapter focusses on estimating the impact of treaty compensation 

settlement on First Nations economies. 
I . iQ 

6 

'' This assumption is obviously not frue given the provincial Govemmentls concc& over tobacco lax 
revenue bemg lod because of on reserve sales to non-natives. An adjustment for the violation of 
h s  assumption is made to the second feedback parameter 4. 



Chapter 4 - Bungee Economics 
The Household Income and Federal and Provincial Taxation Multipliers 

The Government of Canada will pay out over the next 20 years $5 billion to First Naitons to 

help achieve treaty d e m e n t  between themselves, the Government of B.C. and First Nations 

(Government of B.C., 1996, p. 2). To what extent will this infUsion of money benefit the First 
6 

Nation economy1? Also, how much tax revenue will bungee back to Federal and Provincial 

revenues? These are the questions which this chapter seeks to address. 

4.1 Parameterization 

TO estimate the economic impact of treaty compensation four possible Scenarios have been 

described. In addition to these four Scenarios there are six different First Nation communities2, 

22 different expenditure categories and eight estimated parameters. Alone this combination 

would yield. at least four 9 x 23 tables of impact estimates. However, as a result of the 

+ 
infohition collection methodology discussed in the previous chapter, some of the parameters a 

are subject to powile bias necessitating sensitivity analysis. In particular, sin of the eight 

I It is wtimated that over the next 20 years of anticipated treaty settlements that the 
residents of B.C. will bear $2 blllion in costs and reap $6 bihon in benefits, pnmanly as a 
result of the large e o n  of cash from outside sources, i.e. the Canadian Government 
and by proxy other Chqdian tax payers (Government of B.C., 1996 p. 2). In many ways 
this sounds like a megaproject for the non-First Nation residents of B.C.. 

This mcludes the aggregation of the five individual Shuswap communities used in this 
research. 
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parameters are not formally estimated by regression techniques Of these six, three are 

particularly vulnerable to estimation bi. The remainder of this section discusses the 

param&krization which results &om these estimation biases. 

The parameter %i" which estimates the proportion of on-reserve sales that becomes on-reserve 

income is subject to the non-response bias inherent in both on-reserve business studies. This 

parameter also implidy c o k  the proportionate Shuswap employment at on-reserve 

businesses. This was clearly demonstrated in Chapter 2 to be dependent upon the ownership of 

the business, Shuswap or non-Shuswap. As a result, and in an effort to introduce some 

i? 
mskkity analysis, this parameter can have five possiile values. Note that.* where it was not 

possible to distinguish between different expendhe categories the 'same of b is used and 

the subscript i is omitted. This occurs in four of the five estimates of this parameter. 

t 

b, bl .  This represents the wages and salary to total expenditure ratio &om the aggregated 55 

businesses in the Shuswap on-reserve business study. The value is . l l  when all  

employees of Shuswap bushess are Shuswap residents. 

bi2: Since there was non response b i  in the Shuswap on-reserve business study this 

parameter uses Stds#ics Canada 63-223 1992 Anmuzl Retail Trade average employee 

earnings as a proportion of retail sales. Because these proportions have Oeen divided into 

a number of different types of retailers, the estimate corresponds to a particular 

expenditure category in the Shuswap household expenditure w e $ .  For example, the 

- - - -- 

The ratio ofmages and salanedsales in Statistics Canada 63-223 mas relatively consistent. 
The Canadran average was .ll in 1988, 1989 and 1991, and even the more detaded 
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wages and salariedsales ratio for grocery stores was .10 so for the grocerib 

* 

expenditure category this is the value of b d .  Where no type of retailer is appropriate 
.a 

the Canadian average of. 1 1 is used. 
8. 

b3: This estimate the payroll-to-apmdrmre data fiom the Mount Paul Indumial Park 

surve$-Xk resuham parameter is .l4. 
9 

b4: This parameter adjusts the average value of the parameters bl, b2 and b3 (. 125) by the 

proportionate (3.15%) First Nation employment in the Mount Paul Industrial Park. The , 
? 

/ 

value of b4 is .00375. b4, however, only applies to direct on-reserve expenditures as the 

feedback "b's" are already a d . e d  for proportionate First Nation off-reserve 

0 
employment by the parameter "e". This low estimate of sales becoming local income is 

included to embody some of the Friedmanficardian criticisms of the Keynesian 

methodology, i.e. this low value almost nullifies any multiplier effect. It also takes into 

account any First Nation initiatives which do not spe& a target level of F i  Nation 

b5: This estimate adjusts the average value of bl, b2 and b3 (. 125) by the estimated 

proportional difference between unemployment insurance and 111 time employment 

(Sinclair and Sutcliffe, 1978). The purpose of b5 is to account for the hypothesis that 
rC 

new employment will only generate income over and above what is already being 

received on unemployment insurance. Since there is also a high degree of reliance on 

- - 

estimates for groceries stores and senice stations were consistent from 1988 to 1992 at .10 
and .08 respemvely. 

4 A recent land development initiative by the Kamloops Shuswap contains no targets for 
First Nation employment in the project. 
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social assistance within these Shuswap communities and social assistance payments 

are less than unemployment iusurance, the average of value of bl, b2 and b3 is adjusted 

by .4s5. The estimated value of this parameter is rounded to .06. 
I 

The parameter "z" represents the proportion of Shuswap ~ o v e h e n t  expenditure on wages and 

3 ' 

salaries. it is adjusted to account for the response bias intrinsic in the on-reserve wages and 

salary estimate in Chapter 2. Only a proportionof Shuswap Government expenditures on wages ' 
0 

' and salaries actually becomes wages and salaries. In addition, the scope of treaty jurisdiction 

(resident or citizen) further impacts this estimate. 

z l :  This represents the amount of Shuswap b v e m e n t  wage and salary expenditures 

which actually becomes the income of on-reserve residents i.e. the direct household 
I 

effect of Shuswap Government expenditure. From Table XII in Chapter 2, 44% of all 

Shuswap Government expenditures are made on-reserve6. The proportion of this 

expenditure which actually becoihes on-reserve income is dependent upon the location 

of the Shuswap Goverriment. For the Shuswap Governments in the Kamloops area only 

5 Unemployment insurance is assumed to pay about 52% of past employment income and 
social assistance is assumed to pay about 40% of employment income. With slightly*ore 
recipients of soc~al assistance than unemployment murance it was weighted slightly 
hgher. 

l k s  inc1udes.a.U on-reserve Shuswap Government expen&tures except pension plan .p 

contributions, auditing fees, and institutional care whch were thought to be subject to 
response b k +  This explains the Merence between the 48% on-reserve expenditure 
referred to in Chapter 2 and the 44% figure here. 
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44% of all  wages and &taris goes to on-reserve residents7. The number of on- 

0 

reserve residents is significantly higher, however, for Shuswap Governments outsi&e 
% 

~ a m l o o ~ s ~ .  in the absence of more elaborate survey insmunents, direct on-resene 

Government expenditures (.44) is multiplied by an -on of the proportion of on- 

reserve resident employees (.65) to develop a zl estimate of .29. 

d: For Scenarios 3 and 4 it is not necessary to distinguish between on and off-reserve 

resideqts so this parameter only adjusts for the proportion of non-native Shuswap wage 

and salary recipients (1 5%) as was reported in Chapter 2. Thus the estimate of z2 is .85 

x .44 = .37. 

* 

Because' of the poor qualrty of the off-reserve data, the h, feedback parameter for on-resewe , 

expenditures by off-res&e persons is also assumed to take on two possible values. 

hi1 : Without off-resme expenditure behaviour data the feedback to on-reserve busiiesses is 

assumed to be identical - to the estimated on-reserve expenditure data. Under this 

assumption h, 1 is equal to k; for the particular community. 

h i 2  In keeping with the economic ratiomky assumption discussed in Chapter 2, hi2 is 
5 

assumed to be equal to one for those cornrnoditities where there is distinct price 

, 
7 This figure was determined from what is believed to be a representative sample of 25 

employes at the Chief Louis Center on Kamlwps Shuswap reserve # 1 .  This n w e y  
found that 11 (44%) persons were resident on the reserve. 

In Skeetchestn a similar sample of 10 Government employees found that 8 were on- 
reserve residents. 
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advantage for off-reserve consumers at on-reserve businesses, namely tobacco and 

. ,  
gasolineg and the rest are zero. 

0 * 

Table I contains the linear regression coeEcents for the marginal propensities to consume good 

or service i locally (k,), and the mar@ propensity to import good and service i (di), estimated 

using the dmggregated household expenditure data discussed in Chapter 2 These parameter 

estimates were derived fiom the coe5cients in the following OLS regressions10: 

On, = a + k , Y + ~ &  
rC 

= a + d , Y +   where 

Oni - On-reserve household expenditure on good i 

mi - Off-reserve household expenditure on good i 

Y - Total houshold expenditure as a proxy for total household income 

Each parameter estimate in Table I represents a separate regression Samples of these regression 

results appear in Appendix D. Coe5cients insigmficantly different fiom zero are considered as 

zeros in the multiplier estimation procedure'1. The final &dative expenditure category 

- 

9 A value of one seems high gven that many people don't smoke or dnve. However, 
purposely overestimating this parameter captures some on-reserve feedback from non- 
nahves whch primarily takes place at tobacco and gasolme reriders. . 
The specification of these regressions as linear is based primarily on the theoretical form 
of the Keynesian consumption function Alternative functional forms may have provlded a 
better fit but any extra &cient estimates would have doubled the number of multipliers 
for each Scenario and community. Further, hear income expansion paths follow fiom 
homothetic preferences. 

t 

This mas done for two reasons: 1) With just two explanatory variables (including the 
constant) an inslgmficant total e.upenchw coefficient is also associated with a poor linear 
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indicates the summation of& o~reserve or all off-resene household expenditures regressed 

against total household arpenditqres for each c o n m e .  The resuham paramatex estimates 

f?om these regressions are simply k an2 dl2. The community SNTC totals includes all f i e  

c o d e s  used in this study and thus encompasses the largest possrile sample -168 

households. 

fit and 2) A number of the insigdiopt coefficients were also negative. Multiplier 
analysis with mferior goods results in negative multipliers whch although feasible, were 
thought to be unlikely in these cimunstances. 

For the cumula~e  categoq only one regression was necessary since by consuuction d = 
I-k if all expenhtures are included. 
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Table I Marginal Rropensity to Consume and to Impor$ Coefficients for SNTC Comm~mities 

* - Lnsi@w Mereut h n  zen> at the 5% level of sigruficance with the appropriate degrees of •’reedom 
depending upon the smp1e sizes of the Shuswap communities. A sample of these regressions are presented in 
AppendL. D. 

t 

As a result of these regressions it was obvious that all k,'s for l&qenng Pines were insignticant 

and so no multipliers are estimated for thts commurtlty. Effectively the direct household' income 
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multipliers fpr Whqmhg Pines is assumed to be one13. Wt.llspenng Pine households are, 

however, included for the SNTC total multiplier estimates, 

Whispering Pines aside, it is interesting to note that the k, parameters are more often 
f 

insigmficantly Merent f?om zero than the 4 paramters. This may @iectively lower the mar@ 

propensities to consume l o d y  and thus result in lower multiplier estimates. To demonstrate thi 

effect of this assumption Table I1 contains the sum of the local m a r g ~ ~ I  propensities for each 

good and &ce vs. the cumulative mar@ propensities for aggregated on and off-reserve 
P 

household expenditure. 

Table 11 Ck, and xdi vs Cumulative k and d 

The elimination of insigdicant mar@ propensities clearly will impact the multiplier results as 

DG / k so both cumulative and total rdtipliers are reported for each community and Scenario. 

Moreover, the insigdicant coefficients mean that it is never the case that tTc, + Cdi = 1 for the 

total multipliers but this equality is always true for the cumulative multiplier. 

It was suggested in Chapter 2 that rnargnal propemties to consume local goods &) might be 

influenced by an on-reserve resident's level of income. The implication of a sipfkant difference 

15 l k s  is not parhcularly surprising p e n  that there are no on-reserve businesses in 
whispemg Pines. 
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in hgef arrve slopes for d.ifferent income groups would nec&tiite estimating treaty 

compensation impacts on the basis of income level. ~es'ting this hypothesis captures some 

denem of the iife cycle hypothesis where lngher income recipients would save more and may 

have lower mar@ propensities to consume local goods and services14. 

The dl hypothesis is that different income groups have statistically identical marginal 

propensities to consume local g& and services. Although this test obviously could have been 

conducted for each imd every expenditure category and fw each and every community, it was . 
thought sufficient to test only for cnunutative local ~ ~ ~ ~ o n ~ o r  each commurrity 

Spedically, the data for each parti& Shuswap community and the aggregate of the Shuswap 

communities, were each divided into subsamples using the mean monthly e x p e n h e  as the 

dividing line. The subsamples of aggregae morrthly household local coIlsumption were then 

regressed against aggregate monthly local expenditure and the two subsamples were then 

compared using a sd-sample t test for parallelism (Kleinbaurn and KUPP&, 1978, p. 100) 

where: 

T = (bl - b)!Sbl - Q  

bi - is the estimate of the low-income m a r d  propensity to consume locally 

b - is the estimate of the hiz@-income marmizTd propensity to c;onsume locally and 

Sbl -  b~ - is the esthnate of the standard daiation of the differences between the estimated slopi5 

1: A full test of &us ~ p o t k m  would maswe and compare ming behavim over the entire 
life cycle. Since it ms lmpossibk to form an expencfiture by age cross tabulation of the 
dm ~~I.IS t a t  %as not condncted 
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Table III 

P d e i i s m  m e e n  High and Low Ieeoere MargiDa4 Propeefities to Consume Locally 

Adams Lake 

- m a r k  
Neskddh 
Skeetchestn 

Since the t statistics are well within their critical values the null hypothesis is accepted for all of 

I 1 

I 

the communities. This is somewhat of a relief A statistical cliffierence between low and high 

b -.I 

0.259 

-0.203 

0.4945 

0.213 

SNTC 1 0.14877 ( 94 

b 

income cs16 would have doubled the number of multiplier estimates. As it is, with five "b's" 'and 

0.08 I 69 1 0.0786683 1 0.8741 ( 1.975 

two h,'s, there will be ten multiplier estimates for each expenditure category. 

N for bl 

24 

17 

20 

28 

* Critical values are estimated at the 5% level of sigxuficance with (N of bl + N of bz - 4) degrees of 

In addition to the above parameters, the paramter t, indicates sales tax paid for off-reserve 

purchases I t s  .f4 d u e  is derived &om the combination of the Goods and Service tax and 
9 

pro&ncial sales tax which appears on m y  retail goods. The precise application of this 

h 

0.277 

0.0637 

0.284 

0.17506 

parameter in the numerous tables below is based on the $500 purchased rule discussed in 

! 5 The estimate of t h ~ ~  standard dkiiation involves a poohg and summing of the estimated 
variances of the slopes of the fitfed regression lines. For the details of its calculation see 
Kleinbaum and Klrpper (1978, pp. 100-10 1) 

N for & 

22 

15 

19 

4 

16 S i m h  statistical tests could have been performed on the d, parameter as well but given 
the relatively 1L1sUbstantlai feedback component t b  was felt to be unnecessary. If th~s 
disseRation ms more focused on the impacts of treaty cornpensanon on the surroundmg 
non-native communities then such a test would have been mananted 

Pooled SE 
ofb,-!22 

0.1529622 

0.43717 

0.2685316 

0.0617625 

-0.1 17 

-0.610 

0.7838 

0.6142 

Critical 
Values* 
2.021 

2.045 

2.03 

2.048 
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Chapter 2 (Brown and Strother, 1991) and the various arpendrture category application 

rules surrounding the Goods and Service and provincial sales tax 

S i w  the parameter td is the direct income tax paid per dollar of personal income in the 

Thompson Nicola district according to Statistics Canada 13-216. It is applied to the kmployment 

income earned off-reserve by Shusvaps resutting &om treaty compensation c he 1989 value is 
* 

.1888. 

Table IV below presents an the possible parameter values for the ~keetchestn'community as 

would be necessary for estimation in Scenario 4. As this is the most comprehensive multiplier it 

includes all  the possible parameter vatues. The parameter values for the'other communities are 
0 * 

inchded in Appendix E. k 



Table IV Skeetehestn Parameters - 

4.2 Estimating the Impacts from Treaty Compensation 

 soh 

~ ~ c p a t r  

PubhcTrarmt 

p- 

a* 

Hcalthand 
P m o d  

SpalHcalrh 

Iautrancr 

Daycare 

Lcwrc 

Culnm 

Rcucafmn 

E&Tlsh 

~ 0 0  

G l f t s a n d k  

clrrrmbtn.c 

There are four treaty compensation Scenarios, 6 communities, 10 multipliers per community, 22 

expenditure classes and anywhere between 8-10 parameters per multiplier. Obviously this 

a 
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chapter could earily become k e d  with 40 large dimension tables". Therefore, most of 

the detailed cummuarty rrmltipiier and parameter tables are contained in Appendix E. In each 

Scenario one community is presented in fid detail while the remainder of the multiplier estimates 

are in a summary table. 

4.21 Scenario 1 

In Scenario 1 the F i  Nation economy encompasses the resave and the F i  ~ a t i o n  

community distributes any treaty compensation monies directly among its on-resewe citizens. 

The total impact of this hypothesized Scenario on household income is estimated by both: 

) (Y + CibkiY + ~idib(1-tsi)e(l-tdhibY)N and 

where 1) is delineated as the him precise total muliplier (summation) in the multiplier tables 

below as developed in equation (6) of chapter 2, and 2) reprbnts the more common cumulative 
3 

multiplier. 2 

Table V contains all the possible multiplier values for Neskonlith. Each multplier is below one 

bet- it only represents the induced and feedback & i s  and ignores the direct effect Adding 

! - This caldahon is based on the realization that for each Scenario each community would 
requue two tables: one olrtlinrng its parameter values and another speclfqing its 10 
multipliers in each indnidual e.vpen&ture category. 
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one to the values in Tables V and VI makes them equivalent to equations 1) and 2)". For 

d 
4, 

each expenditure type there are 10 possiile household income multipliers since there are five 

possible vahm for b and two possible h values. In this regard, multiplier 1 corresponds to b 1 h; 1, 

multplier 2 is b 1 h,2, multiplier 3 is b,2fq 1, multplier 4 is bi2h,2, multiplier 5 is b3$1, multiplier 6 is 

b3h;2, multiplier 7 is b4h; 1, multiplier 8 is b&2, multiplier 9 is b5hi 1 and multiplier 10 is b5h,2. 
I 

Table V Scenario 1 Neskonlith Multipliers 

As an illustration, consider the d u e  of .013 1 in Table V under the column multiplier 5 and the 

row gasoline. This multiplier uses the parameter values of b3 and hl. b3 is the highest possible 

vdue of this p w e t e r  because it assumes al l  employees are local, unemployment income is non- 

:s T h  could be considered a proxy for the sM in the household budget constraint which in 
the presence of convex preferencz orderings is like a measure of the change in household 
welfare. 
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exktmt, and that 14% of all on-reserve sales become on-reserve income. Although hl and 

h2 assume different feedback behaviour they is not a substantive difference between multiplier 

estimates 5 and 619. Thus, in the best care situation of multiplier 5 a one dollar compensation 

settlement to a Neskonlith household will raise the household income of Neskonlith gasoline 

industry workers by 1.3 1 C. In the worst case Scenario where all employees are not local and 

unemp~oyment income matters (multipliers 7 and 8) the same one dollar treaty compensation 

settlement will raise the household income of gasoline industry employees by . 000338~*~ .  

Similarly, each row and column pair in Table V represents the household income multiplier for 
% 

that particular expenditure category and combination of estimated parameters. 

It is evident that the multipliers forindividual expenditure classes are miniscule and for discussion 

.a p T s e s  all that matters are the total and cumulative multipliers. Appendix E contains detailed 
L 

Scenario 1 multipliers for the other communities and Table VI presents a summary of the 

cumulative and total summary fo? each community. 

Although not presented here, when the feedback and induced effects are separated the 
feedback effect is neghgible. 

20 It is worth noting that most employees at the Neskolith gasohe station are First Nation 
in origm and mainly from the Neskonlith congmunity so thu estimate is likely irrelevant 
for this community. 
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Table M Scenario 1 Summary Multiplier Table 

Skeet'n Adams Lake Bonaparte SNTC 

Multi~lier twe - Total Cumul - Total - Cumul J&l culmll - Total Cumul 

multiplier 1 0.018632 0.018724 0.018260 0.016962 0.006600 0.009033 0.01 1572 0.012777 

multiplier 2 0.018632 0.01871 1 0.018260 0.016952 0.006600 0.009033 0.01 1572 0.012772 

multiplier 3 0.017543 0.018724 0.018260 0.016962 0.006600 0.009033 0.01 1422 0.012777 ' 

The cumulative or total multiplier estimates answer the question posed in Chapter 2. What will 

be the impact on First Nation household income fiom treaty compensation settlement? For 

Skeetchestn the best case Scenario corresponds to mulhplier 5 in the cumulative colwun2'. 

Under h s  particular set of circumstances a $1 million treaty compensation settlement distributed 

to the households is estimated to increase the household income of Skeetchestn by $1,024,691, - 

ceteris paribus. If multipliers 7 or 8 are more appropriate the same one million dollar settlement 

would represent an estimated $1,000,305 rise in local household income. Assuming the Sinclair 

and Sutcliffe (1978) criticism concerning unemployment income is valid, and since almost all 

employment in Skeetchestn is local, the most probable multiplier estimate would be 9 and 10. 

Based on "expert"u opinion, multipliers 9 and 10 are probably most appropriate for the other 

The ddference bemeen the cumulative and total columns results from the divergence 
bemeen the sum of the mdnidual expenatwe local mar@ propensities and the 
cumulative local mar@ propensities. 

Over the three years in whch this study was conducted I visited each SNTC community at 
least h e  times each. The term expen is used loosely. 
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Shuswap communities in this and all other S~enaios. The other multipliers may, however, be 

applicable to other non-SNTC First Nation communities and are included for their reference. 

The magnitude of the rrmltiplien in Tables V and  when treaty compensation is give$ to the 

on-reserve households s&es to r&orce the message of Chapter 2. Given the current economic 

inhmucture within these Shuswap'Nation communities, most expenditures ar!: made into the .*-- 

non-na&e economy which will be, if not the primary, at least an e&emely strong secondary 

beneficiary fiom treaty settlement. More precisely, the ratio of local to total expenditure in Table 

VIII of Chapter 2 is .22. A $1 million dollar treaty compensation settlement to First Nation 

households is therefore tantamount to an estimated $780,000 injection into the non-native 

economp . It is little wonder that strategically the treaty negotiators for the province of B . C . and 

several political parties favoq treaty compensation as opposed to institutional changes as a 

means to settle treaties2'. 

Given these multiplier 'magmtudes and the nature of treaty negotiations, it is probably not 

suprisiig that many Fist Nations which have previously settled treaties have opted to let their 

Governments control treaty compensation monies (Government of B.C., 1996) It seems that 

23 The possibihp that several First Nation households may view treaty compensation as a 
temporary windfall and save most of it is captured in the lower values associated with 
multipliers 7 and 8. 

24 "The net finand benefit [to B.C from treaty settlement] is estimated at between $3.9 and 
$5.3 bdhon (in 1995 constant dollars)" (Government of B.C., 1996, p. 2). 
1 
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many Fist Nation leaders and citizens believe that Government organizations are better able 

to promote economic growth than are individuals. Although the dynamics of the relationship 

between public institutioq and economic growth is given more attention in the next-chapter, that 

economic growth is a central impetus for treaty settlement is not contentious. 

After-tax income per individual in Kamloops city is $18,988~~ (Statistics Canada 95-387), and 

after tax individual income for on-reserve First Nation individuals in B.C. is $12,427 (Statistics 

Canada 95-3w. Given this difference, it would take First Nation individuals about 22 years to 

have equal after tax incomes as those of non-natives, assuming that First Nation economies 

could sustain a growth late 2% points higher thzy the non-native economJ6 for each of the next 

22 years. 

This economic growth "catch up" calculation and the Scenario 1 multiplier estimates present a 

unique, if rather ad hoc, opportunity for policy analysis. Suppose it is the goal of the F i  Nation 

to increase their current multiplier by 2% per year for the next 22 years27. For example, the 

.A 
25 i The amount of income tax paid is assumed to be .I888 for the Thompson Nicola regonal 

district (Statistics Canada 13-2 16). This number is misleadmg since the city of Kamloops 
has residents of First Nation descent who have an average d v i d u a l  after tax income of 
$15,3 15 (Statistics Canada 95-384). Although household income would have been more 
appropriate for this estimate, no such estimates for disaggregated First Nation households 
were available in Statistics Canada 95-384. 

This estimate was derived from a number of simulations, using the following compound 
growth rate formula where g is non-native economic growth rate. n is the number of years 
and k is the ratio in inwme per capita (1.53): 
(1 + g + 2/100)" = k(l+g)". S o b g  for n: 
n = logk/(log(l+l/(l~100g)). 

Ln certain circumstances a 2% rise in the multiplier is the same as a 2% growth rate. 
Speafjcally. auume that the First Nation emnomy is entirely trander driven$ that Fim 
Nation output is measured as Y = Multiplier(X), where X is the size of the transfer and Y 
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cumulative Scenario 1 multiplier 10 estimate for the SNTC aggregate is 1.00696 and a 2% 

growth rate in year 1 would be 1.0271. Continuing this 2% annual increase in muliplier values 

for 22 years would eventually yield a multiplier of about 1.5 8. 

-s 

The spedic policy question each year would thus becose, how would the F i  Nation 

Government organization have to change the Scenario 1 parameters to achieve its goal? There 
--a 

are a number of policies which the First Nation Government could pwsue to a c h e  this 

objective. These policy options include among others, promoting local value added industries, 

engaging in import substitution2', developing infhstmcture, or improving local access to markets 

and technology. Quantatatively, the impact of these policies could be measured through their , 

effect on the household income parameters for the local margtnal propsensity to consume (k), 
' 

the subsequent propensity to import (d) and feedback effects (h) and the amount of lo& 
I 

expenditure which becomes local income (b). 

is the value of the First Nation output, that there is no growth in traosfer payments, and 
that the economc growth rate is measured by e l - Y 2 ) N I ,  then it follows al~ebraically that 
a 2% growth rate would occw if multiplier- in period 1 is 1.02 time the multiplier in 
period 0. ThisThis would be a 2% difference in growth rates if the non-native economic 
growth rate was assumed to be zero, and population growth rates were assumed to be zero. 
Twenty two years later the First Nation would have the same income per capita as the 
non-native economy. 

It s no comxdence that the Justmcation for condwhng the research on the employment and 
e t u r e s  of Shuswap Governments was t? idemfy Shuswap bus&ss investment 
oppomhes whlch would lower the level of econormc leakages (mse the x parameter) and 
prmde sust;lllmble employment raise the z parameter) The results from these .$&us~ap 

Ga.ernment srpenQture survqs provided the impetus for three on-resewe Sh@@p 
busnesses, Sun Travel (travel a m ) ,  AU Nahon Motor Cars (car dealerslup), ad2* es 

Resource Inkgad  Wommon Management System (RIM) (an mfomahon m a n a g d * "  
and compukr busmess) Only RI'MS remaZLlS m openhon 
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Of course, it is unrealistic for most if not all F i  Nation coinmunities to expect a 2% annual 

d p l i e r  growth rate. A more p h i l e  goal might be 2% multiplier magnitude growth over 5, 

10 or even 20 years. Extending the 2% target's term, however, only serves to underline the long 

term economic development plight fixing F i  Nations communities. This plight is placed in 

greater context by the 2% mkiplier growth rate s i i t i o n  analysis presented below 

To simpl@ this simulation, change the parameters k, d, h and b for only the ShTc aggregate 

community parameters for the cumulative good in Scenario 1, where only one representative 

value for the income to sales parameter b and .the feedback parameter h exists, and only the 

impact of these parameter changes on multiplier 10 is considered. The results fiom a few 

simulations are contained in Table VII below. 

Table VII Parameter Simulations for SNTC Cumulative Good in Scenario 1 

I k d b h h I Mult. 10 1 

i 

The first row of Table W pr$ents the parameter values for the SNTC cumulative good as 

estimated in Table VI. The next four simulations begin by raising b to . I 1  (its pre- 

unemploymentkocial assistance adjustment value) and estimating the magnitude of multiplier -1 0 - ir 
resultmg &om increases in the 10cal mar@ propensty to consume. To produce a 2% growth 

rate the SNTC community would have to more than double its local mar@ propensty to 
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consume (. 116 to .275). This could be accomplished if half of all SNTC groceries were 

purchased on-reserve (IF. 11) and all gasoline was purchased on-reserve (IF.06). The last two 

sixhulations assume only a minor change in the parameter k and instead focus on the parameter b. 

By doubling the amount of local expenditure which becomes local income @=. 1 1 to b=.2), the 

SNTC community would zbieve its target multiplier. Increasing local employment ,through 

education, training or hiring policy guidelines may be one method of raising the annual SNTC 

value of b, or the First Nation Government could support the development of a local industry 

with a higher value of bw. 

Detailed analysis similar to that in Table VII could be peformed for each of the 5 communities 

presented in this document. The economic policy conclusion for each, however, would lead to 

the same conclusion. To sustain long texm economic growth and eventually catch up to the 

I; 

income levels of non-native communities, First Nation commu~itik will have to either 

significantly expand their market size (the Keynesian demand driven argument) or si@cantly 

reduce their market size through out migration (the neoclassical real wage equilibriating 

argument) The long term impacts of treaty settlement are given more thorough treatment in the 

next chapter. 

In light of the signrficant leakages &om the F i  Nation economy, another interesting question is 

what is the real cost to the non-native Governments (federal and provincial) of treaty 

One such labour intensive, loca& concentrated, high value added investment @ugh value 
of b) which a First Nation Government might pursue is a venture concentratmg on -C 

marketable art projects where the matenal are locally and cheaply available. 
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compensation? How much treaty compensation is turned back into tax revenue, i.e. what 

B 
are the taxation multipliers? This calculation is most easily accompliki in the Keynesian 

macroeconomic h e w o r k  represented as follows where C is collsumption, M is imports, X 

represents all exogenous final demand, t, is sale tax, a is autonomous consumption, c is the 

marginal propensity to consume fiom dsposable income which is assfined to take on three 

possl'ble values below, m is the mar& propensity to import fkom disposable income, to is 

autonomous taxatioq and fd is the direct income tax rate. 

Y%+X-M and 
(I+t)C=a + c(Y-T) 
M=mo + m(Y-T) and 
T=%+&C+hY 

Solving this for AT in terms of AX produces a tax multiplier &)for the general economy 

that is: 
- 

1 
Assuming that the off-reserve injection f?om treaty compensation can be approximated with the 

/ 

parameter d for each community, and that a portion of this expenditure is sales taxable (assumed 

to be 60%) and a portion is income taxable, multiplying I<I, times .d yields ad0 approxhation 

for the federal and provincial sales and income tax fiom $1 of treaty compensation. Table VIII 

Th~s is probably a consenaive estimate for at least two reasons: 1) it ignores the off- 
-reserve induced and ~ndirea expen&tures associated with on-reserve elgen&tures (local 
propensity to consume k) and 2) it ignores a great many non sales or income tax federal 
and p r w i n d  revenue sources (Boadway and Hobson, 1993, pp 61-66). On the other 
hand, the multiplicaq d, howmer, may be too h~gh since it ignores primary inputs and 
imports in the input~utput process. 
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below contains three tax rmtftiDfier~ Tax mdt 1, Tax mult 2 and Tax mdt 3 corresponding to 

bet: different d u e s  of K, in the K, muhqfied to d estimation beiow. I 

Tax muftrpliers are estimated using the parameters t .  = ,1888, t, = .14, m = .5231 and three 

possliIe values for c depending upon swing behaviour -on Foi L1, c = 1 which 

assumes recipients of treaty cornpensation expenditures spend all of their new income. In L 2 ,  

c = .%. This is the resuttant @cient !?om the linear regression of real Canadian consumption 

e x p e d h e s  on red Canadian disposable personal income for the sample period 1983-1994 as 

found in Cansim matrices 006628 mi respectively, us& 1986 constant dollar data. 

- L 3  assumes c = 0. T b  is a Ricardian equivalence type Scenario where recipients .of treaty 

compensation expenditures save this income in anticipation of fhre  treaty compensation tax 

li&iIities. TIzls sirnp%es the L 3  to & since only the off-reserve expenditure is taxed as 

income. 
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Table VIII Taxation MultipGers 

I 1 N* f Skeetch- f Adams Lake 1 Bonaparte I SNTC I 

Ignoring the improbable Ricardian equivalence situation, these tax multipliers suggest that about 

25 cents of m i d o l l a r  of treaty compensahon spent off reserve becomes tax revenue for the ' 

Tax mult 1 
Taxmuk2 

federal or provincial Governme. Depending upon how the federal Government allocates its 

share of the treaty c o m o n  generated tax revenues it is possible, although unlikely, for the 

0.199268455 
0.191456847 

Government of ~ . t .  to actuaUy gain from treaty settlempt. 

To s u b h a t e  this clam, it is necessary to engage in speculative Government of B.C. public 

0.25 1647592 
0.227013119 

finance. On the plus side for the Government of B .C ., suppose treaty compensation is $1 bdlion 

and is entirely paid for by the Government of C e  Thls compensation generates about $250 
'= 

0.251647592 
0.231389275 

rdim in tax revenues, of which about $1 12 W.n is the Government of B.C. 's sharej2. 'fi, 

Moreover, a portion of the federal share of the tax revenue will be transferred back to the 

0.261326345 
0.25108198 

province of B.C.. To fbHl its treaty obligations, however, the Governrnm of B.C. will have to 

0.25 1647592 
0.241782647 

vacate some revenue raising juridctions (resource taxes and others) for the First Nation 

Government to occupy. Under the circumstances that the present value gain in Government of 

B.C. revenue from treaty compensation and w e  off-reserve expenditures, is greater than the 

; =  . More fonnaliy, assume that most of the income and off-reserve expenditure will take place 
in B.C. where about 50% of the sales tax (30% of tax p d )  goes to the province and about 
44% of the personal income tax (33% of tax paid) is rebated to the province (Hobson and 
Boahay, 1993, p. 39). T ~ L S  would generate, assuming these are the only two t k e s  
considered, about $1 12 @on in revenue for the province. If the federal Government 
transferred more than $600 million of its treaty  omp pens at ion generated tau revenue back 
'into B.C. then a net gain would occur. 
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present value loss in h e  tax revenues, then the Government of B.C. may actually benefit 

from treaty settlemd3. 

i 
4.22 Scenario 2 

Like Scenario 1, the jurisdiction of the F i  Nation Government in this Scenario is limited to the 

reserve, but unlike Scenario 1, the recipient of the treaty compensation is the First Nation 

Government instead of the household. As was discussed in Chapter 2, this creates a problem for 

estimating household income multpliers. How is the First Nation Government going to spend the 
\ 

treaty compensation money? 

Is the First Nation Government going to allocate treaty compensation to housing, to education, 

to business and infrastructure development34 or will it just choose to invest the money for future 

generations to use? Ideally, for evahtation purposes, the returns on each of these First Nation 

35 A similar cost-beneiit accounting exercise could be developed for the Government of 
Canada where the megaproject wed  treaty expenditures today would have to be balanced 
a m  lowex future First Nation transfer payments. For both the Government of Canada, 
and the G o v m  of B.C., tbe implicit hope is tbat treaty settlement, or at least the 
mtitutional changes induced by treaty settlement, wrll produce the conditions for First 
Nation a>mmunit)"s to sustain growth. This assumption is given much greater attention 
in the n e .  chapter. 

These forms of iwestment conespond to investments made from previously settled 
treaties in Canada's north, New Zealand and Alaska (Government of B.C.,1995). 
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Government investmerrts could be calculated and compared. This methodology, however, is 

beyond the data used for this study. Specrficdy, it is not possible to *estimate how the parameters 

will change as a result of a particular Fii Nation Government action and it is thus &cult to 

evaluate di&ren-t Flrst Nation Government investment strategies3'. 

6 

As an $ternative it is assumed the First Nation Government, upon receipt of the treaty 

compensation, maintains its pre-treaty compensation expenditure behaviour. For Shuswap 

Governments, this is the expenditure behaviour as reflect# . . in Table X of Chapter 2. 

Consider that in Scenario 2 First Nation jurisdiction stops at the reserve boundaries. An 
B 

incentive could easily be created for off-reserve citizens to return to their reserve 

communities. Chief among these incentives could be the provision of more on-reserve 

housing as a result of the treaty comptnsation36. 

+ /- it The ratio of wages to construction expenditures is .27 (Statistics C&-64-20 I). The ratio of 

on-reserve salaries to expenditures for current Shuswap Nation Government expenditures is 

f 
estimated at .29. Only under some relatively unr-c assumptions (on-reserve housing 

35 It should be noted that the sludy completed by the KPMG prwp (Government of B.C., 19%) 
did form a composite gtimate of Merent First Nation investment strateges and anempted to 
aaluate the impaas of treaty compensahon for Scenario 2. Unfortunately the methodology was 
n o t ~ i n t h e p l i b l i c c q y o f t h r e p a .  

Another reason for a First Nation Govemxnent to commit resources to on-reserve 
residential construction would be to relieve the backlog of housing demand from current 
on-reserve residems. Rus demand is not only refleaed by housing requests in First Nation 

. . 
admmmative offices but by overcrowding in existing o n - m e  households (Neskonlith 
and Kamloops Shuswap admbmaions, 1996). 
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materials, and mainly on-reserve labour) would it be possible for the housing investment to 

genemte the same magnitude of direct household income as it currdy*does. It is even posslible;' 

in the short run, that housing could be an inferior use of F i  Nation Government treaty 

compensation compared to its status patterns of exjmditure. A similar tale could be 

woven concerning First Nation Government investment in education, or business development3*. 

4 

Utilizing the hypothesis that known data is superior to speculation, the zl value and fo@& 

developed in Chapter 2 are assumed to represent the best guess of the short nm ~ e ~ n e s i d  

impacts of First Nation Government control of treaty compensation. In other words zl is a 

proxy for the kynad of possible investment strategies a Fist Nation Government might pursue. 

Table IX below contains the Scenario 2 summary multipliers for the SNTC communties, based 

on equation (7) in Chapter 2: 

9 7 

3? Ln d r  words, the direct household income change, whch is the source of the multiplier 
p&, is assumed to be either identical in both cirCUmStaELces or less for a Flrst Nation 
f& on housing conauction. 

3 3 J  38 .&Bough the (Government of B.C. 1996) financial impact from treaty compensation 
&&t dsagrees with the assumption that First Nation Governments vvlll spend as they 
&d"@bre, the (Government of B.C., 1995) mse studq analysis of previons settlements 
wovltl +III to mnnv with this assumption. In 5 of the 6 case studies, @ze 
p r ~ L z g - t e n n  T(oymsrtfm rrrarry abor@uf indiyidd- in adminimation, Gag$ relhted to the 

m m i g  $atfkmt wrpuration shtctwer.* (Government of B.C.. 1995, p. 26) i.e. where First 
Nation Governments amtrolled treaty cornpektion they spent it largely as they did 
More. 

C 



Table I .  Summary Multipliers for Scenario 2 

' CommImity Neskon Adam 
Lake 

~ultiplier QnnJ T0tai cnml. ' &taJ 

type 
multl 0.30073 0.30059 0.29571 0.29609 

I I 1 I 

mult 3 0.30073 029947 0.29571 0.29609 

mult 6 0.30417 0.30452 0.29753 0.29861 

I I I I 

mult 7 0.29036 0.291 10 0.29019 0.29021 

mulr 10 0.29582 1 0.29625 1 0.29310 1 0.29342 

k P  SNTC Skeet'n 1 

Appendix E contains more detailed multiplier estimates for the same expenditure categories 

presented in Scenario 1. The cells in the Appendix E tables, other thq~  those in the bottom two 

rows, would be interpreted as the induced and feedback effects on a particular expenditure type 

resulting &om the First Nation Government spenhg treaty compensation on wages and salaiies 

Z 

for local residents, purchasing local goods, and spending treaty compensation off-resewe. 

The total rows in Table IX sums the induced and feedback effects by columns in the appropriate 

section of Appendix E and adds the direct household income effectqzl) to this sum. The 

cumulative rows use aggregate parameter values for the local marginal propensity to consume 

fk) and the feedback parameter @I). The tiny difference between the total and cumulative 
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multiplier estimates is attributable to the summation of the local marginal propensities to t 

consume for each commodity b g  less then the cumulative mar@ propensity to consume39 
- . i  

This means induced and feedback e•’kcts for h l  are slightly stronger in the cumulative multiplier 

estimate than the total multiplier estimate for all the odd numbered multipliers. In all the even 

numbered multipliers the feedback effects are stronger for the total row. 

Reporting that ahe individual w e k e  gains as estimated by the Scenario 2 multipliers are 

substantially lower than those in Scenario 1 would be misleading, and would only reflect the 

short run bias in the chosen methodology (governments are exogenous in the Keynesian 

fi-amework)' and perhaps in neodassical economics41. A static multiplier analysis is not 

The cumulative total under multiplier 6 is noticeably larger owing to the 100% feedback 
assumption for tobacco. 

In no my, however, does thls necessarily preclude dshibuting a portion or all of the 
treaty compensation to a Government. Fust, as has been previously mentioned the 
multiplier is a short run measurement and gwen its longevity a Government may be a 
superior manager of treaty compensation than are households. The KPMG report for the 
Government of B.C., 1996, even goes so far as to state that First Nation Government 
(community) control of treaty compensation monies and subsequent investments are 
economically superior to household consumption (Government of B.C., 1996, p. 13). 
Secondly, the phdosophical nature of Government is still a matter of some controversy to 
those outside the rational public choice literature. Are Governments separate institutions 
whose expenditure behaviour, other than direct effects, is of little utility to households 
(Stretton and Orchard, 1994) or are Governments extensions of the households they 
represent, so that the Government e&nditures are equivalent in a utilitarian sense, to 
the experhtures of a representative household (Sen, 1985, Anow, 1972)? The latter 
perspectrve, although largely unrecogolzed in contemporary economics literature, may be 
uniquely applicable to some First Nation communities. Although conlined to this footnote 
in this document, this is hardly a t r id  matter in economics. The essence of neoclassical 
microeconomics rests on the behavioral assumption of methodological tndividuahm, i.e. 
economic ckmons are made only by individuals and not collectives like Governments. 

Government indirect investment in any pamcular area, b o r t s  consumption behaviour 
and for an equivalent lump sum transfer is Pareto inferior (in the absence of perverse 
preferences). 
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suitable for estimating the longer term benefits that would accrue fiom a Government 

investment. 

The relatively small magnitudes of the Scenario 2 multipliers, however, raise a crucial question. 

Why would so many First Nations which have settled treaties (Government of B. C., 1995) allow 
.- 

their Governments or mrnm~v owned corporations control of tr& settlement 

 compensation^* Morwover why would the Government of B.C. (1 996) support such actiod'  

Perhaps they are confident that First Nation Governments will guide their communities to 

the greater prosperity - an issue addressed in co,nsiderable detail in the next chapter. 

'the kss wti spent on m n p l t i a  a d  the more ahcated to  h e r  term investments 
sudi as Ibcat6usthes.s and resource develbpment, the 6etter it d 6 e  for the eummnic 
dmelizpmsrt 0jFirst %ations andfor the province as a whk" (Government of 
B.C., 1995, p. 13). 

Before proceeding to the off-reserve jurkhction contained in Scenario 3, it is worthwhile 

considering the taxation multipliers which result &om First Nation Governments making 

expenditures off-resewe and making direct expenditures on local wages and salariesa. The ' 

Although no provisions are speclfied for the period after the compensation is paid. the 
Nisga'a Agreement in Principle allocates the compensation to the Nisga'a Government. 

It should be pointed out that the Government of B.C, 1996 study apparently has nQ 
method for companng weIfm improvement fiom one Scenario to another such as a 
househoId income multiplier. 

A provincial and municipal model of treaty settlement would imply that any tax revenue 
generated on-reserve would be either revenue only of the First Nation Government or a 
negotiated split between the First Nation, provincial and federal jurisdiCtions. Ofheserve 
tau revenue would still be belong to the existing jundctions. 
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4 

important components for estimating the First Nation Government taxation multiplier are the 

& proproption of F i  Nation Government expenditures on wages and salaries spent off-reserve 
a 

(zld), and the First Nation Government expenditures made off-reserve (I-x-zl). The resultant 

tax multiplier formula is: 

Using the cumulative parameters contained in IC, for each community discussed earlier, Table X 

presents the 3 taxation multipliers for the three values of c45. L 

Table X Taxation Multipliers for Scenario 2 

The taxation multipliers in Scenario 2 are all higher than in Scenario 1. This is caused by the 

assumption that First Nation Governments will take a portion of the compensation and spend it 

i directly into the off-reserve economy (I-x-z), i.e. there is no mar@ propensity to save on 

about 50% of all First Nation Government expenditures. As a result, although it produces a 

" * 

higher multiplier when treaty compensation is distniuted directly to the households, it might be 

more cost effective for provincial and federal Governments to distribute treaty compensation to 

the First Nation Governments. (Government of B.C., 19%). 

Tax mult 1 

Tax mult 2 

- -- 

In Tau mult 1. c = 1. For Tax mult 2, c = .96 and for Tax mult 3, c = 0. 

Neskonlith 
0.254673801 

0.244775882 

Skeetchestn 
0.265271 154 
0.254961368 

Adam Lake 
0.266575444 

0.2562 14966 

Bona~arte 
0.272444748 

0.261856159 

SNTC 
0.269673 132 

0.259192263 



4.23 Scenario 3 

Smwios 3 ahd 4 ax-& when the treaty settlement results in F i i  Nation sovereign jurisdiction 

over all its citizens regardless of residence. The First Nation economy encompasses proportions 

of both on and off-resewe households. 

The inchsion of off-reserve households as part of the First -Nation economy complicates the 

income multipliers in two ways. Fist, all income received by off-reserve housholds must be 

included as part of the household income multiplier. Secondly, the magnitude of the treaty 

compensation must be adjusted by the proportion of the on or off-reserve population (Yj and Yk) 

as was reported in Chapter 2. 
3 

Otherwise, Scenario 3 is similar in many ways to Scenario 1 .  The household income multiplier 

captures the direct, induced and feedback term on-resewe adjusted by the on-reserve population 

proportion (Y,) and the direct, induced and feedback term for the off-reserve households 

adjusted by .36, the off-reserve population proportion for Adams Lake (Yk)&. The rest of the 

compensation is distniuted to on-reserve hou&holds, Y,. Table XI contains the Scenario 3 

multipliers for Adams Lake. 



Table XI Adams Lake Scenario 3 

The interpretation of any cell in this tabIe is the same as for the previous Scenarios. More 

Total 1 0.01825 1 0.01536 1 0.01825 1 0.01536 10.02407 ( 0.02024 1 0.00062 
Cumulative 10.0169621 0.01694 1 0.01696 10.0169511 0.02236 10.02235010.000577 

noteworthy is that these Shuswap of Adam Lake multiplier values are virtually identical to those 

- in Scenario 1, as reported in Appendix E. If the households of the Adams Lake Shuswap receive 

treaty compensation, the income of the community will rise by about the same amount regardless 

of the type of jurisdiction specifed in the treaty4' Keeping this in mind, Table W presents the 

0.000'52 1 0.00995 
0.00057710.009246 

Scenario 3 summary multipliers of the other Shuswap communities. 

UJlO837 
0.009243 

Of course it matters to each particdar household as Scenario 1 is preferred by on-reserve 
households and Scenario 3 is preferred by off-reserve househplds. Thls dissension by 
residence is by no means a u-hial issue and has been exacerbated over recent years by the 
changes brought about by B1H C-3 1 .  



The small values of the multipliers are not suprising given the leakages fiom the on-reserve 
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Table XII Summary Multipliers for Scenario 3 

economy, and themar@ economic psitiona of the off-reserve households in the off-reserve 

economy. Similar multipliers, especially in the cumulative, rows of the Scenarios 1 and 3 

multiplier tables, suggest that on the issue of the impact of treaty compensation, the First Nations 

households could be virtually indifferent between the two jurisidictional r n c d e l ~ ~ ~  

Multiplier 

multiplier1 

multiplier 2 

multiplier 3 

multiplier 4 

multiplier 5 

multiplier 6 

multiplier 7 

multiplier 8 
a, 

multiplier 9 

multiplier 10 

The considerable fluctation evident in the total and cumulative rows results fiom the importance 4 

of the on-reserve feedback term attributable to compensation given to off-reserve households in 

tins multiplier. Additionally this feedback t m  (hibiCYk) is particularly sensitive to changes in 

Skeetchestn 

Mar@ is admittedly a loaded term but the statistics presented in Chapter 2 seem to 
support t h ~ ~  broad characterization. 

0.01998 

0.01361. 

0.01998 

0.01361 

0.02634 

0.01795 

0.00068 

0.00046 

0.01090 

0.00743 

Tfus assumes that there are no Merences in individual utility between each Scenano 
whch is probably not the case especially since the on-reserve households in Scenario 3 
would receive less compensation than in Scenario 1. 

Cuml. 

0.01872 

0.01870 

0.01872 

0.01871 

0.02469 

0.02467 

0.00064 

0.00064 

0.01021 

0.01020 

Neskonlith 

- Total 

0.03409 

0.02107 

0.03409 

0.02107 

0.04494 

0.02778 

0.001 16 

0.00072 

0.01859 

0.01 149 

m a r t e  

- Cuml. 

0.03304 

0.03300 

0.03304 

0.03301 

0.04356 

0.04352 

0.001 13 

0.001 13 

0.01801 

0.01800 

- Total 

0.0104 

0.0104 

0.0104 

0.01 04 

0.0138 

0.01 37 

0.0004 

0.0004 

0.0057 

0.0056 

SNTC 

- Cuml: 

0.0090 

0.0090 

0.0090 

0.0090 

0.01 19 

0.01 19 

0.0003 

0.0003 

0.0049 

0.0049 

- Total 

0.0141 

0.0120 

0.0141 

0.0120 

0.0186 

0.01 59 

0.0005 

0.0004 

0.0077 

0.0066 

QmJ 

0.0128 

0.0128 

0.0128 

0.0128 

0.0169 

0.0168 

0.0004 

0.0004 

0.0070 

0.0070 
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the local income generated fiom on-reserve expenditure t m  bi and the feedback term hi. 

Therefore, the feedback term is larger for multipliers 1-6, compared to multipliers 7- 1 0. Also, the 

even numbered &pliers in the total row are generally lower since h,2 is usually zeros0. 

For these Shuswap communities, a strong case can be made that the lower even numbered 

multipliers are more appropriate The Shuswap communities used in this imestigation are at least 

60 km away fiom the nearest signiscant off-reserve municipality, Kamloops. As was discussed in 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 most households leaving the reserve do so for reasons of employment, 

housing and education5'. In this regard, Kamloops is the nearest centre for many migrant 

Shuswaps. 

Assuming that most off-reserve Shuswaps are in Kamloops, it is unlikely that these households 

could economically rationalize any on-reserve purchases other than gasoline and tobacco. The 

expenditures of the off-reserve households in the non-First Nation economy are undoubtedly 

higher than those of the on-reserve households. Furthemore, it is also unlikely that the off- 

reserve citizens of any Shuswap cornmumy outside of Kamloops make up as much as 2% of the 

off-reserve labour force, as is assumed in the parameter "e". As such, the lower bound of the 

The odd mmbered muhpliexs assume that the off-reserve households have the same marpal 
propenSty to buy from First Nation busnefses as do the on-reserve households. The even- 
numbered mukpliers assume t h  off-reserve households only purchase from First Nahon 
businesses where there is a distina p i n g  advantage resulmg from the Section 87 of the 
~ A c t t a x e x e m p h o n  

reasoning follows W y  from human capital motnlity theory, where the mover 
attempts to the net present value of the difference between the benefits of 
mqying and the a& of maing. 
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Scenario 3 multiplier values contained in the even-numbered multipliers may be more 

approriate. In this event, Scenario 1 may be preferrable to Scenario 3 on the basis of treaty 

compensation impacts. 

Interestmgly, such a conclusion may also be more 

r Governments. Although off-reserve residents may 

cost-effective for the federal and provincial 

spend more of their compensation into the 
\ 

off-resee economy than on-reserve residents, these expenditures would generate tax revenues 

which would be split between the First Nation and provincial Governments given the'irnplicit 
' 9  

expanded First Nation jurisdiction accompanying Scenario 3.52. These considerations have been 

captured in the taxation multipliers in Table Xm below which "result fiom the following 

equation: 
b 

Tax mult i = w i d i + Y j d j )  - eYjdjtd where 

d; & dj - indicate the different expenditure behaviours of on and off-resenire residents 

The taxation jurisdiction in this Scenario is a little trickier because some of the off-reserve 
First Nation households' taxes may be the property of the First Nation Government and 
would have to be the subject of some type of tax treaty between the F i  Nation and other 
off-reserve taxing Jurisdictions. It is subtracted h m  the taxation multiplier below. 

d, = is as estimated for Scenarios 1 a .  2, and 4 is 1 - (experdture on tobacco + 
gasolindtotal expen&tures) which = .9 19. 



I Tax mult 3 1 0.154487 1 
I I 1 I 

0.167626 1 0.164686 1 0.173445 1 0.170468 1 

Comparing these vahes to those of Table Vm in Scenario 1 results in considerable ambiguity 

I Keskonlith I Skeetchestn 

The tax multiplier vahes are dightly higher in Scenario 1 for Bonaparte and Adams Lake and 
* 

slightly higher in the 0th c o d e s  for Scenario 3. This occurs because of the lower 

Adams Lake 
0.243946 
0.234416 

Taxmul~I  0.228136 
Taxmuit2 1 0.219197 

propensities to consume on-reserve for Bonaparte and Adam Lake compared to the other 

0.2473 16 
0.237617 

communities. The margin of this difference, though, is hardly substantial. In most cases for these 

Bonaparte 
0.25591 

0.245874 

Shmwap communities, the net taxation benefit for the provincial and federal Government 

- SNTC 
0.25 1929 
0.242064 

b e e n  the twor~cenarios is less than one third of a penny per dollar of c~rn~ensation'~. 

Regardless of the tax multiplier magnitude, these results sugest some support for the 

proposition that ost parties, f F i  Nation and provincial and federal Governments) may prefer 3 ... 
Scenario 1 to Scenario 3? 

Tfus net benefit wouid be even h e r  if the off-reserve emplqlment parameter "em was 
red& to decf the rrtmnkde First Nation repscm&on in off-resen2 employment of 
Shmap communities outside Kamloops. 4 

Ths conciusion is mhd even @en the expanded First Nation taxation j d c t i o n  
intrinsic in Scamno 3. Althongh the First Nation GBVernment may receive more tax . 

~ ~ & a i o n  w d d  cemmly entail greater costs of service delivery. revenue, its mmasd 
0hious.h. off-reserve First Nation citizens may not agree with this concluSlon. 

i I 



In many ways Scenario 4 is identical to Scenario 2 and a detailed analysis is superfluous. First the 

multiplicand, the First Nation Government, is the same as in Scenario 2. Secondly, therefore, the 

principal conclusion in Scenario 2 is the same as in Scenario 4. The Keynesian methodology is 

inappropriate for malying whether First Nation Governments )rJill effectively utilize treaty 

compensation to promote long term economic growth. An entirely different methodology, as is 
e .  

pr-ed in. Chapter 5 is necessary. Finally, it is as inapprorpriate to compare Scenario 4 to 3 as 

it was to compare Scenario 2 to 1. 

The only difference between these two Scenarios is the scope of jurisidiction. In Scenario 2 it is 

resident based and in Scenario 4 it is citizen based. This difference in the two Scenarios is 

reflected in the direct impact catchment area for Fist Nation Government expenditures in the 

two Scenarios. S p d d y ,  it is larger in Scenario 4 than in Scenario 2. This difference has been 

captured in the parameter z2, which is assumed to represent a host of investment options for 

First Nation Government ranging &om education, to business development. The new value of z 

entails a number of additional feedback and induced effects. These are evident in the multiplier 

formula presented below: a 

Table XIV presents the Scenario 4 household summary income multipliers for the various 
> 

Shuswap communities: 



TaMe XIV Scenario 4 Summary Income M w e r s  

I I I I I I I I I I 
mult 4 0.3797021 0.37%708 0.3790601 0.3799029 0.3849186 0.3838899 0.3775353 0.3774163 ,37617 .37564 

<+ 

i 

The bigher multiplier values than Scenario 2 are entirely a result of the higher value of the direct 

expenditure on local wages and salaries which results fiom citizenship jurrsdiction. There are 

Comolimit 
Y 

M a t y p e  

mult 1 

mult 2 

mult 3 

some off-reserve citizens who would be hired by the First Nation Govment  in Scenario 4, 

who in Scenario 2 were considered outside the F i  Nation economy. 

Skeetch'n 

Cum& 

0.3797216 

0.3797021 

0.3797216 

To provide some perspective for these multiplier values in relation to those in Scenario 2, 

consider that if a Type II muhplier ratio were used such as: 

(direct + induced -+ feedbackYdirect 

then the ratios would be almost identical because the induced and feedback effects are identical 

Total 

0.3729040 

to those in Scenarios 1 and 3. The proportionate difference in the size of the direct effect (zl vs. 

z2) would be diminated with this type of multl&r. in this event, the principal conclusio; fiom 
e 

Adams 
Lake 
CumnL 

0.3790762 

Total 

0.3728365 

0.3802763'0.3790601 0.3800682 

0.3796082 0.3793694 

Neskm 

Cumul. 
i 

0.3849649 

0.3790762 

0.3849186 

0.384%49 

Total 

0.3729108 

0.3854126 

0.3836098 

SNTC 

Cum& 

0.3775355 

0.3775353 

0.3775355 

Total 

0.3728711 

0.377U75 

0.3771081 

Bonap. 

Cumul. 

.37617 

Total 

.g290 

.37617 

.37617 

.37584 

.37532 
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8 this chapter would be the same for all Scenarios - the magnitude of on-reserve expenditures 

is small and therefore so are the multipliers. 

- 
A brief discussion of the taxation multipliers completes the andyss of Scenario 4. These are 

identical to Scenario 2 except the parameter z has a higher value and some first round tax 

revenue is now under First ~ationjunsd~ction.~~. 

TaMe XV Scenario 4 Taxation Mukiplien 

All these taxation multipliers are slightly lower than those in Scenario 2. This difference can be 

Tax mult 1 
Tax mult 2 

accounfed for by the lower direct off-reserve expenditures in Scenario 4 than in Scenario 2 ((l-x- 

z2)<(1 -x-zl)) and the expanded taxation jurisdiction inherent in Scenario 4. Thrs difference in 

tax revenue might lead some Ftrst Nations to conclude that this form of jurisdiction is 

0.242933 
0.233363 

economically superior to the jurisdiction in Scenario 2. Such a conclusion, however, would be * 

% 1 - p r ~ e  since the valuei in the taxation multipliers repr&t only the revenue from 
d 

0.256993 
0.246869 

- jurisidictional changes, and not the cost of sueh changes5'. 
* 

4.3 Summary 

0.258724 
0.248532 

This chapter contained a substantial amount of statistical information which is summarized into 

six points for the reader's benetit below: 

* : 

56 S p a . b @  the taxation multtplier for Scenario 4 = K, (61-x-22) + (z2d)) - (e(1-x-z2M. , 
. If 
, 

0.2665 1 1 
0.256012 

The ad . ' , *e costs of &-resenre neighbors (one a First Nation citizen, the other not) 
compljing with separate taxation @dons could be substanhal. 

0.262834 
0.25248 



1. Because there were five estimates of the parameter which measured the proportion of 

expenditures that becomes household income, and two estimates of the parameter that 

measures the feedback effect, there were ten multiplier estimates commodrty for each 

community. 

2. The local marginal propensities to consume were either low or i n s i ~ c a n t l y  different 
ft 

from zero for all comcxiities and mmmuniti&. The highest local nli~grnal propensity 

\ to consume was .07 for gafoirne in Neskonlith. 

3. There was no Etatistical differences in local mar~)yope!nsities to consume between 
'\ 

the top income strata and the bottom income strata for all h e  communities. 

4. The total and cumulatrv 
a \ 

e first round household income mdtiiliers ((direct + induced + 

feedback)/direct)) for Scenarios 1 and 3 were all between 1.005 and 1.04 depending 

upon the community and the particular multiplier. 

5 In all four Scenarios, for each dollar of treaty compensation spent off reserve (which is 
I 

about 80g of each dollar of treaty compensation) between 20C and 25g of tax revenue 

will be generated for the Federal and Provincial Governments according to the taxation 

multipliers used in this Chapter. 

6. On the bais of the household income multipliers, Scenarios 1 and 3 were superior to 

Scenarios 2 and 4. This does not imply, however, that F i  Nations should distriiute 

treaty monies to households rather than their governments, since household income 
@ 

.multipliers are not the only criterion for this decision. 



W r 5  
A Methodology for Estimating the Economic Impact of Institutional Changes 

Resulting from Tmaty Settlement 

I 
B 

2 5" .,>' %.ch Of the r r rmom~ ... (undkrrkvelbpment) in the wmld cua h qphined 6y n Gu( Of 
% - *  mu* tmfdme" (Arrow 1972, p. 343). 

x .  - .  
,- 

'3 

' P Accepting Arrow's h ~ t h e s i s ,  it follows that the economic "under-development" of the 

First Nation economy results from a lack of mutual confidence, Boje commonly referred 
- .  

to as trust. This chapter poses the question, "will the settlemedi'6f treaties generate the 

mutual confidence necessary for First Nation economic growth, €and if so then how"? 
4,- " 

Treaties will clarify, recognize, or at the very least change, propert$ rights between First 

Nations and the federal and provincial governments. Recognized & p e w  rights will be 

manifested as new First Nation institutions. Is it possible, pre-treaty settlement, to assess 

the likelihood that these new First Nation institutions will enhance eqonomic growth more 

than their predecessors? The purpose of this chapter is to develop an explicit dynamic 

- 
between institutional change and economic growth so that an economic assessment of the 

P 

property rights component of treaties is possible' 

That institutions and economic growth are closely related is not contentious. This is evident 

in the public concern in B.C. about treaty settlement. As the previous chapters 

In the language of the previous chapters, how will First Nation governments change the economic 
environment for Fm Nations and the parties with whch they interact? - or more succinctly "how 
ad1 First Nation governments influence the magrutudes of the Keynesian multipliers?" 



demonstrated, treaty compensation to First Nations may be costly to governments. Is the 

public concerned about the cost? Perhaps, but remember that most First Nation expenditpres 
.I- 

will be made into the local non-native ecOnomy which in turn will generate tax revenue to 

partially offset the cost of the treaty compensation and B.C. citizens would only. be 

responsible for about 20% of the total cost of compenation.'Admittedly, the whole cost 

of compensation will not be covered, but the return to government revenues will certainly 

be greater than say expenditure on military hardware from a foreign supplier. , 

The real concern 

treaty settlement. 

people worried2. 

of the general public is probably not the c~mpensation'cbm~onent of 
. - 

It is the specific institutional components of dK government that have 

-- T 

How will First Nation governments &anage resources on lands over which they have quasi 

provincial authority? What will First Nation governments do with expanded education 

authority? What will happen to the tax system on First Nation lands? 

e I' 
The B.C. government has attempted to allay thei2fears with the recent release of two 

studies. The first, by the ARA consulting group, utilizes six case studies of previously 

settled treaties, three of which were in Canada, to analyze, among other processes, the 

economic impact from treaty producedeinstitu~ond changes. Their study concludgs: 

4 
.I G p  
4 1, ' 

2 For some First Nation persons the lasting Ehanges resulting •’ram institutional changes might be 
more economically beneficial than the original cash settlement (Government of B .C, 1 995, p. 10). 



The 

that 

%and clizim seffknrents in aurtrczliiz, !@w Zecr&nd, %%&a, Qre6ec and Conadb's nmili fLzd 
not cased tfie po/ititO(m e ~ ~ n i c  up~vo/pr&ed by crhics" (Vmcouver Sun, January 
26, 1996, p. A12). P #-* 

* - "  
second study by KMPG concerning the financial impact of: treaty 'settlement concludes 

- - 
the increased certainty resulting from "quiet title" will spawn significant financial 

i 

benefits for the First Nation people resident in B.C., and the citizens  of'^.^.. 

,Both studies provide many insights into the impact of treaty settlement and will be 

referenced throughout this chapter, but both also leave many questions unanswered. First, 

although the ARA Consulting Group may be correct in suggesting that the economic 

upheavg3 -. arising from treaty settlement will be modest, the relationship between 

institutional change and economic growth is complex. Their use of case studies is a crucial 

first step in developing a methodology for modelling this relationship and eventually 

assessing the economic impact of institutional change4. Without a theoretical foundation, 

however, it is difficult to make iiny impact generaliz8tions. Secondly, the KPMG study 

does not specify how increased certainty leads to economic growth. 
5 

3 The interpretation of upheaval as ec61iomic growth is for demonstration purposes and will not be 
repeated in this chapter. 7- 

d * 
4 For example, when trealy settlement and self government is equated with a ~ i ~ c a n t  

technological change for First ~ a t i o &  then David (1988), and Von Hipple (1990) concur with the 
case study approach as a first method for predicting economic impacts fiom institutional changes. 

" ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ l b s e o p r c J p t t - 1 3 ( & c o n j p l b C t t y u n d ~ C  
lminp+13(&~irrcoMm&~~mrd&~gtlielir#eruritli 
ctonomk, social; po(itkoCand@d tmnsfonmkac. ... aie aasiert andpro6abfj nwt gYictaR m d j  
I c m r r r m m r r n d k t o J P Q U i m m t i m o n 6 ~ I b a ~ ~ n r i t s ~ a ~ ~ u n d k r J L r m d ~  



The first section of this chapter presents two anecdotes from First Nation institutions which 

demonstrate the role of trust in institutions and its subsequent effect on economic growth 

as well raising a number of other questions in the institutional change economic growth 

dynamic. The second section of this chapter attempts to answer the questions about 

institutional change and economic impacts raised in the two anecdotes, the case studies 

discussed in the ARA report. A general methodology for predicting the economic impact 

from institutional changes is then presented in the third section of this chapter. 

5.1 The Cost of Information Collection in Shuswap Country 
* 

As was discussed in Chapter 3, the SNTC, Statistics Canada, and the Department of Lndian 

of Affairs all engaged in the collection of some statistical information from the SNTC 

communities between 1991 and 1993. In many ways the information collected from the 
r 

* 
Shuswap househoulds by Statistics Canada and the SNTC were similar: basic demographics 

and a human resource and household income profile. A useful demonstration of the 

potential economic impact from First Nation control of information collection - a possible 

institutional change resultirlg from treaty settlement - can be made by sating the cost 

of these information collection exercises5. In this regard, it is well accepted that the cost 

of information acquisition is a transaction cost (Dietrich, 1994, Williamson, 1985). 

5 Ideally the value of the information collected would be ascertained as well but given the divergent 
objectives of each mformation collection agency this is notopossible. 

, 



Since 10 SNTC communities formed a special census area it is easiest tor estimate the - 
I 

Statistics Canada cost of census information collection, processing, and product 

development for 10 SNTC communities rather than 5. Furthermore, the SNTC completed 

all of the community economic studies in the summer of 1993 so actual and projected costs 

are available for the 10 communities. Indian and Northern Affairs of Canada (INAC) costs 

can be easily extrapolated to 10 communities as well. It must be "messed that these 

estimates represent best guesses and should be treated with caution. 

Table I provides an opportunity to compare the costs of information collection, and the type 

of information collected for that cost, between the Department of Indian and Northern 

Affairs (INAC), Statistics Canada (Stats Can) and the SNTC.. Appendix F contains the 

details of the information collection costs estimates which are reported as total costs for 10 

SNTC communities in Table I. 

. 
Tabie I Information Type and Cost Comparison 

* ?he Statistics Canada h&resolrrce-and income profili was more thorough than that completed by the 
SNTC. 

0 

SNTC 

MAC 

Stats Can 

ForfourcesanddetailsfeeAppendurF. 

Bop Counts 

1 

f 

J 

4 

Demographics 

f 

4 

Human 
Resource and 

Labour 

4 

J* 

HH= Expend. 

4 

Costs 

$121,500 

$30,600 

$141,739 



The most interesting observation in Table I, is that the SNTC produced dewled community 

specifx reports full of statistics, analysis and suggestions for less cost than Statjstics 

Canada spent to produce the SNTC comm'unity results in 95-3846.,mAC produces a single 

page report on population counts at a*rather significant cost. In fairness, further specific 

statistks 'Canada reports for these SNTC communities can undoubtedly be produced - for 

a price. 

Interestingly a substangid amount of Statisms Canada expenditures went towards marketing . 

the census. If it could be sho-at the SNTC spent less on marketing than statistics 

Canada and collected at lea* .%much information it could indicate that the SNTC could 
\ ' 

achieve low& " p a c t i o n  d o o i  infomation collection than Statihcs Canada7, i.e. 

8 
transferring information c01lectio~ to the SNTC would entail. a more efficient-aljocation of 

;esources. Is this b e w e  the . .  Shuswaps, - 60h *whom the information was collected, may * 

. , 3 

have tnrsted the S W C  mpre than'~ia&stics Canada as an information collector? The 
* 

C - 
/ linkage between and lower transaction costs is *elkestablished in the literature and 

- 
J -is mscussed in more' detail id 'section 5.3. 

a - 
@ o . .  ' 

. . 
- .  

P 

J 6 
. ?I ~&zadditlonal and morede&ded demographic Statistics Canada da& for the amloops~huswap 

can b e  found in 92-3%0. Furth,erm~, mwh more detailed aggregated First  on &ta cad be : 

. - 9~kd•‹in'Lj9-533 - 8 9 - s 5 ,  t h e a ~ ~ n g ~ ~ ~ e o p l e p ~ u r v e y .  This, however, was an entirely different - 
-' 

- . and s&nificantig more costly exer~ise than &e'€&us. ' a e . . .  
. = , .  , 

. . 



5 2  The Kamloops Shuswap and Taxation Jurisdiction 

The main reserve for the Kamloops Shuswaps is located near the junction of the North and 

South Thompson Rivers across the river from the city of Karnloops. Not surprisingly the 

word for Karnloops was derived from the Shuswap word meaning "meeting of the waters". 

The Secweprnc people had wintered in thii locatidn8 for thousands of years before the 

arrival of the ~udsbn's Bay Company in the early 1800s . 

. I 

Current reserve lands of the Kamloops Shuswap cover 33,000 acres and the population of 

the community is 799. Both in terms of land hnd population, the Kamloops Shuswaps are 

the largest community within the Shuswap Nation Tribal Couficil, an organization which 

comprises nine of the seventeen Shuswap community governments. 

Beginning with the fur trade, and extending through the u e  of Chief Louis (1855-1915) 
3 

, 

until the present, the leaders of the Kamloops Shuswap have always been concerned with 

viable economic coexistence between thdir community and the surrounding non-Shuswap 

communities. It wasMpconcern that led to the 1962,passage of a bylaw by the Chief and- 

Councjl of the Kamloops Shuswap to formally establish the Mount Paul Industrial Park. 

8 The common name far these pithouse d e r  homes is "kikiwili", but the Shuswap word is 
"sc7iSktenn. It woutd not be a great leapof anthropological faith to .%&@st that given its strategic 
Ioc@m that the S- people (and other tribes) likely engaged in some trade at this locati 

were Imdonbedly limited by geographical, technological and pophion factors 
well before the artival of Emopean tders. Ihe bmds of their economic growth from this had 



a The industrial park has grown from 1 1 original businesses to 126 today9. 

In addition, the real expenditures for the Kamloops Shuswap government have grown at 
i 

a rate of 11.8% per year over the last 28 yeado compared to 10.5% for the Department of 

Indian and Northern Affairs of Canada over the same time period. Employment in the 

Kamloops government has increased from 6 in 1974 to 14'1 in 1992". During the period 

1972 to 1992 the Kamloops Shuswap have ostensibly maintained a balanced budget12. 

It is in this environment that the Kamloops Shuswap have been able to develop a mGor 

. administrative and jurisdictional innovation for First Nations. Although the industrial park 

is a prime source of lease feyenue for % Kamloops Shuswap government, its evolution, 

. particularly in matters pertaining to taxation of its inhabitants has not been entirely smooth. 

- 

Specifically, taxes intended to provide services such as road maintenance, garbage disposal, 

water and sewer were collected by the provin&tl government, but the revenue was 
t 

9 The Kamloops Shuswaps voted on January 19,1996 to designate about 1000 acres of reserve land 
to developers on the basis of 99 year leases The devefopers and the Kamloops Shuswap have . 

preliminarily estimated that the value of these proposed developments will be oirer $600 million. 

lo ?his was estimated using a st&dard log-linear regression of government expenditures on time and 
solving for the growth rate using the time coefficient, It should be noted that when the year, 1985 
fa data m m d y )  is removed fiom the sample the growth rates are not'si@can•’ly different at the 
5% level of confidence. 

9 
11 Compare this to the Big Cove Micmac government in New Bnmswick whieh employed 142 

persons in 1992 and hixi a population of 2,031, three times greater than the Kamloops Shuswap 
+ 

(Augugine et al 1993). f 
l2 If one includes long term debenture financing by municipalities as a form of a current budget 

deficit, Firs Narion governments are the only governments in Canada which do not regularly 
engage in some form of deficit financing (there are some First Nation exceptions to this). 



transferred by the city of Kamloops which in no way felt obligated to provide these 

services on Kamloops Shuswap land. The Kamloops Shuswap government was 

subsequently forced to levy service charges on these businesses to provide services, upkeep 

and maintenance to the Mt: Paul Industrial Park. This incidence of double taxation made 

the. Mt. Paul Industrial Park a rather - unattractive business location. The cause of @.is 

problem was interpretive difficulties with Section 83 of the Indian Act which did not 
, \  

provide Indian governments with taxation authority over their own land. 

The ensuing inevitable legal and political battle culminated in the 1988 passage of Bill C- 

115, known as the Kamloops Amendment to the InUian Act As a rtsult of this amendment, 

First Nation communities have the au@ority to levy taxes on the use' and users of legally 

owned Indian land to the exclusion of the provincial government. The process of property 

tax collection from the businesses of the Mt. Paul Industrial Park has taken place since 

1991. There is little doubt that this jurisdicti~nal transfer would not have taken place had 

there not been significant cooperation between the Kqloops Shuswap, the Canadian 

- government, the 'B.C. provincial government, the municipality of Kamloops, and the 

residential and business lease holders on Kamloops Shuswap land. As a result of this 
- 

taxation innovation, the number of other First Nati~ns collectkg real property tax from . a 

nos-native lease holders on their land has risen from three in 1991 to 52 in 1994". 

d 

The ~ a m l o o ~ s  Shnswap, however 'are hot satisfied with simple . > property taxation ' 

jurisdiction. The Chief and Council ofathe Kamloops Shuswap feel as an institution that 
r" 

l 3  This information was obtained from the Indian Taxation Advisory Board. 



they mnst venture into other taxation fields, notably sales and income tax, to ensure their 

long term sustainable development. 

Their reasoning seems fiscally sound, given that on average 76% of their govemmeni 

revenues are transfers from the Depamnent of Indian and Northern Affairs (see Chapter 2). 

The leaders of this community are also well aware that federal govehment transfers will. 

fall as the C9adian government attempts to reduce its deficit. To maintain its current 

institutional capacity the ~ & l o o ~ s  Shuwap feel they must expand their taxation 

If theKamloops Shu'swaps were to assume taxation jurisdiction over all the sales, income, u 

property, and corporate tax currently cqllected from economic activities on their land, it 

would amount to a conservatively estimated $19 million annually (Le Dressay, 1993b, p. 

239). Contrast this total with the 1993-1994 Kqloops Shuswap government expenditures v 

of $9 million and with the total estimated combined expenditures of the 10 Shuswap Nation 
* 

Tribal Col;ncil community governments, $22 million. It is quite possible, in this scenario: 

that self-government is fiscally feasible for the Kamloops ~huswaps'~. 

l4 This view has been often expressed by Bob Manuel and Kamlnops Shuswap Chief Manny Jules. 
From their perspective, a l l  econo 'c activity on t rea t .  l a d  (the current reserves ar least) should 
be subject to Fm Nation n and not the taxation of another government. 9 l5 ThiS estimate does not include any taxation provisions resulting from treaty settlements or any 
other taxation potential estimates for the other Shuswap communities. Appendix A contains a map 
of the traditional territory of the Shuswap Nation to provide a potential glance into the fiscal 
revenue potential under a possible treaty settlement. Courchene, 1992, estimates the per capita 
costs of self goverxnent in the Yukon to be $13500. With approximately 800 citizens m A C  On 

and off-reserve estimate) the Kamioaps Shuswaps could expect the costs of governing their own 
people to be about $10.8 million. 
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The proposition is not as radical as it first sounds. In March, 1993 the Canadian 

Department of Finance presented a working paper suggesting First Nations consider 
I/ 

adopting a taxation system si& to or identical to the'provincial taxation sy$em in an 

effort to ensure tax harmoni was maintainedi6. In this scenario the Kamloops Shuswap 7 

would receive about 50% of the total $19 million presently leaving the reserve. An attendee . = 

at the 1993 Canadian Tax Foundation ~nnual~rneet in~ turned to me and whispered the 

phrase,  c car^"" when* he heard this news from an official of the Department of Finance. 

,&. "1" 

The ~ a m l o o ~ s  shuswap intend to pursue a fuller range of taxadbn jurisdiction but as the 
\ 

tax lawyers and tax accountants at the Canadian Taxation Foundation have said, this d 

concept is scary. Does their fear reflect a lack of trust? Is this lack of trust directed towards 

the government of the K d o o p s  Shuswap justified? The answer to these question requires 

some analysis. 
I f 

For simplicity assume that the Kamloops Shuswap government comprises the buildings, 

equipment, staff, a d  administrative structures. The legitimacy of this government is 

recognized in the Indian A c t  In addition to the rather encompassing parameters of this Act, 

the staff of this government takes its direction from the duly elected Kamloops Shuswap 
r r  

' 6  This follows directly •’rm the umbrella agreement between the Canadian government and Council 
of Yukon Indian and is detailed in Courchene, 1992. Even the Canadian Department of Fiance 
states "Indian governments should have access to all forms of d k t  taxation [provincial tax 
Jurisdiction] for the pilrpose of raisihg revenue for First Nation purposes" (Departmeni of Fiance. 
193, p. 24). 

l7 This particular self-govenrment power of taxation is widely endorsed by Fitst Nations, "The power 
, to raise revenues tbmigh taxation within Traditional Firsf Nation ~e r r i t o6  is within exclusive 

jurisdiction of First Nations".(May 31, 1995 Assembly of Fm Nation position paper to the 
Mtnisrers of F h n e ,  Revenue and Indian Affairs) 
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Chief and ~ounc i l '~ .  The relationship between politics and adrnbsttation, however, is much 

closer in First Nation communities .than in the provincial or federal goveTent .  This tight 
C 

relationship can have a dramatic economic impact. 
t 

In December 1992 the Shuswap People of Kamloops held an election for their co~nci l '~ .  

Of the seven elected council members, 4 were supported by one group of families2' which 
- 

' had not held political office for several years, while 3 were suppdrted by the incumbent 

group of families. This division represented a f han e in the pogtical power base and a I: 
i, 

subsequent and expected shift in priorities. This, however, is where the normal non-First 

Nation democratic process ends, 
a 

On January 19, 1993 the lead article in th e Kamloops D aily New stated that "Chi 

. 
ef fears 

-. ' white purge as Indian Band Fires Non-Native Administrator"(p.1). The new government 

began in the political Lingo, "cleaning house". The incumbent families, however, alleged - 

that this was clearly a practice of "bad government" and was not in the best interest of the 

community. The ensuing internal power battle was carried on the front pages of the news 

for the next few days clllminating in the January 21, 1993 headline " R i v a  press Chief to 

l8 The sensitive narure of the information reported here would not have been possible were it not for - 
the candid interviews of several Kamlwps Shuswap citizens, and Kamloops Shuswap government 
personnel including Chief Jules Barbara Stewart, Donnie Seymour, and Richard 

19 Since the early 50's council elections have been held every two years as directed by the 
DepartmenLof b d h  Affairs. The incumbent Chief of the Shuswap people of K a d w p s  however, 
is elected for a four term It is important to note that although there are 8 elected 
representatives including the Chief, the Chief votes only in the event of a tie. 

20 The family politics ofF& Nation communities is undoubtedly a principal source of the instability 
inherent in Fvst Nation governments. For an exc$lent related arucle on this phenomenon in Sicily 
see, Gambetta, ( 1988) "Mafia: The Price of Distrust". 



quit" (p. 1). A publicity mce was called2' which exists until this day. 

i 

Throughout 1993 and 1994 the Kamloops Shuswap government divided along lines of 
9 

3;-- 

family support. A First Nation government is principally composed of five departments, - 

administration-finance, education, social development, housing, and citizenship. Two of 

the& departments have physically moved into another building as a result of the standoff. 

Accusations rahging from file theft to phone line tapping were levelled by each side against 

. the other. The relationship which had held the components of this institution together had 

been changed, -ere were no existing enforceable mechanisms to mend i t  Did these 

events generate mistrust and if so what were the economic impacts of this mistrust? 

Assume that the external boundary of the Kamloops Shuswap is defined by the 

governments, businesses, and households with whom it interacts. Specifically let the 

external boundary refer to the lease holders and potential tax payers in the Mount Paul 

Industrial Park and the Canadian government . .  

- 
.% . 

It is impossible to know the role that trust played in the further development of the Mount 

Paul Industrial Park given all the other possible factors, lease cost, property ~taxes, site 

suitability, transportation access, and local services. Suffice it to say that the lack of trust 

*' 'Ihe history of mistrust in the Shuswap Nation can be traced to a nlrmbei or sources including the 
breaking of promises (Shuswap Memorial, 1910). the forced isolation of Shuswap on unsustainable 
reserves, the failed residential school experiment (Haig-Brown, 1988), the policies and action of 
the Department of rrtnian and Northern Affairs, or a number of other specific factors but most 
Shuswap interviewees on this subject agree that the term colonization best summarizes the source 
of their misuust. This anger, frustration and alienation felt by some Shuswaps is often turned 
inward to community as is evidenced here. 



did not scare off any potqtial firms from 1962 until 1992. Between December 1992 and 

December 1994, however, no new lessees turned sod in the Mount Paul Industrial Park, 

despite the recent economic expansion in the Kamloops areaz and ill having lower tax 

rates than the city of Kamloops, superior transportation access. 

Similarly it is equally impossible to fully discem the particular funding game played 

between the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs i d  'the ~ k l o o ~ s  Shuswap, but 

the Kamloops Shuswap government budget fell by over $2 millipn (22%) in the first fiscal 

year after the internal dispute and another $1 million in the second year. Since lease and 

property tax revenues did not sigrrificantly change from fiscal year 1993 until fiscal year 

1994 most of this revenue decline was a result of reduced aansfers from the Department. 

Over the period from December 1992 to November 1994 Kamloops Shuswap government 

employment fell from 141 to 57=. 

In April, 1993 the Cana&an Department of Finance expressed a willingness to consider 

proposals for First Nation taxation systems based on the provincial type jurisdiction 

parameters outlined - .  in their March 1993 "Working Paper on Indian Government Taxation". 

Given the profile of the Kamloops Shuswaps in the area of taxation, it was expeyted to 

demoilsrrate leadership. How could it' expect to collect sales taxes fro& the businesses of 
I -  

m d b s t r i a l  Park. and perhaps income taxes from its tax paying government employees 

22  The Kamloops Economic Development Corporation estimates that the unemployment rate has 
fallen by 2% in Kamloops over the last 2 years. 

a 

23 These figures were provided from payroll documents borrowed •’roo) the accounting depamnent 
of the K@oops Shuswap government. 



given its own internal stability? Chief Jules decided to wait unl 

community election to pursue this initiativez4. 

ti1 after the December 1994 

In summary, instability led to less trade, less government funding, and a delay in taxation 

jurisdiction discussions. Why did a change in council cause such instability? Why were the 

resulting costs to th6community so high? Is this why treaty settlement is so scary? What 

can be learned from this phase in Shuswap history to ensure &stitutional changes resulting 
9 

from treaty sertlement don't create economic chaos?. Why in some circumstances can 

institutional change be economically beneficial, as in the first anecdote, and in others 

detrimental? 

The remaidler of this Chapter tries to answer these questions by investigating the 

relationship between institutional change and the economy. To this end this Chapter will 

utilize some of the tools for analyzing>stitutional chhge as contained in the New 

Institutional ~coiomics literatureY(Williarnson, 1990, p. 183). &pecifically, this emerging 

schooi of thought will be exploited in this Chapter to demonstrate that the likely 

institutional impact from treaty settlement will depend on the nature and level of trust 

existing within and tawards the self governing institutions resulting from treaty settlement. 

! 

2 4 In December, 1994. seven of the eight candidates from Chief Jules' slate were elected and Chief d 
Jules proceeded with his initiative to expand First Nation taxation jurisdiction. 

25  Defining the research agenda of the New Institutional Economics literature is difficult. The 
proponents of this school of thought have trespassed into at least the literature on transaction costs. 
networks, principal agency, cooperative game theory, and endogenous technological change. 



2 6  For analytical purposes this goal can be expressed as the First Nation institution maximizing the 
difference between the revenue and the expenditures involved in the delivery of a particular 
service. The more economic growth the institution is associated with the higher this institutional 
profit as is explained below. 

53 The Nature of Institutions 

A public institution is broadly defmed to be formal and/or informal structures by which 
8 

groups of people act together (Klatt and Cornell, 1992, p 14, Angressano, 1992) to solve. 

a social problem (Boland,. 1992, p. 120). In the economics literature, the inipetus for 

forming institutions has generally been accepted as the minimization of transaction costs 

<Coax, 1960, Williamson, 2985), where no distinction between private and public 

institutions is usually made. The impetus for forming self-governing First Nation 

institutions is treatiks. The goal of these First Nation institutions is assumed to be the 

support of economic grow@. 

Therefore, although the impact on transactions costs of these new self governing institutions 

will play a crucial role in the impact assessment, a more fruitful starting point is the recent 

literature on economic growth and technological change. This literature has not only 

emphasized the role of institutions supporting long term economic growth (Lipsey, 1992, 

p. 16, ~ u d l e ~ ,  1991, p. 42 and Rosenburg, and Birdzell, ,1986, p. 113)" but also the 

dynamic yet stable nature of institutions in the economic growth process. To clarify the role 
& 

played by institutions in economic growth, it is asserted that economic growth is 
0 

. P 
2 7 Even neoclassical economists concur that different types of institutions have impacts on economic 

growth (Barro. 1993. p. 296). 



caused by trade (market expansion), - and/or 

, Appropriate institutions enhance economic 

technological change2'. 

growth in supporting fashion and economic 

growth can render certain institutions redundant and create new ons .  As an example, 
C 

Rosenburg and Birdzell(1986) argue that the development of known and cenain levels of . 
taxation for merchants in England from 1660 until 1750 were a superior method of linking 

the state and commerce than was simple appropriation by the state as practiced in the 

Persian Empire during -the same time period. Taxation certainty allowed Epglish merchants 
I 

to calculate their expected tax commitment with some confidence, while Persian traders 

would have to concern themselves with protecting their gains from trade from the state. 
% 

Since trade was certainly a source of economic growth during this time period one 

institution helped to ieinforce this growth, while the other inhibited it. 

Focussing initially on the causal Linkage between institutions and economic growth, 
9 

historical evidence suggests institutions serve one of two basic roles in the economic 

growth First is the capacity of institutions to provide the s&ibi.lity, certainty and 

capacity for trade in goods, services, or information (Rosenburg and Birdzell, 1986, p. 119, 9 

Hicks, 1969, p. 18). The eighteenth century English merchants purchased insurance from 

Lloyds with the expectation that the company would pay on receipt of a claim. More 

relevant to this thesis, is the contention that the certainty arising from the First Nation self 

28 TO ~ipport the assertion that economic growth results from technological change see Rosenberg 
and Birdzell(1986), Dudley (1991). or Womack, Jones and Ross (1990). The relationship between 
market expansion or trade and economic growth is supported in a number of introductory 
economics texts including at least Heilbronner (1970). Hicks (1969) and Stigletz and Boadway 
(1994). 



a 

governing institutions will lead w greater investment (Government of B.C., 1995, p. 10, 

Government of B.C., 1996, p. 43. A situation which has apparently occurred after the 

resolution of treaty type settlements in the Yukon, Inuvialuit (in the North West Territories) 

and New Zealand (Government of B.C., 1995, p. 15 and 16). For simplicity, this will be 

cw * referred to as the certainty or stoic2' relationship between institutions and long term growth. 

-I' 

f 
In some casebbpwever, a stoic institution can be inappropriate for a particular growth 

Z 

process. Maintaining the medieval guilds in their pre-Industrial Revolution form would 

cqtakly have been detrimental to the economic growth experienced as a result of the 
P 

\ a  Industrial Revolution. In order to survive, institutions can not be static and must constantly 

evolve to accommodate the circumstances and environment in whiqh they exist. This 
, . 

capacity of institutions tb innovate as new products, services, and innovations revolutionize 

the local (global, national) economy will be referred to as the dynamic relationship between 

institutions and growth3'. As Perez and Freeman put it (1988, p. 59); 

. - a  

29 Stoic seems like the appropriate term for an institution that isimpewious to the dynamics of its \,- 
environment. Its stability and reliability is its strength. 7 

P 
30 A useful economic construct for explaining the dynamics of institutions are network externalities 

(Harrald, 1994). Positive network externalities arise when the participation of one more individual - 
benefits all other participants. Insurance schem& banks, and lotteries are all examples of 
institutions which benefit from network externalities The dynamics of many institutions therefore, 
can be seen as a process towards the critical mass of acceptance which produces network 
extemali ties. 



These stoic and dynamic relationship?, however, afe not separable. An institution, or at 

* least parts of the institution, must be capable of serving both roles if it hopes to pass the 

test of time. As such these relationships ,are united by the arrow of economic time. At some 

points in time the external factors acting upon an institution demand that it be stoic, and 

at others dynamic. The institution has little control over these forces of growth. 

It will be useful to divide an institution along an internal and external boundary. The 

universe of the institution is determined by the external boundary. This universe is divided 

into two parts by theinternal boundary. The institution exercises its greatest control over . 

its internal boundary3'. The internal boundary surrounds the institution and includes the 

structure, staff and workmg rules (Agressano, 1992) of the actual institution. For First 

Nations this would usually be their government administration buildings and the occupants 
*. 

of these buildmgs. In some instances, however, such as the collection of information, the 

internal boundary may include all the citizens of the First Nation within its jurisdiction, 

given that information is an input into the internal production function of the institution and 

its 'external politics. . . 
r-  . e 

- % #  

The internal boundary is contrasted with an institution's external bounciaxy. The external 

3' Boland (1992) more formally ciwides institutions into consensus and concrete types. A consensus 
is formed on the basis of a political process and through time it is established as a social rule(s) 
in a concrete institution. In t h s  manner, Boland's consensus institution corresponds to the dynamic 
relationship above and a concrete institution is stoic. 

32 In specifying some determinants of national competitive advantage, Porter (1990) refers to this as 
how an institutions's internal organizational strategy ~nfluences its competitive advantage. This 
internal boundary is equvalent to that posited by Coase when he asked: "What are the factors 
which determine the internal boundaries of a fm (institution)?" 



boundary encompasses the agents with whom that institution interacts. The external 

boundary is typically c a l l a  the market since a t  the external .boundary the public institution * 
f 

becomes a seller and the outsideparty is the buyer. For First Nation institutions this could 

include the provincial and federal government, third party interest groups such as 
I 

environmental organizations, or outside -business interests. In the provincial juris&ctional 
3 

model outside (external) &odd be defined as off-reserve and internai would be on-reserve. 
F 

Along the internal boundary, the capacity of an institution to perform either a dynamic of . 
t 

stoic role on demand is primarily determined by how the institution cairies out its routines 

(Nelson and Winter, 1980, p.18). The transaction costs literature prefers the term 

' 3 governance structures (Williamson, 1990, p. 15). Regardless of terminology, a key question 

is "how do institutions persuade self-interested agents to co-operate within its internal 

boundary in the production and lstribution of its output?" 

% 

5.3 1 Induced Cooperation .and the Intemal Boundary 

- 
'Gambetta (1988) lscusses how the Mafia in Sicily can sometimes "induce" cooperation 

from its members. Ln fact, Gambetta argues that the mafia, as an institution, has made a 

social science of inducing cooperation through mistrust. Although most insbtubons, 

especially2public ones, produce substantially cfifferent outputs from the they still 

must solve the issue of garnering cooperation from self interested inbviduals. 

a' 

% this regard, the transaction cost and principal agent literature is particularly adept for 



discussing induced co-operation. As Williamson, (1990, p. 13) phrases it: the goal of an 

institution is to 

* 
ante trans& wsts are the costs of dra&, negotirziiy, and s a f c p r d i y  an 

agrcemettt. Z;r post transaction wst  i&; (I)  the mahikptibn wsts lnarned when 
transact,, d+ out of a.hpmmt with requirements, ((2) the ha&y wsts inarrred f ' 
6ilhterat efforts are ma& to w r m t  ex post ~ ~ m e n t s ,  (3) the set up and rumby wsts 

. m! 

associzied with tFie governance stnrctures (Often not the wuats) to WM the drjputes are 
rgerred and (4) the bondbg wsts of #&iy searre wmmhments. " (Dietrich, 1994, p. 2 1 ) 

there can be little doubt that transaction costs, especially ex-ante transaction costs, are the 

costs of inducing cooperation or, as Arrow more eloquently phrases it (Sen, 1985), they are 

the costs of running the economic system. 

Trarrsactknl 

2P-- 

m a r B p B  
rjigure 1 - Transaction Cost Miaunuatl . - 'on (Dietrich, 1994, p. 36). 

The fundamental theory' of 

transaction costs (Diemch, 1994 

and Williamson, 1990) is that 

I because . there is diminishing 

returns to management (inducing 

cooperation), the internal boundary 

of an institution is defined by the 

point where management is most 

efficient, or the point of the lowest 

average transaction costs per managerial output. Figure 1 illustrates the fundamental theory 



Given two methods of organizing itself,-C, and C,, an institution would choo% C, since 
,- 

1 I 

is has a lower average cdst of managerial output, 9&eflected by the point of,tangency of 
r 

a ray from the origin to both curves, than does Cm. Phrased differently, the costs of 

inducing cooperation are lower for organizational strategy C,than they are for C,. 

Although Figure 1 i s  an interesting demonstration tool, it provides little insight into the 

d e t e d a t i o n  of transaction costs in the first place. An alternative, if predictable for an 
At 

economist, model for, so1vi.p. this problem involves identifying the market where ;I 
transaction costs are derived. Prices (or costs) in economics must always be tied to a 

commodity34, In this case that commodity is cooperation, its price is the transaction costs 

involved in inducing cooperation, and the principal exogenous force in this market is the 

governance mechanism or routine of the institution. * 
If transaction costs are considered the costs of management (Dietrich, 1994, p. 48) and " 

cooperation is a productive input in the institution's production function, a downwad 

sloping input demand function follows from a few somewhat restrictive assumptions in 

33  ~lthough Dietrich refers to the horizontal axis in figure 1 as  managerial output a more 
quantifiable representation of this variable might be institutional output per manager. Viewed in 
this manner the shape of the relationship between managerial output and transaction costs in C, 
and C, reflects the eventual d h b k h b g  returns to management. 

3 4 There a? no rules, that I am aware of, in econo&cs concerning the boundaries of a commodity. 
It Can be a good, service. an intangible dimension such as time (see the real interest rate), or even 
an imaginary troll. The factor which economists are concerned with is an identifiable market where 
it is exchauged and a value is detemhd. 



'd: 
0 s 

newlassical thee$'. Similarly, when' cooperation is induced, it implies that someohe is + 

k 
receiving an incentive to cooperate. E it is assumed that the. workers,a~eceive this 

B \ 
incentive36, then an upward-doping cooperation supply curve is feaiible over - - some range?. -. 

I Induced co-operation1 
Figure 2 The Market for induced Cooperation 

The result as illustrated in figure 2, if 

measurement problems are temporarily- 

ignored3*, is the marke; whch 

determines the quantity of induced 
* 

cooperation and its transaction costs 

The transaction cost literatiire greatly 
C 

To demonstrate this consider an indirect cost function with 2 productive inputs, x,, and x, 2 input 
prices, w,, and w, and an output y. One of the productive inputs is induced cooperation (say xJ . 

and one of the input prices is the transaction cost for induced cooperation (wJ. In its indirect form 
the cost function would be: C* = w,x,*(wl, w, y) + w.$,*(wl, w, y). ~y the envelope theorem, 
and concavity of the cost function in w, the derivative C*,,,, = 6xl*/6wl I 0 and so when output 
is held constant, the input demand function for induced cooperation is downward sibping. Cost 
minimiation at this internal boundary is consistent with the overall objective of the institution to 
maximize profits. 

?he concept of paying for induced cooperation is particularly difficult to measure when one 
considers that the incentive for cooperation need not be a direct incentive like a wage rate. 
"Inducements of a personal, non-materialistic character are of greater importance to secure 
cooperative effort above the minimua~ material rewards essential to subsistence. The opportunities 
for distinction, prestige, personal power. and the attainment of dominating position are much more p 

important than material rewards in the development of ... commercial organizations" Barnard, ' 

1938, The Functions of the Executive, askquoted in Williamson, 1990, p.181-182. 

Of course such a curve is similar to the often debated labour supply c w e  when the substitute for 
induced cooperation is leisure, a topic much discussed in the principal agent literature (Hirshliefer, 
1984). More importantly such an induced cooperation supply curve is strictly upward sloping when 
the income effect is ignored or at least the substitution effect dominates the income effect over 
some range. It is assumed here that the substitution effect dominates over some rangey in most 
intermediate microeconomic textbooks (Eaton and Eaton, 1W) with regards to labour supply. 

One way of ignoring the measurement problem is to imagine two competing institutions requiring 
the exact same amotlnt of induced cooperation. 



.. 
expands this model 

structures impact the 

and focusses on how different internal organization governance 

transaction costs (Dietrich 1994, Regions 1991, Williamson, 1990, 

Groenwagon, 1990). d r  in equilibrium stability analysis terminology, when governance is 

opeiationaIired as an exogenous parametd9, what is the. sign of the derivative of 

transaction costs with respect to governance structures? An alternative governance structure 
f 

is iadicated by D' in Figure. 2. 
i-,+$. - &= - 
d 

,%- - 

- 
Most of these arguments ad made taking the above induced cooperation supply curve as 

given. For example, r&nt literature on networks has claimed that this particular 

organizational method reduces transaction costs and is therefore suppianting the hierarchal 
I 

X 

organization more popular in the recent past (Johannson, 1991, Kamman, 1991)~'. In 

. particular, networks are considered to -be superior dynamic structures. 

3 

X 

In terms of impact assessment, the transaction costs model in Figure 2,-suggesti that First 

Nation institutions wiLl only have lower transactions costs than the existing instituhons 

which the First Nation institutions may replace if they have superior methods of internal 

governance structures4'. This, though, is only one half of the induced cooperation market. 

3 9 Obviously. this means that in addition to the traditional input price, and output parameters in the . 
indirect cost function an addition parameter differentiating management inputs or management - 
style is included. 

40 Using the above model as an explanation for the apparent network phenomena, network 
governance slxucm shift the induced cooperatioxydemand function to the left thereby reducing 
the amount of induced cooperation and lowering the transaction cosu. The snaller organizations 
involved in a network have less need for internal cooperation and the cssts of maintaining the 
network svucnrre are b e ,  not necessarily equally, by the networkers 

" Utilizing this reasankg for the information collection anecdote, the lower transaction coas 
in- by the SPPK: would have to be an indication of a superior rntemal governance suucture. 
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What are the factors affecting the supply side of the induced cooperation market?42 
* 

5.32 Cooperation, Trust and the SNTC Information Collection Anecdote 

Trust is an important element in econo&ic development and institutions and has been 

- recognized as such. For example, Rosenburg and Birdzel-1 assert that trust formed through 

battling a common enemy led to an ability to trust each other in larger economic 'ventures 

such as the modem corporation. 

'4t is easy to imy& business gnt~rires  f o d a m o g  congpanions who kamd to trust eadi 
0th at war or at se.a,fm it +pen' @en in our awn fimes. aie jeneratwn which 
fmgfit the c i d  war m their twenties invented the epitome 4 enteqvises not based on &s@; 

tfk modenr corporation, in tfiw@tks." (Rosenburg and Birdzell, 1986, p. 123). 

As an analytical tool, however, trust has been largely ignored in recent research. This is not 

surprising. What is economic trust? How is it formed? How does it influence the static and 

dynamic roles which institutions must play to enhance economic growth? Without these 

insights, little which is not purely subjective can be said about trust, insbtutions and its 

impact on transaction costs. 

. e 

Trust, as an economic entity, is assumed to be a strong expectation of a specific future .= 

behaviour by an institution" (Dasgupta, 1988, p. 58). A common Canadian example might 

involve taxpayers avoidmg the GST because they do not trust the government to reduce the 

: 2 Ad&tionally, h s  model fails to address why institutions change governance structures in the first 
place. 5amadun cart eumonrics q u m  an embunwry djMmicl that is at p m  absentl $f it is to 

pmvrde a w n w z q  a d i p s  csfr/iefum -1 in its /iictozirof and &ztuthdwn+@y" (Dieuich, 
1994, p. 181). 

: 3 There are several types of trust resultdg from or based on a variety of social, biological, economic 
and political circumstances (Gambetta, 1988). l k s  parhcular definition seems most appropriate 
for the tools of economic analysis. - 



deficit, or provide adequate income security for tomorrow's senior citizens. 
8 

A variety of informal solutions to the principal-agent problem which might be called trust. 

The m o ~ o m m o n  is an implicit recognition of a common interest. The recognition of the 
2 

redits @ever ending tit for tat) from an infinite horizon prisoner's dilemma is another - Jr, ? * ,' %-, 

- ek informal solution for building cooperation (Axlerod, 1984). The implicit trust 

- between buyer and seller about the quality and contents of a particular package in a retail 

environment is the most obvious instance of this type of tacit cooperationa. Any 

mechanisms for encouraging such tacit cooperation will be referred to here as trust 

building. 

h a variable trust is often paired with its natural counterpart, cooperation.  he& two 

variables, however are not identical. Although co-operation may be a by-product of hyst, 

the converse is not necessariIy true. As was evident in the brief exposition above a great 

deal of resources are spent ensuring economic agents co-operate in situations that are 

unlikely to be labelled as trustworthy. Consider legal contracts, standards, measurements, 

hierarchal organizations, constitutions and other formal mechanisms to provide a solution 

to the principal - agent problem (Hirsc hleifer and 'kiley , 1992). Dasgupta (1 988) refers to 

all such mechanisms which induce co-operation as a means to economize on'trust. This 

implies that such means are more efficient than creating co-operation through trust. 

This close relationship between trust and cooperation has been recognized in the transaction 

* 
Incidents of moral hazard and adverse selection are excluded from this example. 



cost literature. - 

yumihrity lierepends ammauriration eunwmies to be r&ed: ~peci i&edl iry tqe develbps 
& e;rp& lruwmrlhtes and ?uimas are s+ and rwiued in a sensitive way. Both 
instihrtrbnoC andpersonut trust relbthu evoCi. " (Williamson, 1985, p. 62). ' 

0 

Or as Dietrich, 1994, more bluntly puts i t  trust reduces transaction costs. Without 

discussing the nuances and dynamics of communication economies, this conclusion follows 

directly from the internal market for induced cooperation when it is assumed that trust as 

a parameter has a direct relationship in the induced cooperation supply curve. 

More specifically, consider once again the internal bou / ary of a First Nation public 

institution such as the one specified by the SNTC information collection anecdote. Like 

figure 2, there is a downward sloping input demand function with the input of interest 

being Momation. The output is government services, and the downward sloping demand 

curve is a result of cost minimization4'. 

I lntwmation 
Figure 3 'RE Effect of Trust on Transaction CoSs 

The upward sloping information supply 

curve is analogous to a labour supply 

curve where the labour is the supply of 

information and the payment is the 

transaction costs (w). The full 

transaction cost has two components, a 
3 

4 5  More formally the downward sloping demand curve is derived because the SNTC sought to 
mhimize the cost of service delivery (0 with inputs x, (composite) and x, (information) which 
have prices (w,, wJ subject to a service delivery production function (y) = f(x,&. For the rest 
of this ratiodimicsn see foomote 35. 



le transaction cost of inducing information supply, T, and an intangible exogenous m 
called trust, tr, which the "informant" has accumulated in the public institution. 

* 

The vertical axis in figure 3 is the more measurable cost of inducing information 

participation T. As trust accumulates in a public institution, the informant is willing to 

provide more information at the marginal cost of information T. 

Applying this model to the fxst ane~dote, the supply curve S represents statistics Canada 

and the supply curve S' represents the greater trust that the Shuswap citizens have for the 

SNTC, i.e. at T,, Shuswaps are willing to provide more information, I, to the SNTC than - 
d 

f' 
to Statistics Canada. As is evident by the equilibrium points, the SNTC can collect more 

information (12>1,) for a lower price (T2<TJ than can Statistics Canada. 

Theoretically, this a powerful argument G' suppon of First Nation self governing 

institutions. The greater trust, presumably, which First,@ations citizens would have of their 

own institutions could lead to more cost effective (lower transaction costs of governing) 

First Nation public institutions along the internal boundaries of these institutions. 

\ 

Viewed in another manner Creating mistrust generates higher transaction costs. This 

particular strategy has oftenbeen phrased in the less theoretical manner as "divide and rule" 

(Fischer, 1977, Assembly of First ~at iork ,  1995). 

It is hypothesized that the application of divide and rule may be most evident when two 

public institutions are competing over the same internal boundary such as the Department 
* 

of lndian and Northern Affairs of Canada, and the I d  First Nation governments. In an 
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effort to raise the internal transaction costs for the other institution each may attempt to 

defame the reputation of the other and thereby create mistrust. If each institution even 

achieves some success in this strategy the net result would be higher transaction costs for 
, 
" both or as Arrow phrases it higher amounts of economic friction. Whereas such a 

hypothesis may indeed be a plausible explanation for the lack of economic development 

in the First Nation economy discussed in Chapter 246, it is beyond the scope of this inquiry. 

Specifically, this hypothesis avoids the question of why institutions just don't increase trust 

to lower the transactions costs necessary for cooperation or generate sufficient mismst in 

their rivals to make themselves more cost competitive? As will be evident in the trust 

dynamic exposition below such, conspiracies must first assert significant control over the 

external boundary, or in other words, substantial market power. 

Regardless of this reluctance to venture towards a more sociological explanation for the 

state of the First Nation economy, the model, inherent in figures 2 and 3, does encompass 

some useful comparative static results. In particular, the impact of treaty settlement on 

internal transactions costs depends upon the combined answers to two questions: 

I ' 

i 
A) Will First Nation institutional hternal governance structures be more cost effective 

i' 

46 TEis hypothesis raises the issue of institutional racism as an explana&on for relative economic 
under development on-reserves. It would be naive to ignore that for some First Nation public 
institutions (environment, taxation and others) trust from their constituents may be impacted by 
racial consideqions The existence of racism would raise transaction costs for Fm Nation 
institutions and they would ex ante be uncompetitive with existing public institutions. Although 
the racial issue is not discussed, its existence. only reinforces the importance of trust building for 
the evolving Firs Nation institutions. 
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to those already existing, or which direction win the induced cooperation demand 

curve shift? and 

1 
B) Will the inputs (workers) in the First Nation institution's productive process trust 

it more than the previous institution's productive process, or which way yill the 

induced cooperation supply curve shift over time? 

In a comparative static framework there are four possible internal transaction cost impacts 

from treaty settlement. 

If the answers to A and B are both "yes" then First Nation institutions will have 

lower transaction costs along the internal boundary. 

If the answers to A and B are both "no" then First Nation institutions will have 

higher internal transaction costs than those of existing institutions. 

If the answer to A is "yes" and B is "no" then the new First Nationinstitutions will 

have an indeterminate effect on internal transaction costs. 
4 -  

Likewise if the answer to A is "no" and B is "yes" then an indeterminate impact on 

internal *transaction costs will be realized. 

The number of outcomes rises substantially, however, when a dynamic between the internal 

and external boundaries is estabLished4'. This can be accomplished by analyzing the chief 

4 7 'The orthodox [of the transaction cost literature] ... states that outside boundaries of firms are 
competitors, while inside managers exercise authority: ... Recently, however, more sophislicated 
amendments to orthodox theory have recogrued that the boundaries between markets and 
hierarchies are blurring." Grabher, 1991, p. 62. 



dynamic element "fn this relationship, trust and its application to the Karnloops Shuswap 

anecdote. 

5.33 The External Boundary and the Karnloops Shuswap Anecdote 
I 

If there is one dynamic concept which economists seem to understand it is the 

accumulation of capital. Capital can be either saved or spent depending upon its marginal 

valuation commonly known as the real interest rate. Capital accumuiation -occurs when 

stored capital from previous savings is augmented by current savings. This dynamic of 

accumulation, as discussed earlier, is the foundation of neoclassical growth theory.- 

If it is assumed that the type of trust under investigation here is formed by building a 

reputation over time4', then trust is very similar ro capital. First, trust can be either saved 

or spent Secondly, the decision to "invest" in trust depends upon its intertemporal return49. 

48 ' m e  idea of reputation solely being in one's self interest is not really an adequate one, because 
the economic part only works in conjunction with the social one ... some kind of commercial 

.R morality" (Arrow as quoted in Swedberg, 1990, p. 139). Gary Becker concurs with Arrow 
"Fkonomists ... assume that people's preferences are independent of what other people are doing. 

7 personally don't accept that. ... People don't want to look out of line ... For example, most 
economists stick to traditional problems because they don't want to look ridiculous and look like 
they are not doing the right thing." (Becker as quoted in Swedberg. 1990, p. 42). The reputation 
method of trust building implicitly assumes that a sufficient moral stock of trust exists, or 
appropriate social norms assure this sufficient stock. It is quite possible that where this stock does 
not exist, economies are subject to a development trap similar to when a sufficient stock of capital 
does not exist (Aratidis, 1993). $ 

49 In an attempt to operationalize trust in the neoclassical environment a two time period overlapping 
generations approach might be employed. Trust could be considered as one of a range of possible 
saving instruments when young offering a return when the agent is old. As long as there are some 
agents willing to borrow trust when other save it,simple arbitrage conditions would suggest that 
all saving insuumerus would have the same return - the real interest rate. In this extreme example 
aust would be identical to capital and a frrst order difference equation Trust(t+l) = f((aust(t)) 
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Finally, and like capital, the stock of past trust can be expanded by the accumulation of 

current trusts0. 

-_ : 
- L -. 

As an example of why trust might be originally accumulated through time consider an 

institution choosing between a strategy of induced cooperatioh or trust building for its 

internal governance structure. The choice between building trust and inducing cooperation 

is simply a comparison of net present returns between the two broad classification of 

governance structures. This is an opinion accepted in the transaction cost literature: 

' W !  o p p o ~ n i m r  and tn~~twortIiiness seem opposite, tqutwortliiness my wefl6e a fonn 
of  &ted lbng t e n  sdf interest. If many peoplk are 'untrrrstwoltfiy, to 6e trusrworthy 
m&s one an attract& partner." (Nooteboom, 1993, p. 15) 

a 
A generalized method of trust accumulation in institutions is slightly more complicated. It 

involves an explicit dynamic linkage between the internal governance structure, the external 

mkket boundary and the accumulation of trust. BegkGng with the internal boundary, 

Nelson and Winter state: 

' e is nezrettMkrs true tfiat some sort 4 stad& acunnmohion 6etween the requirements of 
o l g o n i z a t i o d f i n c t i o n ~  and the motSYatwns of  aU organization d e r s  is a necessary 
commhant of  routine operathn. Whf s+ the e@ena of an rzcumrm~&tion~tt- thr  
mfonmtfl af 6&viour to standrzrds of ppr fmnce  hid d h n  6y supervirors or md@d in 
jo6 liksc@tiorrs, 6ut tfiat mem6ers are rarelj surprked at eadi ot&s 6ehuiour ..." (Nelson 
and Winter, 1980, p. 108). 

could be developed (McCwdl- 1993). Among the interesting-comparative statics of such a 
model, assuming regular preference functions is that more trust is "saved" as its rate of return 
rose, or ( 6 t r d  rate or return) 2 0. 

To further evolve this comparison between capital and trust consider the role trust plays in the 
determination of an interest rate. Specifically, Bish (1993, p. 4) suggests that the primary cost of 
Fvst Nation nnminisrrative instability which generates mistrust would be reflected in a higher 
interest rate charged by a perspective lender. Unfortunately since First Nations are just beginning 
to engage in public deficit financing there has been n.0 credit rating established and as such no 
measurement proxy for their relative amount of trust. 



However, the manner by which cooperation was induced will have impacts on the internal 

structure of an institution. Where cooperation has been induced, institutions should have 

rigid structures maintained by the enforced rules wh~ch preserve the cooperation. This, 

would be appropriate when an institution (or part of an institution) needed to be stoic. If 

.cooperation has evolved through either the game theoretic reputation establishment method, 

or other informal mechanisms, inititutions would probably have a form of internal trust- 

based cooperation and would be more flexible and dynamic. In either of these cases the 

value of the cooperation is simple the opporturzlty cost of buillng and maintaining it, i.e. 

the transaction costs5'. 

4 

As mentioned earlier, the institution chooses its internal governance structure. It can either 
I 

induce cooperation or build trust. The same is not true in most cases for the external 

boundary. For the institutions under investigation it is assumed that trust at the external 

boundary can not be internalized5'. It has to be built. As an example, contemplate the 

reputation sunoundmg Swiss watches or Japanese electronic products. The external 

boundary is crucial because it is the source of the litmus test of institutional success. It is 

the visible hand of economic natural selection. A positive market response reinforces the 

internal governance structure, i.e. trust evolves. 

5 :  Dasgupta, 1988, refers to these transaction costs as the opportunity cost of trust. For inducing 
cooperation internally, it may be the expenditure on contracts and management, or externally it 
could be the cost of marketlag and public relations. For building trust, the most appropriate 
measure of cost, as lscussed earlier, might be the real interest rate. 

5 2 This assumption is not as restrictive as it appears. Not even the largest institutions such as the 
former Soviet Union or Chmese government can lnfmitely economize on trust at the external 
bo~ndary. e 



y n d d  some a m n t  of twt must be present in a y eumondc system, and.& is far 
from inwn.a&r?6& tfkt sapems &ti a  fig.. bd  of8eneral tmst unrlii come about. I t  
w d  be r&@, fiowever, to n&e fig.& beLs tf t m t  into a  cmnerstone o j  ecmMnic r $ m  
W e  moy fiope tfkt tnrst W& m a6mt as the by product of a p o d  eumomt: system (and C 

t h  4 e  tfie qstm even better,!" (Elster and Moene quoted in Gambetta, 1988, p. 
='- 

224) pr +S 

'Evidkna o f s e t t h m t  b+ has, m zmtmdj oliccoses, taken s k  time to become apparent 2 the n o n ~ ~  ummarnhy ... the 6eqfit.s from settkment aljo t&e time as - 

itim and &for access to rerarrces ... t&e time to dezrelbp" (Government of B.C., 
1995., p. 10-1 1) 

A negative external boundary response, however, can dismantle the internal governance 

structure. This would seem to be the theoretical explanation of the 1992-1994 Kamloops 

Shuswaps. 
C 

To focus this explanation consider first the decrease in Department of Indian Northern 

Affairs transfer payments whlch followed the administrative changes in the Kamloops 

Shuswap government. The Department transfers monies at the beginning of the fiscal year 
P 

to the Kamloops Shuswap government to provide services throughout the fiscal year. The 

Department, therefore, must trust, to some extent, the Kamloops Shuswap government to 

deliver these services. The Department "represents" the actual recipients of these services, 

the Kamloops Shuswap citizens, and q such is a representative consumer53. The decline 
T 

of transfer payments in 1992-1993 showed INAC to be surprisingly responsive to rapid 

changes in the Kamloops Shuswap Government. 

The role of h e  Department as a proxy consumer represents the fundamental distinction 

53 TO be fair to the Department, thls situation is largely a result of the fiduciary obligation of the 
Canadian government to First Nations, and economic, geograpbcal and political circumstances that 
make Fiist Nation government fiscal self sufficiency improbable. 
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between the internal and external boundaries. At the external boundary, the roles are = 

* 

reversed. The public institution is the supplier (seller) of cooperation and the external party 

(consumer) is the buyer. In other words this is the market presented in introductory 
J 

economics. 

Figure 4 presents a version of this model 

as it applies to the Kamloops Shuswap. 

Along the horizontal axis is the tangible 

proxy for co-operation, services (Y) as 

presented in the cost minimization model 

of Figure 3. The vertical axis is the 

transfer payment per unit of service (P). 

The representative consumer, the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs gains utility 

from the service (Y) and the trust it has in thekommunity (tr), and pays PY for the 

provision of these services. The objective of the Departqent is $0 maximize with respect 

to Y, U(Y,tr) - PY. Assuming dminishing marginal utility of Y a downward sloping 

demand curve results from the satisfaction of this objective. Furthermore, the less trust the 

Pepartment has in the Kamloops Shuswap the lower the marginal utility it receives per unit 

of Y as reflected by the shiftin the demand curve from D to D'. 

On the supply side the public institution is a profit maximizer in that it seeks to maximize 

the dfference between its revenue received per service and the cost per senrice. In 
--h 3 



particular, the Kamloops Shuswaps have an upward sloping supply curve with respect to 
e. 

transfer payments per unit of service assuming that the *second order condition for profit 

maximization is satisfied (6Y/6P > o)'~. 

E9 As the Kamloops Shuswap Government accumulates the Department's trust it will recei;e 

more transfer payments per unit of service, and if the Kamloops Shuswaps accumulate 
- 

mistrust then they will receive fewer transfer payments per unit of services5. -The latter is 

.reflected by the shift of D to D' and the fall of transfer payments from P, to P,*~. 

The lack of new Mount Paul industrial park lessees for the Kamloops Shuswap between 

1992-1994 is similarly explained by this model. The new lessees are consumers who will 

\ pay their leases and taxes in exchange for services. An inability to trun the Karnloops 

Shuswaps in this arrangement lowers the market demand curve for Mount Paul leases, and 

either forces the Kaml~ops~~huswap to lower their lease prices or accept lower sales at the 

previous price (in this case zero). 

54 Assuming that the Kamloops Shuswaps are profit maximizers is not as bizarre as it at fust seems. 
When services (cooperation) is replaced with votes this becomes the simple the vote maximizati.;on 
assumption in public choice literature (Stretton and Orchard, 1994). 

55 m e  basis for these higher transfer payments as a result of m accumulation is at the heart of the e. 
Klein and Lefner (1981) paper concerning quality adjusted pricing. 

56 TO make this propositio$a Little more mathematically elaborate assume that there exists some 
equilibrium price called p*, so that K = D@*,mst) - S@*) = 0, and that Walrasian local stability 
exists 0,-S, c 0) in the neighbowhood of p*. Further assuming there is a functional dependence , 

between p* and trust, the differentiation of K with respect to trw yields: 6p*/6trusf = -D,JDv- 
Sp As long as the substihition effect dominates the income effect for trust (see previous 
overlapping generations literalure referem) so that D,, > 0, the derivative of the equilibriuuF 
price with respect to trust is positive as is implied in Figure 4. 



In both these cases, the negative external response to the Kamloops Shuswap "internal 
i 

reorgartizanon" foiiowing the 1992 election, further impacts their internal governance 

structure in a self fulfilling prophecy process. For example, the decrease in transfer 

payments,.forces a reduction in the size of the public institution which creates nking ship 

incentives for further untrustworthy behaviour which justifies further declines in transfer 

-M 

Of course, this prophecy process can also work in Peverse. As an example of the reverse 

process consider tax payers choosing one public institution over another, such as the 
* 

Catholic v. Public school system in Saskatchewan. Tax support for the public school system 

implicitly reinforce its system of internal governance as compared to the Catholic system. 

In this manner trust is built in the public school system and through time its external 

transactions costs with its constituents fall as the supply curve for cooperation shifts to the 
. *  

right. In this competitive model for public institutions, as tnist is accumulated in one 

institution over another, its constituency grows and it could, given the appropriate type of 
. . 

lohg run cost~curve, achieve economies of kale internally and something akin to economies 

of trust externally. Under these circumstances a stable monopoly in the public institutions 
-. 

market is not only feasible, it is likelJ8. 

57 Transfer payments to the Kamloops Shuswap Government rose in 1994 and pendmg review of the . 

' 

audit will rise again in 1995. Fuxthermore, the Kamloops Shuswap Government has been actively 
negotiating a $600 million commercial, recreational and residential on-reserve deveiopment. The 
period after 1994, however, is a subject of greater research. 

58 Such an occurrence could only exist pennanently,'however, in a vacuum, where no economic 
growth occurs as a result of technological change. The process preventing the permanence of these . 
public institutional monopolies is Schumpeter's (1975) creative destruction. Creative destruction 
would manifest itself as the development of mistrust in the existing monopoly by a potential , 

a 

usurper, or another exogenous force such as technological change. Constituent mistrust in the 
public institution would lower, for example, the tax dollars per unit of service the monopoly public 

* 

' 3 1  
* 



5.34 Economic Growth and Internal Governance Structures 
I 

-pr - 9 -- 
-s 

Figures 3 and 4 in the previous sectians lay the foundation of a methodology for eyaluating 

the economic impact of institutional change. A public institution is able to increase its' 1 

' - 
profirs (discretionary funds) by reducing costs and increasing revenues. For a p u p c  

institution to achieve this objective it must generate trust internally and externally. 
a - 

'~ 

Economic growth generates greater external trust and subsequently higher revenues per 

service. This section discusses the relationship between the internal organization of the 

public institution, economic growth and the accumulation of trust. 

Dynamically successful public institutions support the elements of change in an economy, 

simplified here to be encompassed by technological change and trade (market expaniion). 

Although trade and technological change often occur in a simultaneous and reinforcing 

_ fashion within an economy, it is useful at this point to view them as separate processes. Ln 
' p 

this manner it is possible @analyze the nature of the public institutions which support only 

technological change and those which support only trade. 

In particular. Rosenberg &d Birdzell theorize convincingly that the foundation for post 
a 

1750 economic grow& in England was laid by the institutional advances made between 

1500-1750. It is their theory @hcks, 1969 also) that the expansion of trade requires a stable 

institutions receives (see figure 4) and provide an opportunity for another public institution to 
begin the ausr ixamdation process towards monopoly. In politics, this rather messy proceSs is 
known as democracy where one governance ideology for public institutions is replaced by another. 



public institutional environments9. 

It is hypothesized, therefore, that where public institutions support long term stable 

relationships in an economy, public &titutions internally governed by mechanisms which 
.I 

induce cooperation are superior to those which rely more on trust building6'. The 
0 Y - F . "  . 

justification for this preference towards "stoic institutions" would seem ;o be the maxim 
, 

. that one bird in hand is preferable to two in the bush. Apriori, trust in an economic trading 

relationship by definition entails uncertainty,Reduction of uncertainty, as would result from 

structures to induce cooperation, for risk averse agents is always preferred (Hirshliefer and 

Riely, 1992). 

A more debatable hypothesis is that the most appropriate internal governance structure for 

an institution in an economic environment of technical change is one built on trust. This 

is the indirect contention of the recent "network' theorists most commonly associated with ' 

what Nooteboom (1993) calls the qdustrial Marketing Purchasing group. 
9 
\ 

Johansson (1991) calls a network, linkages and couplings between economic agents, and 

Karnaan (1991) describes a network as an economic relationship based on trust or co- 

opportunism (Williamson, 1985). With no, or small transactions costs: the market can 

S9 TIis hypothesis is also suppooee/m the work of Womack, Ross and Jones, 1990 and Dudley, 
1991 and a number of historical examples such as the establishment of commercial laws betwet% 
15(10-1750, chequing accounts. taxation as opposed to confiation, double entry book keeping, 
insurance and others. The one common link between all these institution is that. they increased the 
certainty of aade 

60 A more recenl example might the development of the mass production methods pioneered by 
Henry Ford In t h s  case new technology favoured a particular form of organization based;an 
k&tced cooperarios it was reinforced in the marketplace and subseqUsetly became more 
enmched. W& Jones, and Ross (1990) suggest it was the dom;nant fm of institutional 
orgaaizatiod methad (at least in cars) fnnn 1920-1970. 



satisfy the role of the network With huge transaction costs, large hierarchial firms are 

necessary. Informal networks for production purposes fill the continkm between these two 

extremes. 

The specific type of transaction costs which networks seem to lower are those related to 

technological change. Arthur (1988) and others have argued that the adoption of one 

innovation over another is random. The likelihood for a larger hierarchal institution to lock 
- -- 

in on one technological path is higher than for a network of smaller institutions. The 

flexibility inherent in a network of institutions is similar to pooling chances on the 

technological change lottery. Nooteboom (1993) calls this an economy of learning. 

Grabher concludes that larger institutions must "resist the temptation to ... minimize 
** *. , 

[internal] transaction costsn (Grabher, 1990, p. 75). The role of the larger &itutions is to 

coordinate the smaller contractors into an efficient production and learning web. A web 
b 

d. 

whose links are most effectively coristructed by building trust. Therefore, in an environment 

of technological change it is hypothesized that TO avoid inappropriate technological lock in, 

institutions including public ones should be as flexible ai possible. This requirement, given 
A 

the Limits of trust (Barber, 1983), generally favours smaller institution over larger ones6' 

and also favours cooperation built by trust rather than induced co-operation. 

' h e  Coumot model similarly predicts th& as the number of firms in an oligopolistic market 
increases the chances of collusion (voluntary co-operation) decrease (Eaton and Eaton, 19%). 



5.4 A Model for Assessing the Institutional Economic Impacts from Treaty Settlement 

As a result of the exposition in section 5.3, it is possible to build a model of the economic 

impact of institutional change. To ensure clarity, the following six assumptions are the 
* ,  

foundation of this model: 
...- 

A l  The economic objectwe of public instituhons is to maximize "profits" defined as the 

dfference between resources provided to deliver services by ~ t s  clients inside the 

external boundary, and the input costs of providing those services inside the internal 

boundary. s 

A2 Inside the internal boundary the greater the trust which the input have in the 

institution's governance policy, the lower will be the institutions costs of service 
/ 

/ delivery. (see Figure 3) 
1 

A3 Along the external boundary, the more trust placed in the inmtution by its users, 

the greater will be the resources provided to the institution for the deliver of 

services. (see Figure 4). This external trust is accumulated as long as the public 

institution is able to support economic growth among its users. 

A4 Public institutions support economic growth by either provihng certainty for trade 

or assisting the flexible, dyna.&cs of technological change6'. It is further assumed 

that the principal source of economic growth which a public institution supports can 

'' This lssertation has clearly ignored capital accumulation as a source of economic growth. For 
simplicity i t  is assumed to be identical to trade. 



be identified 

A5 ' Induced cooperation is the preferred form of internal governance for a public 

institution supporting trade. 

A6 An internal governance structure built by trust is superior for a public institution 
I 

supporting technological change. 

These assumptions form the basis for a two stage institutional change impact assessme*t 

methodology: 

1 .  ClassifL which of the two growth impetuses, trade or technological change, the 

public institution is more likely to support. 

2. Analyze the suitability of the existing or proposed internal governance structure of 

the public institution. 

Based on these results of these two evaluations of the particular public institubon, it is 
4 

1 :  

possible to predict, which of two public institutions will likely have lower internal 

transaction costs (Figure 3) and higher external (Figure 4) payments for services. More 

succinctly, which of two institutions will be more profitable63? When an institution has the 

prerequisite internal governance structure, it will be rewarded with more trust inside its 

external boundary (higher revenues) h c h  will reinforce trust inside the internal boundary 

(lower transation costs) and thus higher institutional profits. Pejovich (1995, p. 40) calls 

6 3 h the comparative static transaction cost model this asserts that' for the supenor institution the 
internal induced cooperation supply curve will shft to the right (lower transaction costs) as a result 
of the external cooperation deman~shftmg right @gher revenues). 



this method of separating good institutions from bad ones adaptive efficiencf4 Figure 5 
-& 

illustrates this model. 

Effect on lnstitutinaal 

Figure 5 The Development of Institutional Trust 

The top layer of each aboresent (tree) dlagrarn specifies the pmcular dynamic economic 
6 

growth stimulus which the public institution is intended to support, assuming these stimuli 

can be separated. The second level is the type of internal governance structure used by the 

institution. Layer three predicts the external (market) response based on the internal 

governance structure and the economic growth stimuli. The last level prehcts whether the 

institution's resources/services will increase or decrease. Finally, based on the response 

along the external boundary, the institution's internal boundary is either reinforced, which 

would reduce transaction costs, or eroded which would raise transactions costs. All of this 

happens in a recursive fashion dependmg upon the path followed in Figure 5. 

0 4 There are of csurse many other models of institutional change (see for example Boland, 1992, or 
Pejovich, 1995) but h s  &ket dnven model seems most appropriate for institutions created 
through social engineering (treaties) and then presumably left to fend for themselves against other 
mstitutions. 



Dietrich, 1994, after analyzing the transactions cods in a number of institutional settings 

would seem to be suggesting precisely t h s  type of model. To ensure clarity, brackets and 

a cfifferent font incficate my interpretation of his concluding theory presented below: 

Tn terms of  our undkrstandiq o f  the emwmics of tfiefrrm (institition) we can w.at the 
f o b w u g .  Cijdidrriw (trade as the dynamic force) wdIren+me ecollMnizzkg 6efiuvtour 
(induced cooperation governance structures) andhence transactrim wst qlhnatwns of  
insthufwd rfevclbpment. ... ~f i+  in pemance stnrrture be+ wiU tend to reitforce 
transaction wst economisiq because of  overall ins t i tu thd  stability. (the stability of 
induced cooperation governance structures is reinforced) Stnrctura[crises (technology 
as the dynamic force) inqr&fi&menta[shfts m insthutzimaffm with ttie uyliurtwns 
of  d iayes  it o y a n i u r t h d  diamteristiu t h t  are Life4 to akminate earnomizzkg and 
tramaction cost effects (trust built governance is superior to induced cooperation 
governance) " (Dietrich, 1994, p. 180). 

5.41 Assessing the Impact of Institutional Change from Treaty Settlement 

For impact assessment purposes it is dikicult to decipher which of the two economic 

stimuli in the first layer of Figure 5 an institution supports. ~ L s t  the impetus to economic 

growth can shift over time, a contention held by many analysts of the current 

"communication revolution" (David, 1991, Lipsey, 1 Secondly, as was mentioned 

previously, technological change is often a prerequisite of economic growth through market 
, 

expansion. The only hfference between these two stimuli is in their placement on the time - \ ' h 
line of economic growth, with technological change preceding market expansion. For 

private institutions this makes identifying suitable internal governance structures a difficult 

issue, because the inmtution may have to shift between types of governance structures or 

6 5  It should be noted that the ~ c u l a r  growth impetus determines the appropriate institutional 
response. Whether a government, a university or other institution is dynamic or stoic to begin with 
is an insipficant issue as it is the growth factor whch makes the initial choice and not the 
institution. > 



have two structures within one in~titution~~. 

Fortunately, public institutions are not as complicated as private ones. Most public 

institutions, at least the ones which are being negotiated as part of the treaty process, are 

relatively easy to categorize as supporting trade or technological change. 

At this early stage of the treaty negotiation process it is impossible to predict precisely 
i 

which institutions will be effected and what will be the scope of their influence. 

Fortunately, however, the Department of Lndian and Northern Affairs released a secret 

"Draft Policy Framework for Implementation of the Inherent Right and the Negotiation of 

Self Government" document to the Assembly of First Nation which has since been widely 

distributed among First Nations to the point of being essentially public. The document 

contains a detailed list of the self government powers (institutional changes) which the 

federal government is willing to negotiate6'. 

# 

Table II specifies many of these powers and uses a check mark to delineate whether the 

self government institutions associated with these powers are appropriate for supporting 

technological change "or trade or both. The ad hoc designations contained in Table II are 

certainly debatable and more research should be conducted on the name of each self 

The,story of the Japanese lean production methods as told by Womack, Ross and Jones, 1990 is 
illusUative of this type of institution. This story and others may suggest an institutional trajectory 
passing from originally dynamic to long term aaMe. A similar path is implicated for t&hnological 
paradigms in Freeman and Perez (1988) and in the transition of institutions from consensus to 

sconcrete in Boland (1992). r 

67 These broad self-governing powers were subsequently approved by the Liberal cabinet in June, 
1995 (Globe and Mail, August 11. p. Al). 



government power. The purpose, here, though, is to evolve a methodology for assessing the 

economic impact resulting from institutional changes. In this light Table IL should be 

considered an opening methodology .discussion tool for more focussed research. The 

conclusions, therefore, flowing from Table 11 are admittedly weak. 

Table II The Self Government Table 

(1 Self Governme~t Power -- Public Govt. Nation Govt. Tech-change 
I I I t 

Mamage J J 

Adoption and Child Welfare J J 

11 Aboriginal Language and Culture I 
11 Education 

Health J .( 4 

Social Services J f 

Policing f J J 
I 

11 Roperty rights, secensiops and estates f w- 

11 Natural resource management and agriculture I J I 1 J 1 
Hunring, fishing and nap. on aboriginal land J J 

Housing 4 f 

Labour J f 

II penitentiaries and Parole 

The task of institutional impact assessment, assuming these self government powers have 

Some environmental management 

Fisheriedo-Management 

Gaming 

Tax Powers 

Broadcasting and Tel~ommunicat ion~ , 

Census and Statisti& , 
L 

* - The federal government is unwilling to negotiate these self government powers. 

J 

J 

f 

J 

(r 

J 

J 

x 

J 

J 

f 

f 

4 

Je 

f 

J 



been matched up with the appropriate economic stimulus, now depends upon the internal 

governance structure of the First Nation self governing institution. This can not be 

accomplished at this time because table I1 is based on the speculation that the federal 

government will set the negotiating agenda for self government powers. Therefore, no one 

can be certain what specific changes treaties and self govenunent will bring to First Nations 

let alone what will be the particular internal governance structure of any self governing 

institution. 

As a more practical method, consider the evidence from the two First Nation institutions 

presented earlier. To begin, suppose ihformation collection is viewed as an institution that 

supports technological change. Further assume on the basis of the discussion in Chapter 3, 

that the SNTC had a more flexible trust based internal governance structure for information 

collection than did Statistics Canada or the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs 

financially induced cooperation. On the basis of Figure 5, it could be predicted that SNTC 

would follow path 4 and would eventually become the information collection monopoly. 

cC 

The story of the SNTC information collection services, however, has not unfolded, over the 

last 3 years in the manner predicted by Figure 5. In the fall of 1994, the SNTC information 
I 

service staff was reduced, in 1945 this section of the SNTC was reorganized, and in 1996 

instead of managing more aspects of the Census, Statistics Canada resumed full 

managegent responsibility. 



There are a number of reasons why the SNTC did not follow the anticipated trajectory. 

First, it is possible that the adaptive efficiency model does not apply in this situation. The 

consumers of the information along the external boundary, Statistics Canada and others, 

were not willing to let efficiency guide the resource transfer decisions6*. David, 1991 calls 

this inability to transfer power from one institution to another, path dependency. 

W e  observe cmmtunities d m r  the W M ~ V  a l b y  tyfirkntpatfis ernm t/iougli aware 
of more 4ficient institutzbdshuctures & c w h .  [In these situations] &re is rw 6udi in 
medknimfor more tffrcknt & to rephue mtffkknt om." (Pejovich, 1995, p. 42). 

Secondly it is doubtful that information collection solely supports technological change, as . 
C =  z 

it is also a component in the reduction of uncertainty for trade6'. For this reason, 

information collection (statistics) in Table I has a check in both the technological change 

and trade cells. Finally, the transaction costs calculations, although conservative, are subject 

to a margin of error that could falsify the conclusion that the SNTC had lower transaction 

costs than Statistics Canada7'. 

-& . 
Unlike the SNTC, the circumstances surrounding,the KamloopS Shuswap would seem to 

68 It was my task to raise funds for the dormation management area of the SNTC. When an 
individual is good at this task, he is known in "Indian countxy' as a rainmaker. By 1994. I was 
considered the Shuswap Dnp. Thls was certamly the direct cause of the SNTC information 
services restructuring. 

* 
69 In k s  wse, however, the role of the SNTC dormation management department was to facilitate 

the technological transfer of mfomtion management techniques to the Shuswap communities,'so 
the probable economic growth stimulus which the SNTC was supporting was technological change. 
Therefore, an SNTC political change in 1993 which focussed more attention on administrative 
accountability may have been inappropriate for h s  institution. 

' O  Such &scussion is largely moot anyway as  the federal government is unwilling to negotiate self 
government in the area of statistics and the census. Should h s  analysis, however, be supported 
with subsequent research thjs decision to not negotiate information collection as a self government 
power may be fiscally inefficient. (it may be still politically prudent, however, for Canada). 



closely correspond to path 2 of Figure 5. The expectid increase in trade through greater* 

taxation jurisdiction favours a stoic institutional knvironmeir However, without the 

mechanisms to maintain that stability the institution, that is -the .Kamloops Shuswap 

Government, was forced to rely on trust based cooperation which clearly was weak and 

tenuous. The creation of mistrust inside that Government was predictable, and as a result 

of the further breakdown in the internal structure of the institution, this mistrust was. 

* 

This is not an anomalous occurrence within First Nation governments. Other interviews7' 

revealed nearly identical circumstances have existed in recent history in Neskonlith, 

Spallumcheen, Skeetchestn, and Westbank. Afters compiling a significant case study data 

base on American Indian reservation, Stephen Cornell and Jose Klatt (1992), the 

principal investigators for the Harvard Study of Economic Development on American 

Indian re;~ervations, concluded that internal political instability was a significant 

contributing factor to the-failure of many economic development initiatives for American 

Indians. They suggest trustworthy third party dispute mechanisms and institutions which 

more closely match the particular First Nation culture will help to alleviate these problems, 

i.e. economizing on trust to engender cooperation and in the process create stability. 

In 1994 Chief Jules and his slate of candidates were reelected. 'Iheir platform was a promise to 
return stable, responsible gowmment to the community (their opposition's promises were not 
published). Having been out of powa from 1992-1994, negotiations for expanded Kamloops 
Shuswap taxation jurdction have resumed with the Department of Finance. 

7 2  These interviewees include Robert Manuel, Chief Ron I b c e .  Murray Ross. Vema Minnibemett, 
and Delphine T-et. 

b' 



Since many of the self government institution up for grabs in Table I would seem to 
1 

r_ support trade, the advice of Cornell and Platt would appear to be sound. It is hoped, 

however, that the evidence in this Chapter have demonstrated that this need not always be 
# 

the case. Lnstitutions supporting technological change could be at a competitive 

disadvantage. if they become stoic. Furthermore, an analysis of the coriditions which build 

internal and external trust in an institution may be a useful tool for evaluating the potent@ 
.* 

*C 

economic impact of treaty induced institutional changes. 



Chapter 6 - Conclusions 
P e 

What will be the qconomic impact of self-government and treaty settlement? Will self- 

government and treaties have a permanent effect or merely a temporary one? The answer 

to this question depends upon the particular economic, social, environmental, or political 

aspects of the treaties and self-government in question, and upon the make up of the 

institutions (among other factors) which will participate in this dynamic. 

The existence of this complex dynamic though, does not imply that the art of speculation 

should be avoided. If there are to be any generalized lessons gleaned from the m$tiplier 

analysis, institutional change model, and anecdotal evidence presented in this lssertation 

then it depends critically on the acceptance of at least the 16 underlying propositions made 

in this dissertation summarized below. These propositions have been divided in accordance 

with their appearance in this document: 

- Chapter 1 

1. Based on the historical precedent of previous treaties and so called modem treaties 

(post 1973), treaties can be divided into institutional and compensation components. 

Treaty compensation is paid for the appropriation of any existing aboriginal title on 

claimed land and the institutional component is equivalent to the self governing 

jurisdictions accorded First Nations on unceded land. These powers were divided 
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into public (residency based) and national (citizenship based) models. 

Chapter 2 

2. To estimate the impact of the compensational element of treaties, the nature and 

I 

size of the First Nation economy suggests that a Keynesian household .income 

multiplier methodology is suitable. In this regard there are two possible 
'r 

multiplicands associated with the possible recipients of treaty compensation, the 

First Nation househol&, and the First Nation government Wi* two possible 
P 

multiplicands and two possible models of self-government there are four different 

treaty-compensation scenarios. 

3. Given the hghly dependent nature of the First Nation economy, it is sufficiefit for 

the household income multipliers to account only for the first round direct, induced 
0; - 

5 

and feedback effects. Furthermore these income multipliers should be adjusted. to 
r c b 

reflect how much local exgnditure actually becomes local income (the p&&x 

b), and for the amount of new household income net of existing government 
6 

transfers actually created. 

Chapter 3 

4 .  The data gathered to estimate the multipliers and the required parameters is reliable. 



Chapter 4 

5.  The linear. local and non-local consumption function is an acceptable functional 
I 

form, and the subsequent regression estimates are acceptable (for the parameters k 

and d). 

6. The sensitivity analysis conducted on the parameter b captures not only the 

difficulties in estimating this parameter, but also in some way responds to the 

criticism directed at the Keynesian consumption function by the life cycle and 

permanent income hypotheses. 

7. The subsequent 10 multiplier estimates for each expen&ture type and for each of 
4 

the 5 Shuswap communities, and the subsequent total and cumulative multipliers 

which result from these estimates are reliable. 

8. The 4 Shuswap communities and the 1 Shuswap aggregate used to estimate 

multipliers are representative of other First Nation communities in B.C.. 

Chapter 5 

9. Public institutions seek to maximize their discretionary revenues or profits. This is 

accomplished by supporting and enhancing economic growth. 



10. Public institutions have an internal and external boundary. The internal boundary 

surrounds the institution and encompasses'th$governance mcture  of how that 

institution produces and distributes its good or service, or addresses its goal. The 

external boundary surrounds the constituents who use that institution. 

11. There are two broad types of int&al-govemance structures for public institutions, 

some based on induced coop&ation and others based on must a&$mulation. 

* 

12. For public institutions, transaction costs can be modelled as the price of induced 

cooperation inside the internal boundary (Figure 3 in Chapter 5). 

13. Inside the external boundary the public institution is paid resources for its services 

from its users (Figure 4 in Chapter 5). 

14. Reputation built trust lowers the transaction costs inside the internal boundary and 

raises the resources per service delivered inside the external boundary, thereby 

P f 

raising institutional profits. The dynamic of trust accumulation on the external 

boundary determines the fate of the institution. 

15. Public T t i o n s  can support one or both of two general economic dynamic forces 

- trade and technological change. 



16. For public institutions supporting trade an internal-governance structure based on 

induced cooperation is preferable to one based on trust, and vice versa for public 

institutions supporting the process of technological change. For public institutions 

supporting both, a hybrid internal-governance structure is appropriate. This process 

is reflected in Figure 5 of Chapter 5. I 

I 

Accepting propositions 1 through 8 leads to the following conclusions: 

The low household income multiplier values for the Shuswap communities occur 

because reserves have few businesses. As a result, a strong secondary beneficiary 

from treaty compensation will be-the surrounding non-native economies. 

. The decision of how to distribute treaty compensation is one of First Nation public 

choice. Strict adherence to the assumption of rationality inherent in the public 

choice literature, however, suggests that distributing treaty compensation to 

households is always Pareto superior (assuming regularly shaped utility curves for 
9 

First Nation households) to allowing the First Nation government to m i a g e  the 

compensation. 

9 

First Nation government control of treaty compensation may be justified on long 

tern economic grounds if it is used to plug the economic leakages in the on reserve 

economy, and/or it is almost spent entirely on local wages and salaries. 

@ 



w Because of the complete lack of a First Nation economic presence off reserve, 

residency-based jurisdiction (public government) over current reserve lands leads 

to higher household income multipliers than does citizenship jurisdiction. For 
~ - , . 

jurisdictional reasons in areas like taxation and education, this does not necessarily 

mean that this is preferable for First Nation communities. 

w The federal and provincial governments will recover a portion of the tax dollars 

spent on treaty settlement because of the tax revenues created by the substantial off 

reserve expenditures by First Nation households. In particular, the less jurisdiction 

given to the First Nations, the greater will be the tax recovery by the federal and 

provincial governments. 

Propositions 9-16 support the following two broad assertions concerning the economic 

impact of new First Nation institutions and one piece of advice for non First Nation 

institutions. 

The internal foundation on which First Nation institutions are built is an important factor 

in identifyrng how they will respond to a source of economic growth. In particular where 

that growth favours a stoic indtution, the internal governance structure should be 

maintained by a formal principal-agent mechanism (induced cooperation). The anecdote 

about the Kamloops Shuswap illustrates what happens when this solid foundation is not 

present. 



This is particularly important because the Kamloops Shuswaps are widely considered to be 

one of the most economically advanced First Nation communities in Canada'. In other 

words, while the Kamloops Shuswaps might have the resources to enforce the necessary 

cooperation, average First Nations may not have these resources. This could be serious 

because as Table II in Chapter 5 suggests a majority of self governing institutions will 

require a stable environment to foster economic growth through trade. The policy 

recommendation following from this conclusion for First .Nations, and non-First Nation 

governments alike, is that for those institutions primarily supporting the orderly practice of 

commerce, rules should be clear, and internal-governance structures should have a stable, 

certain reputation maintained through induced cooperation. 

This does not mean, however, that self-government is a poor idea, Cornell and Klatt 

(1992) and Newhouse et a1 (1993) after studying the factors which are present in Fir3 

Nation economic winners agree that it is crucial that First Nations exercise their 

sovereignty. Those First Nations which have demonstrated the ability to build institutions 

which are culturally appropriate are more likely to maintain stability. Moreover, sovereignty 

forces First Nations to take responsibility of all spheres of their government including 

matters pertaining to the uncertainties of economic growth. = 

5mmqnty whtiout rkk ir no suzJerepfy at a l "  (Cornell and Klatt, 1992, p. 53) 

1 The Department of F m c e  (1993) suggest that this community is one of only 12 First Nation 
communities out of more than 600 which could sustain a government with tax revenue. 



The second lesson from this study suggests that First Nations will experiment with their 

- new found jurisdictions and powers. The intrinsic dynamic nature of smaller First Nation 

institutions built on unstable and informal principal and agent mechanisms provides fertile 

ground for trial and error. There will be ample opportunity to pick winners and losers. If 
4 

Porter's (1990) analyses of the determinants of competitive advantages are cbrrect, the 

increased domestic rivalry among smaller First Nation governments may prove to be an 

impetus for positive economic change. In times of rapid technological change, smaller, 

B 

flexible First Nation institutions might even be at a strategic advantage. Such a conclusion 
L - 

would be even more probable if First Nations' institutions demonstrate a willingness to 

focus their increased powers frgm self-government dnd treaties on both their internal and - 
external boundaries, i.e. the full process by which trust is accumulated. 

"In a l  uses the [beaty] settlkment process fk intreased communication between a60q#rira[ 
and non-aborigrira/ contmrutities... From a &ra( per.ectweJ setthment areus have 
rikmonstrated a sensit&& tauard dm@d d tu ra t  icsues from tfk non-a6on$rira/ 
ummrunrty. N~ZU Zeabnd demonmpter the most notdk qaryk,  where M i '  &re f k  
been iTlcorporated (to a r a t e r  wend) in tfie cohctizre aukire $ the country, facilitated in 
&ye part t h y h  the hndcl;zims mouemt."(Government of B.C, 1995, p. 11). 

These two institutional assertions, however, do not just apply to First Nations. Facing a 

combination of fiscal pressure and technological change which seemingly favour dynamic 

institutions, many non-First Nation institutions are under increasing pressure to change. In 

this environment it is not hard to imagine a few stoic institutions following path 2 in Figure 

5 of Chapter 5. The experiments of First Nations in developing effective smaller 

governments could be an invaluable stock of experimental information for larger governing 

institutions, and in the event that these institutions choose to learn from First Nations, 



history might repeat itself. 

J 

%chIb@ are o d j  tfie took though which we cany on our rehtionstips with 
nature. %peat accumpkhmts r z f  lndian tedinolbgy are ahnost afl r h t e d  to food, 
&hqg, k i n g ,  and medicine. In the ear4 4 5  o f  w h i z o t w n  m xorth flmeriuzn 
t h e  was a meetiy o f  tedinobies - Indian and %ropean. 

M m r e d  5 tfie nee& o f  tfie common man, the commodities rz f  Indian nations f d  
to ~ e r  in t h e p t u t  &nri;rtlce were tfie ones Qropenns most h&ed. What the . 

%ropeam tiod to ofJ in wm&atwn for fiamrg their 6asic d met war the 
t@@ with w M  to do the r a m  jo6 6mmW (Manuel and Poslums, lb74, 
p. 13). 
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A Map of the Shuswap Nation and its Communities 
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' Appendix B 
The Swvey Instruments 

In order this appendix contains: 

1. ~ o m m h i t y  Economic Development Study - Household Information and Personal 
Development and Resource Information 

%' $ 
2. Band Government, SNTC and affiliated Organizations Economic Leakage Survey , -  

3. An Economic Development Study for the Businesses on the Karnloops Indian 
Reserve and accompanying letters 

4. An Economic Development Study for Shuswap Businesses 

5 .  The Royal Commission Household Survey 



Note: This survey has been edited from its original form to conform to the formatting 
requirements of a dissertation and to provide the reader with only the most pertinent 
portions of the survey. A copy of the original que~ti~omaire is available from the 
author upon request. 

1 

Note to the Surveyor 

When conducting the survey, read aloud to the person being surveying all portions written 

in bold faced type. Portions in regular type are surveyor instructions and are not to be read 

aloud. Be s q e  you are interviewing a member of the household who is knowledgeable about 
-3- 

household e x p e y  and incomes. 
e5- 

Part A: General Information 

This will let the community know how many people live here and how old they am 

1. What am the ages and genders of the people who normally live in this home? 

2) How many people live in this home, including those who are away temporarily? ' 

Part B. Expenditure Information 

\ 

- 

This part of the survey will help the community know how much money people spend each 

month on diffelent goods and services and whether the money is being spent here on tbe 

reserve or  somewhere e k  

Total 65+ 45-54 55-64 25-34 20-24 Gender 

Males 

Females 
J 

35-44 0 4  5-9 10-14 15-19 



PIease give your best estimate of bow much you spend on the following goods and 
services per month, and from whele you usually buy them. 

Household Exbenditures Survey - Monthly 

Commun 
2 

= 
Expenditures 

Grocery 

Tobacco Products 

RestaurantfFast Food 

Home Improvements 

Uhl~ties (Monthly 
average) 

Housmg costs (mortgage 
and rent) 

Gas 

Vehcle Maintenance 

Public Transit (bus, cab, 
car pools) 

Vehicle, boat or RV 
payments 

Clothrng 

Health ,and Personal 

Expenditures 

Commun 
3 

On 
reserve 

o 

Commun. 
1 

Special Needs Heaith 
(elderly and dmbled) 

Insurance (vehicle, home, 
fife and medxal) 

Chdd Daycare 

Lersure (Bingo) 

Commun 
4 

. 

Total Spent 
per month 

t 
** 

Cultural p o w  Wow) 

Recreahonal (sports, 
rodeos) 

Huntingflishing 

Education (Supplies and 
Travel) - 

,-l 

*i. 

7 &  ," 
P 

Gfts and Donahons 



How much money is earned each year fmm employment, government income (such 

as UIC, disability, Workmen's Compensation, Family Allowance, Canada Pension, 

Old Age Pension, Veteran's Benefits, Veteran's Pension, Orphan's Benefits, 

Widow(er) Benefits, Welfare, Child Tax Refund, Post-Secondary Student Loans, DIA 

Post-Secondary Student Allowance, Scholarships, or Foster Care Payments) self 

employment and other income, rtcreation income (rodeos and ball tournaments), and 

leisum income (gambling and bingo)? Indicate with a number in the appropriate cell - 
; ' 

i 

below: 

Employment Government 
Income Income 

Self-employed Recreation . 
and other income 
income 

--., 5. What is the approximate total household income? 



Band bbemment, SNTC and affiliated Organizations 
Economic Leakage Survey i 

The survey is intended to help band, the SNTC and organizations affiliated with Shuswap 

communities, identify' potential economic development opportunities. Should a band or 

organization choose to participate then it should be completed by the administrator or 

accountant. The SNTC has already completed this survey as an example. 

Part I Band Government Employees Information 

- As the largest on reserve employer, it is important for bands to keep data on the number and 

type of employees it has. The following questions may help with planning and lobbying 

1. How many salaried employees work for the band/organizabon? 
,- 
a 

2. How many employees are band or tribal council members? 

3.  How many employees are non-native? 

4. How many employees work full time (all year long for an average of 30 hrs per week 
or more)? 

5 .  How many employees work part time (non-full time)? 

Part I1 Band Government Expenditure Information 

Thls is the essence of the leakage study. It provides community decision makers with 

expenhture information by size, type and location. The results from this section of the 

survey will help identify and plan economic development opportunities. 

For the expenditure cafegorig below, it is suggested that the annual expenditure estimates 

(projections) be given to avoid seasonal fluctuations. 



r 

Expenditure 

OFFICE SUPPLIES 

Stahonary 

Pnntlng 

OFFICE EQUIPMENT 

Fum ture 

Computer equpment 

Cop~er lease and operating 

Fax operatmg and lease 

Phone lease and operatrng 

Other offlce eqwpment 

ROAD/LAND 
DEVELOPMENT AND 
MAINTENANCE 

Supphes (cement, gravel, tar) 

Equipment (trucks, tools, etc) 

HOUSING/BAND BUILDING 
AND MAINTENANCE 

General supphes (lumber, 
shmgles, tools, etc) 

Apphances 

Plumbmg supphes 

Heatmg supphes 

Jamtonal semces and supplies 

. On own 
reserve 

Q i a  

On Kamloops Vancouver Other 
Kamloops commumty 
reserve 

a 

t 

ADMINISTRATION AND 
BENEFITS 

Chef and Councdiors I 
Support Staff 

Operabon and h t e n a n c e  I 
Teachers and Instructors 

Daycare Staff I 

Other 



)I Heating (Gas, electricity) 

II water 

I Electricity 

f f  Travel 

li Band vehicle operation 

11 SOCIAL EXPENSES 

I( Recreation and Sports 

/ I  ~nstihltions~ care 

I/ Funerals 

I/ EDUCATION 

I/ S M s  Development 
I 

Post-Secondary Education 

reserve Kamloops 
reserve 

Other 
community 



The intent of this survey is to gather information for evolving an economic development strategy for e mutual 
benefit of the Shuswap people of Kamloops, and the businesses which currently occupy its land. The study 
has been designed so as to mkimize completion time by the manager, proprietor, or accoun nt of your 

now will be justitied by the useful mformation and hstoric opportunity it provides you. 

d 
business, while ensuring the confidentiality of the information We are confident that your time and cooperation 

Pafl I Type df Business 

Please check the appropriate circle of your business (a list is attached to help clarify these broad categories): 

0 Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 0 Mining 0 Construction 

0' Transportation,' Communications 0 Manufacturing 0 Wholesale Trade 
Electric, Gas, and Sanitary Services 

0 Finance, Insurance, & Real Estate 0 Retail Trade 0 Services 

Part Il Employment 

It is hoped that a more cooperative and coordinated approach to filling employment opportunities 
within your businesses can be developed fiom the information you provide, below. More specifically, 
using the information you provide us  on fications for your employees, we hope to 
evolve educational and tmking mechanis huswap people of Kamloops can compete 
successfully for employmen$ opportuniti business. Ultimately, we would hope to 
provide you with a qualified pool of labour from-ur community. We appreciate that employment 
within your business may fluctuate so please provide estimates as of time of survey completion. 

1. How many fuli time salaried employees do you have? 

2. How many part time salaried employees do you have? 

3. How many employees do you have with a high school diploma? 

4. How many employees do you have with technical cedicates? 

5. What type of technical training do these employees have fist technical certificatq, degrees, or 
courses taken) 

6. How many employees do you have with professional training (university degree or equivalent 
experience)? 



7. What type of university degree or experience do these employees have? 

8. How many natives does your business currently employ? 

Part III Sales and Revenues 

C 

This part of the survey is intended to provide us with important indicators of the business 
community's health. Such information is not only relevant for monitoring the success of our eventual 
joint economic development strategy, but also it is an important advertising tool for attracting future 
businesses to the Mount Paul Industrial Park Please provide ball park annual estimates where 
appropriate- 

1. What percentage of the gods andlor services sold by your business is to: 

Other Businesses Consumers Government 

2. How much annual revenue do you receive h m  the sales of your good(s)/se~ces? 

Part TV Expenditures , 

The information fiom this section of the survey will provide both us  and you with important 
economic development information, while identifymg potential business and cost saving 
opportunities. To clarify this point, suppose we found that aggregate expenditures from the business 
community on the reserve for bolts manufactured in Vancouver was $2 million. It would obviously 
be in both our interests to hy an attract a bolt distributor or manufacturer to the reserve, whether it 
be for potential transportation cost savings to you, or increased lease revenue for us. t 

As a generic study for &I the businesses on the reserve, it is difficult for u s  to ask you about specific 
expenditures and still maintain some survey standarctization. As such we urge you to be as specific 
as possible about the typ, location, and estimated annual expenditures in the table below. For 
example in the box for raw materials (3) under Vancouver you may put "$300,000 Bolts 'R Us", 
which would imply that you spent $300,000 on bolts at a distributor in Vancouver called Bolts 'R 
Us. A bolded example marked with an "X" for each type of expenditure is provided to assist you in 
mnrpleting this section 



/C 

Brief Swnrnaty of Business Expeenditum by size and Location 

II 1 Reserve I 
I 

II X - Ploferpfonai Fees I I $ A &ion on Lawyer 

X - Salaried 
Employees 

Professional k 

$13 udfiodyr paid 
on stte 

I/ Raw M-I) 

I 

Pmdmtion 

X - Equipment - 

$1 mIILion on Saadnst 
Cmm G S a w  Mill 

5300,000 on tnr& at 
Bob's aevy-Ford 

x am - (3) 

Raw h4aicrA (3) 
I 

Vancouver Other 

S 2 million on 
economist 

$50 on accountant in I 

$ I d  million on bolt 
cleaner h m  a) Tec 



Expenditure 

X - -ton Rnw 
Matcdds 

Freight on Raw 

warrhousing Cosrs 
(storage) 

Aclministrafion . 
. I  

Ofticesupphes 

On Reserve 

' . - 
r 

510,000 on knny's 
AdveltP In Calgay 

- 

560 in Corporate, 

Vancouver 

$300,000 to Tamil5 
hcldng 

Kamloops Other 

$200,000 B.C Hydro 
$300,000 B.C Tel 

X - Advefiing 

Advertising 

Shipplog hanhg 
costs 

a v i n g  handkng 
WStS 

X - Ufilities 

Utilihes 

, 

GST, and income tax 

Fedad Taxes 

2% 

X - Federal Taxes 

X h v i e d a f  Tuxes '$jl 

Rovinclal Taxes 

X Rbperty T a  

Propcrry 

~ ~ ~ P I D P * ~ =  

$75 in PST, Inwme 
Tar and klws 

1 
XILxPrchad  
Devdopment 

Rescudland 
a- 

*her espendmacs 
m 

.) 

$20 miRion on L M r  
bolt mPlrcr msarcb 
wim LRA.Q 



Part V Comments and R~mmendations 

This section asks for your suggestions, and cecorrrmendations concerning economic development and 
other aspects of govenrment which may be relevant to you. We hope that by providing you with 
useful information, and evolving a strong consultative process that we will be able to develop the best 
possible governmental mechanisms to meet the needs of your business in the future. 

1. What govement services andlor i n f o d o n  does your business currently use from the federal 
govt ? 

2. What government services andlor iliformation does your business currently use from the prov. 
govt? , - 

i 

3. What government services and/or information would you like to receive for your business? 

10 

4. Please list in order of importan& the top three factors which you feel are most important in 
athacling businesses to Kamioops. 

5. Please list in order of importance your top two concern with the Mount Paul Industrial Park: 

B. 

Thank you for your valuable time in completing this survey. 



An Economic Development Study for Shuswap Businesses 

The intent of this survey is to gather information which will help meet the needs of your business while 
hopefully identifying more business opportunities for Shuswap entrepreneurs like yourself. We will be 
presenting the results of this study with the result of the other economic leakage studies conducted over the 
last three years at a Shuswap Economic Development conference planned for May of this year. You represent 
the success stories of Shuswap economic development, so your input is crucial for this conference and for 
future Shunvap economic development. Your patience and co-operation with this survey is greatly appreciated. 

Part I Type of Bujiness 

1. Please check the appropriate circle of your business (a list is attached to help clarify these broad 
categories): 

0 Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 0 Mmng 0 Construction 

0 Transportation, Communications 0 Manufacturing 0 Wholesale Trade 
Electric, Gas, and Sanitary Services 

0 Finance, Insurance, & Real Estate 0 Retail Trade 0 Services ,. 
2. Who owns the business7 0 Coinmunity @and) owned 0 Individually (family) owned 

0 Nation owned 

Part I1 Employment 

It is hoped that a more cooperative and coordinated approach to filling employment opportunities within your 
businesses can be developed from the information you provide, below. We appreciate that employment within 
your business may fluctuate so please provide estimates as of time of survey completion. 

1. How many full time salaried employees do you have? 

2. How many part tune salaried employees do you have? 

3.  How many employees do you have with a hgh school diploma? 

4. How many employees do you have with technical certificates? 

5. What type of technical training do these employees have (list techrucal certificates, degrees, or courses 
taken) 

6. How many employees do you have with professional trahng (university degree or equivalent experience)? 

7. What type of university degree or experience do these employees have? 



-* 
8. Mow many of your employees are from the local community? 

Part HI Expenditures 

The information-from this section of the survey will provide both us and you with important economic 
' 

development information, while identifying potential business and cost saving opportunities. To clarify this 
point, suppose we found that aggregate expenditures f r , a  all the local grocery stores in Shuswap communities 
on produce was $150,000. Then this would indicate that a market garden opportunity might exist for a 
Shuswap individual or a Shuswap community. 

To make this part of the survey easier, we have included many bolded examples in the table below, please 
provide annual estimates. 

Brief Sumrnmy of Business Expenditures by size and locrion 



Sales and Revenues 

This part of the survey is intended to provide us with important indicators of  the business 
community's health. Please provide ball park annual estimates where appropriate. 



1. What percentage of the goods and/or services sold by your business is to: 

Other Businesses Consumers, Government 

2. How much annual revenue do you receive from the sales of your gbod(s)l~ervices? 
* 

Part V Shuswap Business Assessment Checklist . 

This section of questions will hopefully provide insight into the strength and weaknesses of 
your business. This information will help us identify speakers for the Shuswap Economic 
Development Conference planned for May, who are capable of helping you address your 
business weaknesses. This information will also provide other Shuswap entrepreneurs with 
a source of invaluable advice based on your experiences. 

For example suppose your business had a problem like: 

The demand for your products have grown rapidly and the business needs money to 
upgrades its production and distribution capacities. You need new tec&nology and you 
need to hire more people. You view this as an urgent problem. 

At the proposed conference you might then be interested in: 

Learning about dl the sources of loans, or learning about available business 
technology, or about course available to improve the productivity of your workers, 
or perhaps you need more information about expanding your business. As a result of 
the conference specialized training courses and/or business packages may be 
developed to help you specifically. 

Another example of a problem might be: 

Repeated production crisis, time pressures, and role conflicts have started to take 
away the ftm of operating the business. Turn over of staff is increasing because 
morale is declining. 

At the proposed conference you might learn: 

How to find the root cause of the crisis and possible solutions for dealing with it. 

Still another example of a problem might be: 

For the past three months you have not been able to prepare your cash flow analysis. 
Perhaps you are too busy, or perhaps you do not have the funds to hire the 
appropriate help. 



At the proposed conference you might learn to: .- 

2 I 

Prepare the cash flow analysis yourself. Perhaps you might realize at the conference 
that other Shuswap businesses are having the same problem. By pooling some 
resources with other businesses at the conference you might be able to collectively 
purchase the services of an expert to do everyone's cash flow analysis. Who knows, 
perhaps you could all employ a Shuswap accountant. 

So as you can see, your answers to this question could be very beneficial to your business. 
As such, for each of the areas identified, choose the most accurate bf the following five 
possible descriptions of your business operations by placing the right number or a check 
mark in the appropriate box. 

Explanation of rankings 

Major Strength - priority level 5 (place a number 5 in the appropriate box) 

Thls is one of the major strengths of your business operations. The business has been highly 
successful in this particular area. The business has alway; been proud and.competent in this 
area. 

a 
-* 

figh Function - p 4 (place a number 4 in the appropriate box) f 

The business has f u n t i o n h i g h e r  then the acceptable standards. The b ~ ~ s  has . .& s 

performed well in all aspects of t h ~ s  area. 'F 

- 

Normal - priority level 3 (place a number 3 in the appropriate box) 

E 

The business functions normally in this area There have been some fluctuations above and 
below acceptable standards, but in general h s  area is dependable. 

Urgent - priority level 2 (place a number 2 in the appropriate box) 

The business has problems in this area which are idubiting its ability to function well. These 
, problems deserve early attention. 

Survival Threshold - priority level 1 (place a number 1 in the appropriate box) 

The business has serious problems in this area The survival of thebusiness may be at stake 
if these problems are not resolved immediately. 
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The Royal ColtUtLiSsiun Study Ho~csehohi Survey Resulks and Me&& 

On a question by question basis this section contains the summary results of the mailed out 
household surveys, and the summary results of the random sample selected from the housing 
applications at the Kamloops Native Housing Society. 

Part I The-Household Survey Methods 

After a pretest in June, the survey was mailed out to the householders of the Kamloops Native 
Housing Society housing project in late June. The completed surveys were returned to the Friendship 
Society via the housing managers. 

Surveys were also handed out at functions put on by the Friendship Society and given verbal - 
endorsements at these functions. A number of surveys were also left at different locations in the 
Friendship Centre, the Art Shop, the Storefront School and the Health Centre. At each location there 
was an explanatory poster and completed survey deposit box. 

Approximately 300 surveys in total were distributed and 52 were returned by the end of July. The 
results of this sample compare similarly to other surveys (Community Futures 1992) implying the 
possibility of a normal distribution. The gaping information gaps, however, concerning the off reserve 
aboriginal population as discussed in this report, prevent any definitive comment about the normality 
of this sample. The pending release of the Aboriginal Peoples Survey results from 199 1 will be used 
for more rigorous statistical testing in the h a l  draft of this report. 

Part II The Household Survey Results 

Where do you live? 40 off reserve 11 on reserve 

Do you live in a native housing project? 7 live in housing project 45 do not 

With what aboriginal nation do you and your household most closely associate with? (choose 
as many as you like) 

36 Shuswap 11 Metis 11 Thompson 7 non-status 6 
Okanagan 

6 other 1 Chilcotin 

Are you a band member? 35 band members 17 not band members 

How would you classrfy your household? 16 Common law 13 married 

?t 

1 1 Single Mother 3 Single Father 5 Single 

Why did yon leave yoar home community (reserve)? Rank the top three reasons. For ease 
of data base translation the top rzqjied selection counted 3, the second ranked selection 
counted 2 and the #3 reason corn& 1. Where only one choice was made, it was given a 
value of.3 and if check marks were used instead of numben each received a value of two. 



64 Employment 58 Education 30 Always off reserve 

25 Housing I4 Lifestyle 12 Personal Healing 

7 Politics 7 Marriage 7 Health 1 other 

Have you ever considered improving your economic situation in any of the following ways? 
(choose as many as you like) 

23 upgrade education 15 post secondary education 15 start up business 

9 skills training 9 career change 6 moving 3 other 

What do you think are three most important concerns for your current community? Rank the 
top three. 

3 2 52 Employment 45 Housing 37 Drug and Alcohol Abuse 
Education 

ae B 

21 Health 1 1 24 Child Welfare 16 Aboriginal Languages 
Taxation = 

1 1 Aboriginal Businesses 10 Culture 3 Other 

Where do you socialize with members of your community? Rank the top three. See attached 
graph. 

50 Work 46 Own community 39 Pow wows 3 1 clubs 

28 School 25 Friendship society 24 bingos 15 rodeos 

12 Church 10 Housing Projects 8 Don't socialize 4 other 

Do you or anyone in your family use the programs or services provided by any of following 
organizations: (choose as many as you like) 

32 Friendship society 28 UCC 17 own band 15 Kamloops city 

15 Native outreach 15 KIB 14 Housing society 12 MAC 

10 SCES 6 SFU 6 Min. of Abor. AfT. 5 SNTC 

5 ANTCO 3 CEIC 1 KEDCO 

t 
Have you ever applied for assistance or funding from any of the following organizations: 2- 

(choose as many as you like) 

18 own band 8 Friendship Society 8 UCC ' 7 KIB - _= 



.- -- ? 
* 7 INAC 7 Kamloops city 

1 Native outreach 

6 Housing SOC. 5 ANTCO -- 
1 Min of Abor. AE. 1 Min Ec. 

12. Which organization serves you the best? Rank the top 3. 

103 Friendship Society 57 UCC 36 Own b&d 35 KIB 

33 Kamloops city 27 Nat. Out. 16 ANTCO 14 MAC 

10 SCES 9 ShTC 9 CEIC 7 SFU 

7 Min. of Abor. Aff 6 Housing Society 2 Comm. Fut. 

13 Where should the services you use be located? 33 off reserve 19 on reserve 

14. Why do you hate surveys? (pick as many as you like) 24 don't hate surveys 

13 never change anything 11 don't trust how used 8 don't address concerns 

8 boring 5 inconvenient 4 other 

Part I11 The Housing Applications 

Summary results extracted fiom the 100 randomly selected housing applications are presented below. 

1. Demographics 

Table 1 Housing A~dicat ion demograohics 

Of course, housing applications should be bias towards a younger population but note that the 
Kamloops Native Housing Society has family and single units (preferred by elderly and young) 
intended to meet the housing needs of each part of the demographic community. 

2. Socio - economic indicators 

Average of dependents 1.36 Stcmdard deviation 1.21 

Average # of persons per household 2.82 Standard deviation 1.26 

Average household income $101 0.56 Standard deviation 493.83 

65 + 
0 

2 

f 

Males 

Females 

20 - 24 

34 

2 5 

0 - 4  

3 1 

19 

25 - 34 

2 5 

42 

5 - 9  

2 1 

12 

35 - 64 

10 

22 

10 - 14 

13 

15 

15 - 19 

7 

2 5 



Appendix C 
<, Comparing the Shuswap and Statistics Canada 

Household Expenditure Categories 

The household survey expenditure categories for the Shusvap study were loosely based on 
the Statistics Canada Family Expenditure Survey. The table below contains a general 
category and an average proportionate expenditure comparisbn between S h uswap and 
Statistics Canada survey instruments. t 

To further clarify the specific household expendtures considered in the Shuswap s&ey 
the pertinent sections of the 1992 Shuswap Information System training manual have been 
attached below as well. 



Survey Cafegory Comparison Table 

Taxes were subtzacted from Statistics Canada data since these were not applicable to the Shuswap 
surveys. 
Roundmg errors may lead to proportions not summing to one 

L Statistics Canada proportions based on average household expenditures as reported in Table 1 in 62- 
, 555 

8 8 Shuswap proportions based on aggregated data & Table 8 m Chapter 2. I 

* *c  Expenditures on utihties (Statistics Canada categories 2200-2204) have been subtracted 

1 

Statistics Canada Categories 
and classifications 

Food (1000-1 532) 
Household Operations 

(2240-2250) 

Shelter (2000-2 13 1)' 
Household Furnishmgs 

(2300-2498) 

Shelter (2090-2096) 
Household Operations 

.. . (2200-2204) 

Shuswap % of total 
expenditure 

25.1 

13.8 

7.9 
a 

Stats Can % of total 
expenditure 

17.3 

22 

5.8 

Household &rations ,725 Day care 3.9 
(22 10-2220) Special Health Care 

Corresponding Shuswap 
categories 

Groceries 
Restaurants 

Housing 
~ o m e  Improvements 

Utilities 

Clothing (2500-2879) 

Transportation (2900-2949). 

k 

Health Care (3000-3063) 
Personal Care (3 100-3 153) 

Recreation (3200-3370) 

Education (3 390-3400) 

Readmg (3380-3386) 

' 6.2 

15.5 

4.8 

6.5 

1.2 

.63 

Clothing 

Vehcle Operation 
- Gasohe 

Payments 
Transports tion 

Health and Personal Care 

Leisure 
Culture 

Recreation 
HuntFish 

Education 

No corresponding category 

Tobacco and Alcohol 
(3600-3612) 

9.4 

17.1 

1.5 

7.6 - 
- . -  

8 

1.1 

0 

Tobacco 

No corresponding category 

Insurance 
Savings 

Glfts and Donations 

4.8 1.9 

0 

9.1 

1.5 

i 

Miscellaneous 3.7 

Security 6.3 

I Gifts and Contributions 
(3720 - 3724) 

4 
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Household S w e y  Training Guide - The Expenditure Deqitions 
* 

The following represents an excerpt from the SIS Training Guide. A complete copy of the 
training guide is available u p o ~  request. 

Household Expenditure Question 

This section of the study is the longest and most difficult for the interviewer and the person 
being interviewed. This is an important section. The simplest and quickest way to complete 
this question is to go through each category with the person being interviewed. 

Groceries - Remember to refer back to PART B: EXPENDITURE INFORMATION - 
QUESTION 2 as a guide to double-check with the person being interviewed the best 
estimate for grocery cost per month. This category incfudes all cleaning supplies and 
household staples along with food. 

T o b  products - The person being interviewed may calculate the estimated number of 
tobacco products used within the household on a daily basis. The interviewer can assist the 
person by calculating the monthly expenditure. The tobacco expenditure includes dl 
household members. 

RestaurantEast Food - Not everyone will remember monthly restaurant expenses, To help 
the interviewee, the interviewer may prompt questions such as "how many times &d you 
eat out last month or week" and then. calculate monthly expenditures on this category? 

, 

Home Improvements - l b s  category tnes to capture home imtrovements and new 
h s h i n g .  The i n t e ~ e w e r  may want to work backwards9from anxj~&I estirnptqs: 

Utilities - Monthly expenditures on telephone, electricity, natural gas, heating and water. 
The interviewer should be careful to get an average monthly cost for the year. 

Housing - Most homes have some type of mortgage or rental arrangement. CMHC will be 
considered on-reserve. 

Gasoline - For all household vehicles per month . 
Vehicle Operation and Main. - Includes oil changes and repairs to all household vehicles. . 

Public ~ r d r t a t i o n  - All expenditure on transportation other than the interviewees own 
vehicle. 

Payments - This is the monthly a v e r a g d  past and current payments and leases from the 
last year. 

Clothing - Monthly average a ' 

-5 



Health and Personal Care - Haircuts, grooming, and medical products not covered by B.C. 
Medical. 

Special Need Health - Medical expenses' for a hanhcapped or elderly person in the 
household. 

.n 

Insurance (Vehicle, home, life, health) : Since these expenses usually occur on an annual 
or semi-annually basis they should be translated to a monthly average. e 

Child Daycare - Cost of daycare incurred by the household. 

Leisure - Expendmres per month on bingo. 
i 

Cultural - All costs incurred in the making of traditional clothing, dance entry fees, pow- 
wow admission fees and other cultural expenditures. 

b 

Recreation - Cost of sports (equipment and registration) for family members and cost of 
movies and other videos per month. 

HuntingEishing - Average costs of hunting and fishing equipment, supplies, licences and 
fees per month. 

Education - Average monthly cost of supplies and travel for educational purposes. 

Savings - Bank deposits for the purpose of saving and contribution6 .to RRSP per month 
or averaged out per month. 

I Gfts and Donations* - Monthly average expenditures on gifts given to family and friends 
t and charitable contributions. 

fl 



Appendix D: 
selected Regression Results - 

Two Shazam generated regressions from each community for the pacaqetks =k, and d, are - e *  
presented below. All the regression results are available upon r 

Whispering Pines ,- 

'+ Tr 

' 3 1 ,  

kcumuktnc 

'~ 
\, 

\ 
Genr corn 1 =com+clor+hpr+snr+inr+dayr+leir+cultr+recr+hfr+educr~aw+gdr 

',., % 

01s coml tot 

\ REQUIRED MEMORY IS PAR= 8 CURRENT PAR= 390 
\ 

OLS ESTIMATION 
16 OBSERVATIONS DEPENDENT VARIABLE = COMl 

... NOTE3AMPLE RANGE SET TO: 1, 16 

R-SQUARE = .0245 R-SQUARE ADJUSTED = 1 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA**2 = 96560. 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA = 3 10 74 
SUM OF SQUARED ERRORS-SSE= .I 3 5 1 8E+O7 , 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 237.98 -L 

LOG OF THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION = - 1 13.458 
% 

VARIABLE ESl'TAWTED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTL4.L STANDARDIZED ELMTICIT( 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 14 DF P-VALUE CORR COEFFICIENT AT MEANS 

TOT .06 1547 .lo37 S936 .719 .I57 .I567 -5 108 
CONSTANT 1 16.43 219.0 S315 ,698 .I41 .OOOO .4892 

1-01s gasr tot 

REQUIRED MEMORY IS PAR= 8 CURRENT PAR= 390 
OLS ESTIMATION 

16 OBSERVATIONS DEPENDENT VARIABLE = GASR 
... NOTE~SAMPLE RANGE SET TO: 1, 16 

R-SQUARE - -0001 R-SQUARE ADJUSTED = -.0713 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA**2 = 3505 1. 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA = 187.22 
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SUM OF SQUARED ERRORS-SSE= .49071E+06 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 81.250 
LOG OF THE LIKELMOOD FUNCTION = - 1 05.3 5 1 

VARIABLE ESTIMATED STAXDARD T-RAnO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED ELASTIC~~Y 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 14 DF P-VALUE CORR COEFFICIENT AT MEANS 

TOT -.0026498 .06247 -.04241 .483 -.011 -.0113 , -.0644 
CONSTANT. 86.483 132.0 .6553 .739 .I73 .OOOO 1 .0644 

I- 01s grocr tot 

REQUIRED MEMORY IS PAR= 14 CURRENT PAR= 390 
OLS ESTIMATION 

32 OBSERVATIONS DEPENDENT VARIABLE = GROCR 
' ... NOTE..SAMPLE RANGE SET TO: 1, 32 

R-SQUARE= .9611 R-SQUAREADJUSTED= .9598 
* VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA**2 = 9196.4 

STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA = 95.898 
SUM OF SQUARED ERRORS-SSE= .27589~+36 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT v A R I A B ~  = 172.8 1 

" LOG OF THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION = -190.398 

VARIABLE ESTIMATED S T P A R D  T-RATIO PARTlAL S T W A R D E E D  ELASTIClTY 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 30 DF P-VALUE CORR *"COEFFICIENT AT MEANS 

TOT . 054629 .002006 27.24 1.000 .980 - .9804 1.0103 
CONSTANT -1.7866 18.12 

I 

-.09857 .461 -.018 4 ' .OOOO -.O 103 

01s utilm tot I- . 
REQUIRED MEMORY IS PAR= 14 CURRENT PAR= 390 
OLS ESTIMATION 

32 OBSERVATIONS DEPENDENT VARIABLE = UTILM 
... NOTE-SAMPLE RANGE SET TO: 1, 32 

R-SQUARE = -9475 R-SQUARE ADJUSTED = -9457 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA**2 = 7527.1 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA = 86.759 
SUM OF SQUARED ERRORS-SSE= -2258 lE+O6 



MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 132.8 1 
LOG OF THE LEKELMOOD IWNCTION = -1 87.194 

VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARD~ED ELASTIC~~Y 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 30 DF P-VALUE CORR COEFFICIENT AT MEANS 

TOT .042213 .001815 23.26 1.000 .973 .9734 1.0159 
CONSTANT -2.1052 16.40 -.I284 .449 -.023 .OOOO -.0159 

I- 01s corn 1 tot 

REQUIRED MEMORY IS PAR= 15 CURRENT PAR= 390 
OLS ESTIMATION 

32 OBSERVATIONS DEPENDENT VARIABLE = COMI 
. ..NOTE..SAMPLE RANGE SET TO: 1, 32 

R-SQUARE = .1302 R-SQUARE ADJUSTED = .10 12 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA**2 = . l2Ol3E+O6 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA = 346.60 
SUM OF SQUARED ERRORS-SSE= .3 603 9E+O7 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 288.35 
LOG OF THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION = -23 1.5 15 

V A R I A B ~  ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED ELASTICITY 
NAME COEFF'lCIEhT ERROR 30 DF P-VALUE CORR COEFFICIENT AT MEANS 

TOT .082425 .03890 2.119 .979 .361 .3608 .62 18 
CONSTANT 109.06 104.5 1.044 348 .I87 .OOOO .3782 

01s clom tot 

REQUiRED MEMORY IS PAR= 14 CURRENT PAR= 390 
OLS ESTIMATION 

32 OBS~RVAT~ONS DEPENDENT VARIABLE = C W M  
... NOTE..SAMPLERANaSETTO: 1, 32 

R-SQUARE = .2492 R-SQUARE ADJUSTED = -2241 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE-SI[GMA**2 = 9727.2 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA = 98.626 
SUM OF SQUARED ERRORS-SSE= .29181E+06 



P A N  OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 1 19.32 

%, 
F&?G OF THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION = - 191.296 

VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STA~JARDIZED ELASTICITY 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 30 DF P-VALUE CORR COEFFICENT AT MEANS 

TOT .34923E-01 .01107 3.155 ,998 .499 .4992 .6366 
- CONSTANT 43.358 29.73 1.459 .922 .257 .OOOO .3634 

.% 

t i 

Adam Lake 

, 1- 01s leir tot 

REQUIRED MEMORY IS PAR= 20 CURRENT PAR= 390 
OLS EST&ATION 

d 

46 OBSERVATIONS DEPENDENT VARIABLE = LEIR 
... NOTE.SAMPL4 RANGE SET TO: 1, 46 

R-SQUARE = .0939 R-SQUARE ADJUSTED = .0733 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA**2 = 9569.2 
STANDARD EWOR OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA = 97.822 
SUM OF SQUARED ERRORS-SSE= . .42104E+06 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 51.957 
LOG OF THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION = -275 .O74 

s 

VARIABLE ESTMATED STAhmARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED ELASTICllY 
NAME COEFFICIETa ERROR 44 DF P-VALUE CORR COEFFICIENT AT 

MEANS 

TOT .32780E-01 .1535E-01 2.135 .981 .306 .3064 1.1285 
CONSTANT -6.6772 31.02 -.2153 .415 -.032 .OOOO -. 1285 

(-01s Ieim tot 

REQUIRED MEMORY IS PAR= 20 CURRENT PAR= 390 
OLS ESTIMATION 

46 OBSERVATIONS DEPENDENT VARlABLE = LEIM 
... NOTE..SAMPLE RANGE SET TO: 1, 46 

R-SQUARE =- -1849 R-SQUARE ADJUSTED = .I664 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA**2 = 21075. 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA = 145.17 
SUM OF SQUARED ERRORS-SSE= .92729E+06 



MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 78.696 
LOG OF THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION = -293.233 

VARIABLE 'ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED w n c m  
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 44 DF P-VALUE CORR COEFFICIENT AT MEANS 

TOT .71?8lE-Ol .2278E-01 3.160 .999 .430 .4300 1.6361 
CONSTANT -50.059 46.03 -1.088 .I41 -.I62 .OOOO -.6361 

1-01s restm tot 

REQUIRED MEMORY IS PAR= 17 CURRENT PAR= 390 
OLS ESTIMATION 

39 OBSERVATIONS DEPENDENT VARIABLE = RESTM 
... NOTESAMPLE RANGE SET TO: 1, 39 

R-SQUARE= -4262 R-SQUAREADJUSTED= .4107 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA**2 = 1968.0 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA = 44.362 
SUM OF SQUARED ERRORS-SSE= 728 15. 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 50.308 
LOG OF THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION = -202.215 

. 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED ELASnClTY 

NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 37 DF P-VALUE CORR COEFFICIENT AT MEANS 4 

TOT .46895E-01 .8946E-02 5.242 1.000 .653 .6528 1.2877 
CONSTANT -14.471 14.25 -1.015 .I58 -.I65 .OOOO -.2877 

REQUIRED MEMORY IS PAR= 17 CURRENT PAR= 390 
OLS ESTIMATION . 

39 OBSERVATIONS DEPENDENT VARIABLE = SAVR 
... NOTE..SAMPLE RANGE SET TO: 1, 39 

& R-SQUARE = .0000 R-SQUARE ADJUSTED = -.0270 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGh4A**2 = 16.459 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMAlE-SIGMA = 4.0569 
SUM OF SQUARED ERRORS-SSE= 608.97 

-- -- ~ 
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MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = .ti4103 
LOG OF THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION = -108.929 

VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTJAL STANDARDIZED ELASTICKY 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 37 DF P-VALUE CORR COEFFICIENT AT MEANS 

TOT -.14603E-04 -8 18 1E-03 -.01785 .493 -.003 -.0029 -.03 15 
CONSTANT .66120 1.304 SO72 .692 .083 .OOOO 1.0315 

SNTC 

1-01s grocr tot 

REQUIRED MEMORY IS PAR= 64 CURRENT PAR= 390 
OLS ESTIMATION 

163 OBSERVATIONS DEPENDENT VARIABLE = GROCR 
... NOTE..SAMPLE M N G E  SET TO: 1, 163 

" R-SQUARE = .0000 R-SQUARE. ADJUSTED = -.0062 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA**2 = 2255.0 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA = 47.487 
SUM OF SQUARED ERRORS-SSE= .36305E+06 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARZABLE = 17.30 1 
LOG OF THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION = -859.534 

F 

VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL ST'ANDAFKXZED ELASTICllY 
NAME COEFFICIEbT ERROR 161 DF P-VALUE CORR COEFFICIENT ATMEANS 

TOT -. 19352E-03 .00327 -.0592 .476 -.005 -.0047 -.0198 
CONSTANT 17.642 6.869 2.568 .994 .I98 .OOOO 1.0198 

1-ois corn1 tot 

REQUIRED MEMORY IS PAR= 67 CURRENT PAR= 390 
OLS ESTIMATION 

163 OBSERVATIONS DEPENDENT VARIABLE = COMl 
... NOTE..SAMJ?LE RANGE SET TO: I, 163 

R-SQUARE = .I777 R-SQUARE ADJUSTED = .I726 
- VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA**2 = 82472. 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESm.TE-SIGMA = 287.18 

C 



SUM OF SQUARED ERRORS-SSE= .13278E+08 
MEAN OF DEPEhDEMT VARIABLE = 332.85 
LOG OF THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTXON = -1 152.88 

VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL. STANDARDIZED ELASTICITY 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 161 DF P-VALUE CORK COEFFICIENT AT MEANS 

TOT 11666 .1978E-01 5.899 1.000 .422 .4216 .6189 
CONSTANT 126.85 41.54 ' 3.054 .999 .234 .OOOO .3811 

Tax MuttipIier Parameter Estimates for c and m 
m 

01s consump yd 

REQUIRED MEMORY IS PAR= 2 CURRENT PAR= 390 
OLS ESTIMATION 

12 OBSERVATIONS DEPENDENT VARIABLE = CONSUMP 
NOTE..SAMPLE RANGE SET TO: 1, 12 

R-SQUARE = .9963 R-SQUARE ADJUSTED = .9960 
VARZANCE OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA**2 = .23284E+08 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA = 4825.4 
SUM OF SQUARED ERRORS-SSE= .23284E+09 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = .35249E+06 
LOG OF THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION = -1 1 7.71 3 

VARlABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STAN. ELASTICITY 
NAME COEFF. ERROR 10 DF P-VALUE CORR COEFF. AT MEANS 

YD .96059 .O 1846 52.03 1.000 .998 .9982 1.0913 
CONSTANT -32191. 7522. -4.279 ,001 -.804 .oOOO -.09 13 

01s imports yd 
REQUIRED MEMORY IS PAR= 2 CURRENT PAR= 390 
12 OBSERVATIONS DEPENDENT VARIABOLE = IMPORTS 
... NOTESAMPLERANGESETTO: 1, 12 

R-SQUARE = .8927 R-SQUARE ADJUSTED = .8820 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA**2 = .22 134E+09 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE-SIGMA = 14877. 
SUM OF SQUARED ERRORS-SSE= .22134~+10 
MEAM OF DEPENDENT VANABLE = .15898E+06 
LOG OF THE LIKELIHOOD FUN@L?ON = - 13 1.225 

s 

VARlABLE EST., STAN. . T-RATIO PART STAND. ELASTICITY 
NAME COEF. ERROR 10 DF P-VALUE CORR GOEF. AT MEANS 

YD .51921 .0569 1 9.123 1.000 .945 .9448 1.3079 
CONSTANT 48948. 2 3  19E+05 -2.1 1 1 .030 -.555 .0000 -.3079 



Appendix E 
Detailed Parameter and Multiplier Estimates 

This appendix contains in order the following tables of summaries, parameter and multiplier 
estimates: 

Skeetchcestn and Adams Lake Monthly Expenditure Profile 
Whispering Pines and Meskonlith Monthly Expenditure Profile 
Bonaparte Monthly Expenditure Profile 
Expenditure Summary for 7 SNTC Communities 

Scenario 4 NeskonlithParameters 
Scenario 4 Adam Lake Parameters 
Scenario 4 Bonaparte Parameters 
Scenario 4 SNTC Parameters 

Scenario 1 Skeetchestn Mdtipliers 
Scenario 1 Adams Lake Multipliers 
Scenario 1 Bonaparte Multipliers 
Scenario 1 SNTC Multipliers 

Scenario 2 Skeetchestn Multipliers 
Scenario 2 Adams Lake Multipliers 
Scenario 2 Bonaparte Multipliers 
Scenario 2 SNTC Multipliers 

Scenario 3 ~eskinl i th  Multipliers 
Scenario 3 Skeetchestn Multipliers 
Scenario 3 Bonaparte Mdtipliers 
Scenario 3 SNTC Multipliers 

Scenario 4 Neskonlith Multipliers 
Scenario 4 Skeetchestn Multipliers 
Scenario 4 Adams Lake Multipliers 
Scenario 4 Bonaparte Mdtipliers 



f o r d  



T o d  





Expenditure Summary for 7 SNTC Communities 

Expenditure On- Ashcrof. Williams Chase Salmon Kam #- Other Total 
Ty~e reserve Lake Arm City 

Grocery $9,895 ($1 1,110 $1 1,545 545)$17,293 $16,356 $49,598 $44,611 $160,407 
1 I I I 

Tobacco $9,112 S915 $278 $1,525 $1,851 $13,952 

Restaurants $2,922 1 $408 $1,799 $2,329 $1,359 $10,092 $9,366 $28,276 

( Housing 1 15,W9 ) $385 1 $638 1 $764 - 1 $ 1,121 I $5,551 1 $6,086 1 $79,595 

1 I I I I I I I 

Transportation 1 $3,415 I $31 1 $131 1 S t 9  1 $739 1 $4,209 1 $2,866 1 $12,309 
t t I 

Payments $2,635 $573 $2,036 $4,067 $645 $26,916 $10,053 $46,924 
(1-1 I 

Clothug $2,404' $1,833 $1,682 $1,208 %994 $53,441 $9,406 $70,968 

Wth & I $617 5144 1 $525 $1,385 $129 $4,985 $2,890 $11,375 

I . p e ~ 0 ~  I I 
Speclai Health $434 ., $123 $1,408 $783 $1,468 $4,390 $8,606 

Insurance $2,665 $1,610 $2,310 $4,357, !•̃ 2,634 %8,014 $14,357 $35,946 

1 Leisure 1 $5,477 1 $531 f $291 ( $1,252 1 $26 1 $10,!3!?0 f $7,058 1 $25,626 
Culture P,681 $32 $290 1 $411 $223 !B,O6l $4,470 $11,168 

Recrearion 1 S1,228 $738 1 $189 $319 $170 $4,847 $7,360 $14,850 

HuntfFIsh $686 $203 1 $537 S375 $212 $1,!W $1,846 S5,766 

Education $293 $200 $667 $1,385 $30 $1,822 $4,302 $8,698 1 
Savings $159 1 $228 $667 $1,601 $1,340 $20,057 $8,499 $32,551 

$ I I t 

Gifts& $1,766 $354 $160 $654 $210 $4,295 $3,498 $10,!336 
D o ~ o n s  , 

Total S165.797 S23,678 $26,853 S56,094 $260,235 $188,516 S751,421 

Note: These replesent the extropohted expeditnres for the Shmap honseholds of Adam Lake, 
~anaparte;-'~a~tot Creek, Nesfmnlith, Seetchestn, Spailumcheen and Whispering Pines. Extrapolation 
was biked on the assumption that the household sample from each wmmnniry was representatjve of the 
homehol~ &pdkon. Ektrapolation factors for each community are thus households per community a 
househlds in smqde. 
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Scenario 4 Slreetchestn Multipliers 





Appendix F 
Infomation ~o~ect iod Cost Details. 

Statistics Canada 

Three types of costs are estimated for Statistics Canada in the census exercise' for the 10 
SNTC cornmuni4ks - marketing, data collection, and processing and output production. The 
most conservative estimates were used. 

Marketing 

Letter of Agreement Develop. - Travel (to Kamloops) and personnel2 $ 4,500 
'Post-Census discus&on in &mloops (bill sent Stats Can. from SNTC) $ 4,500 
B.C. regional liaison staff (travel and personnel tirnel3i$ $ 6,900 
Post-Census pre-test (SNTC staff, training, and Ottawa personnel)* $ 4,800 
Overhead @ 10% of totat $ 2,300 

--------- 
Subtotal for marketing $23,000 

Census collection 

3 manager @ $2000 per month for 3% months 
1 1 census representatives @ 1500 per person 
Travel @ 20% of wages 
Overhead @ 10% of total 

Subtog ., . for collection 

The cost of the entire 1991 Census (First Nation and non First Nation) was estimated at $250 
million (Report on the hint Conference on a First Nations Data Base and the 199 1 Census and 
Pod-Censal Programs) (1 990) p. 8. 

It is assumed that a r o d  trip and accommodation to Kamloops from Ottawa costs $2,000, and 
that a S50.0004ear employee spent 5% of their time on this agreement. 

A native liaison for the interior of B.C. was hired on a one year contract to facilitate the conduct 
of the 1991 census within the Shuswap Nation. This figure assumes this individual received a 
salary of $30,000, and that 15% of his time and 6 trips to Kamloops @400 per trip were made 
in the course of his job. 

This was a 'perk' gwen to the SNTC for participating in the 199 1 Census. Itinvolved 4 SIS team 
members ($700 per week), and at least one person from Ottawa (just cost of trip included). 



Output Production 

- 

Budget,for Statistics Canada (Public Accounts 1989-90)' 
Expenditure per capita @ 26 million persons 
Population of 10 S M C  communities (INAC estimates 1992) 
Cost per year for product development 
# of years-including census year to develop product 

a 

a Cost for pspduct development 
Total cost estimate for Statistics Canada 

Indian and Northern Affairs of Canada 

$245 mill. 
$ 9.42 
2489 
$23 ,4466. 
3 

Average cost of membership clerk per community (expert opinion) $1,500 
# of communities 10 
Total membership clerk salary $1 5,000 
Avg. salary of 3 employees at B.C. regional offic"e to process (assump.) $3 5,000 
% of B.C. on reserve aboriginal population for SNTC communities (guess)lO% 
Estimated cost for SNTC membership processing $10,500 
Administratjon 20% of cost (many forms to complete and Ottawa cost) $5,100 , 

Total cost for SNTC population estimates fog WAC - $30,600~ 

5 1989 was a non-cexws year so this is assumed to be a proxy for the cost of product development 
for all Statistics Canada data (First Nation a& non-First Nation). No account for Inflation was 
made to make this estimate more conservative. 

6 Although the $245 rmllion was spent on other non-census activities, its usage in this proxy still 
represents a conse~vative estimate. First, in Chapter 3 it was made evident that Statistics Canada 

-consistently counted more people on Shuswap reserves than did the Department of Indian Affairs. 
Seconiily to present data cornpars& to that of b e  SNTC, Statistics Canada also b d ' t o  conduct, 
process and present the Post Census on Aboriginal People, a separate $10 million data collection 
exercise. Finally, as was &cussed in Chapter 3. Statistics Canada had data collection biases in 
the Shuswap communities which undoubtedly required costly data smoothmg techniques. 

For this amount of money INAC only produces population counts in six categories 



The cornmuhity economic development studies required funding from a variety of sourges 
listed below. This is dl the funding which the SNTC had received to complete all 10 of the 
community economic development studies by the fall of 1993. 

Cost of fttnding pursuit (admin and salary)" $12,000 
lSTC (Research program) $48,000 
Department of Finance (taxation study) $10,000 
~epartmeni of Indian and Northern Affairs $1 5,000 p 

SFU Co-'Op program $ 5,000 
SNTC contributions $1 5,000 
B.C Provtnclal government d $ 9,500 

Employment and Immigration Canada 

Total for SNTC community economic development studies 

2 ThLs asnrmes 2 months of a $36.000&a1 salary, SS.000 in travel, and S 1.000 in overhead in the . 
pursuit of fundrng for tfww projects 


